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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the stratigraphic and structural relationships in the western 
Inner Piedmont of several orthogneisses and a paragneiss sequence. Detailed mapping 
was completed for an area slightly larger than one 7.5-minute quadrangle and is located 
southwest of Marion, North Carolina, at the northeast outcrop termination of the main 
Henderson Gneiss unit. From bottom to top, the stratigraphy of the study area consists of the 
Tallulah Falls Formation, Poor Mountain Amphibolite, and Poor Mountain Quartzite. 
Amphibolites and amphibole gneisses of the Tallulah Falls Formation, Poor Mountain 
Formation, and Dysartsville gneiss are interpreted as tholeiitic basalts related to rifting along 
the Laurentian margin. The entire stratigraphic sequence is interpreted to represent an 
early period of rifting in a marine basin that was filled with immature continent-derived 
material (Tallulah Falls Formation and Poor Mountain Quartzite) and rift-related volcanics 
and intrusions (Poor Mountain Amphibolite) prior to Paleozoic orogenic events. Based on 
the tonalite composition and high normative corundum content of the Dysartsville gneiss, it 
is interpreted to be part of the Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician western Inner Piedmont 
group of granitoids that intruded this sequence during the first Paleozoic orogenic event. 
Metamorphism in the study area, as determined by mineral assemblage and 
comparison to previous work, is expressed in a single prograde event coeval with 
penetrative deformation during the Acadian orogeny. The Inner Piedmont is a stack of 
earlier Type-F (fold-related), Type-T (transitional), and later Type-C (composite) crystalline 
thrust sheets that comprise the polydeformed Acadian metamorphic core of the southern 
Appalachians. The transport direction of the thrust sheets is inferred from kinematic 
indicators and is parallel to a strong mineral stretching lineation. Immediately southeast of 
the Brevard fault zone, the mineral stretching lineations and transport d irection are strongly 
oriented NE-SW. Structures in the western Inner Piedmont are grouped into one of five 
deformation events, D1 through Ds . The development of most fabrics and structures 
observed in the study area are attributed to the penetrative D2 Acadian event. Folds in the 
Tal lulah Falls Formation identified in the study area are the only macroscale evidence 
v 
within the western Inner Piedmont of deformation prior to the Acadian event. The latest 
deformation events are attributed to the Alleghanian orogenic event and are expressed as 
open folds oriented orogen-parallel and orogen-oblique. 
The Henderson Gneiss is a 509 Ma K-feldspar orthogneiss with an areal extent of 
-5,000 mi
2 
southeast of the Brevard fault zone in North and South Carolina. Despite its 
areal extent, the Henderson Gneiss is interpreted to be less than 5 km thick, with the shape 
of a flattened prolate ellipsoid because it is structurally included within the footwall 
isoclinal synform of a Type-F thrust. Klippes and windows of Poor Mountain Amphibolite in 
the Henderson Gneiss outcrop belt are direct evidence of the thin nature of this unit. The 
regional map pattern of the Henderson Gneiss is complex, with a fold pattern that is difficult 
to explain in two-dimensions. The Henderson Gneiss is in contact with stratigraphically 
lower rocks at kyanite/sil limanite grade in North Carolina and with stratigraphically higher 
rocks at staurolite grade in South Carolina. The map pattern, stratigraphic relationships, 
and metamorphic relationships indicate that deformation directly southeast of the Brevard 
fault zone was southwest directed and accommodated by regional-scale sheath folding. 
vi 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Inner Piedmont is the Acadian metamorphic core of the Appalachian orogen 
(Davis, 1 993; Hatcher, 1998a) and consists of what is interpreted as a stack of west-, then 
northwest-, and then southwest-directed polydeformed crystal line thrust sheets. Only a small 
portion, approximately 20 percent, of the Inner Piedmont has been mapped in detai l  
partially due to the complex nature of the terrane and the common misconception that this 
region lacks exposure and a recognizable stratigraphy. A recognizable stratigraphy, 
traceable to South Carolina a long strike and in several thrust sheets across strike, was 
mapped as part of this thesis in a portion of the North Carolina western Inner Piedmont. 
Research for this thesis involved the detailed mapping of an area slightly larger than one 
7.5-minute quadrangle. Unless otherwise noted, the use of quadrangle(s) in the text of this 
study refers to USGS 7.5-minute quadrangles. 
The study area was chosen for several geologic reasons, but primarily because it 
lies along strike of previous detailed work and includes a portion of the Dysartsville gneiss in 
addition to the northeast termination of the main Henderson Gneiss body. Exposures within 
the study area permit the examination of relationships between the Henderson Gneiss and 
the western Inner Piedmont paragneiss stratigraphy. The western Inner Piedmont work that 
preceded this research only partia lly addressed the relationship of the Henderson Gneiss to 
this stratigraphy and included the Dysartsville gneiss as part of an extensive group of 
intrusive Paleozoic granitoids that are present immediately southeast of and within the 
Henderson Gneiss. In addition to the geologic justification for ma pping here, 
approximately half of the study area lies in the Asheville 1 : 1 00,000-scale map that is 
currently being compiled by the North Carolina Geological Survey as part of the National 
Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program, STATEMAP component. 
This study is divided into three subject chapters (II, I l l ,  and IV). The important 
conclusions of this study are summarized in Chapter V. Chapter II addresses the correlation 
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of stratigraphic units in the study area to other areas of the western Inner Piedmont and 
provides a cursory geochemica l  comparison of the mappable orthogneisses. Chapter I l l  
examines the deformationa l history present in the study area and focuses on structural 
relationships of the orthogneiss units to the paragneiss sequence. Chapter IV focuses on 
deformation of the Henderson Gneiss and presents evidence for regiona l scale sheath 
fold(s) in the western Inner Piedmont. 
LOCATION 
The study area is located in southwestern North Carolina approximately 35 mi from 
both Hickory and Asheville. Parts of two 7.5-minute quadrangles, Glenwood and Sugar Hill, 
make up the study area that is mostly within McDowell County but also includes a small 
area in northern Rutherford County (Fig. 1 -1 ). The Glenwood quadrangle is located in the 
southwest comer of the Hickory 1 : 100,000-scale map and the Sugar Hill quadrangle is 
located in the southeast corner of the Asheville 1 : 1 00,000-scale map. The study area 




) in an area of moderate relief with elevations ranging 
from 400 m (-1 300 ft) to 975 m (-3200 ft) above sea level. Bedrock exposure, up to 60 
percent but typically around 30 percent in the study area ,  is excellent compared to other 
parts of the Piedmont. In addition to bedrock, weathered a nd saprolitic exposures are 
plentiful and provide a bundant opportunities for data collection. 
The study area is located south of the 1-40 corridor in a rural area of North Carolina 
that is composed mostly of small farms, vacation/retirement homes, and severa l gold and 
gem panning campgrounds (Fig. 1 -2). Lumber companies a lso own a considerable a mount 
of land within a nd near the study area. Glenwood is the largest community located in the 
study area; the larger communities of Marion, Morganton, Asheville, and Hickory are al l  
within 40 mi of the study area. 
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Figure 1-1. Location of the study area in western North Carolina. (a) Part of western North 
Carolina showing state boundaries, county boundaries, major cities, and U.S. Interstates. The 
Glenwood and Sugar Hi l l  quadrangles are highlighted. (b) Enlarged view of the Glenwood and 
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Figure 1-2. Satellite photograph of the Glenwood and Sugar Hil l  quadrangles. Note the relief in the Sugar Hill quadrangle and the 
clouds in the eastern half of the Glenwood quadrangle. This image was created with data available on the Microsoft Terraserver 
website. 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The southern Appalachians can be divided into several geologic regions (Fig. 1 -3). 
The Brevard fault zone separates the Inner Piedmont from the eastern Blue Ridge, and the 
Carolina suture separates the Inner Piedmont from the Carolina terrane. The Carolina 
terrane, Inner Piedmont, and eastern Blue Ridge were accreted to Laurentia during several 
Paleozoic orogenic events. 
The Inner Piedmont contains evidence of polyphase deformation at or near peak 
metamorphism, middle- to upper-amphibolite facies, with later superposition of brittle 
event(s). The North Carolina and South Carolina Inner Piedmont was originally defined by 
King (1 955) as a high-grade gneiss terrane. More recently, Hatcher (1 993) identified the 
Inner Piedmont as part of the highly deformed and metamorphosed Acadian crystalline 
core of the entire southern Appalachians. In the western Inner Piedmont, Type-F thrust 
sheets originated by shearing the common limb of a ductile antiform-synform pair (Hatcher 
and Hooper, 1 992). The recognizable Inner Piedmont stratigraphy consists of the following 
dominant rock types (from bottom to top): biotite gneiss, metagraywacke, and amphibolite; 
aluminous schist; biotite gneiss and metagraywacke; finely laminated amphibolite; 
quartzite. The biotite gneiss units within the study area are the same as the Mill Spring 
biotite gneiss units of Davis (1993) and Yanagihara (1 994). The finely laminated 
amphibolite and quartzite units are correlative with the Poor Mountain Formation of 
Hatcher (1 969, 1 993) . 
The western Inner Piedmont of the Carolinas was actively mined for gold in the 
earlier part of this century, but probably contains only small locally concentrated placer 
deposits (Bryson, 1 936). The best evidence for previous large-scale mining operations 
within the study area can be found in the Glenwood quadrangle at Vein Mountain, 
northeast of the Macedonia Church Loop, and in California Branch. Active recreational 
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Figure 1-3. Simplified tectonic map of the southern Appalachians. TB-Tal ladega belt. 
MS-Murphy syncline. WBR-Western Blue Ridge. GMW-Grandfather Mountain Window. 
EBR-Eastem Blue Ridge. BFZ-Brevard fault zone. AA-Aito al lochthon. HG-Henderson 
Gneiss. SMW-Sauratown Mountain window. SRA-Smith River al lochthon .  PMW-Pine 
Mountain window. CP-Coastal Plain . Modified from Hatcher eta/. (1990). 
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Mountain in the Glenwood quadrangle but also occurs to a lesser extent northeast of Vein 
Mountain on South Muddy Creek. 
PREVIOUS /NVESTIGA TIONS 
In  addition to concurrent and other ongoing mapping projects adjacent to the study 
area (Hill , 1999; Giorgis, in progress; Williams, in progress; and Bier, in progress), several 
detailed investigations within and adjacent to the study area have been published. Plate I 
is a compilation at 1 : 1 00,000-scale of detailed work adjacent to and within the study area. 
Whisnant (1979) originally mapped the Sugar Hill quadrangle. The southern portion of the 
Sugar H il l  quadrangle was remapped by Yanagihara ( 1994), along with parts of the Lake 
Lure, Shingle Hollow, and Moffitt quadrangles, in the northern part of the Columbus 
Promontory. Conley and Drummond (1981)  originally mapped the Marion West 
quadrangle, which was partially field checked and revised with J .  C. Hill during the 1 997-
1 998 field season (Hil l ,  1 999). 
Other detailed mapping near the study area include the Black Mountain 
quadrangle by Butler (1 972), the Bat Cave and Fruitland quadrangles by Lemmon and 
Dunn ( 1973a, 1 973b), the Old Fort area of McDowell County by Hurley ( 1974), and the 
southern part of the Columbus Promontory by Davis (1 993). The Inner Piedmont has also 
been included in several regional studies including Keith's ( 1905) Mt. Mitchell folio and the 
investigations of the crystalline rocks of Alabama and Georgia by Adams (1 926 , 1 933) and 
Crickmay (1952) , respectively. Two versions of the North Carolina state geologic map were 
compiled and published by the Department of Conservation and Development (1 958) and 
the North Carolina Geological Survey (1 985) at 1 :500,000-scale. Bryant and Reed ( 1 970) 
mapped a small part of the Inner Piedmont north of the study area as part of the 
Grandfather Mountain window and vicinity map. Most recently, the Charlotte 1 °  x 2° 
geologic map was published by Goldsmith et a/. (1 988). 
Other regional studies that contain portions of the western Inner Piedmont include: 
Keith ( 1904, 1907); Stuckey and Conrad (1 958); Conley and Drummond (1 963, 1 965, 
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1981);  Reed and Bryant ( 1964); Hadley and Nelson ( 1971) ;  Goldsmith et a/. ( 1988); and 
Nelson et a/. (1 998). Other studies concerned with portions of the Inner Piedmont include: 
Griffin ( 1 967, 1 969a, 1 969b, 1 971a, 1 971 b, 1 974a, 1 974b); Hatcher ( 1969, 1 970, 1971 , 
1972, 1 978, 1 987, 1 988, 1999); Conley and Henika (1 973); Rankin et a/ . ( 1973); McGill 
( 1980); Heyn (1 984, 1 988); Hopson and Hatcher (1 988); McConnell (1 990); Neilson et al. 
(1 990a, 1 990b); Steltenpohl et al. (1990); and Garihan (1 999). Detailed geologic mapping 
near the study area also includes the work of Lemmon (1 973) and Tabor (1 990). 
Radiometric age dates have been obtained for some of the rock units within the 
Inner P iedmont. Granitoid plutons of the Inner Piedmont were divided into three groups 
based on age: 595 to 520 Ma, 440 to 385 Ma, and 325 to 265 Ma (Fullagar, 1 971 ; 
Fullagar and Butler, 1 979). The age of the Henderson Gneiss using whole rock Rb-Sr was 
recalculated using a revised decay constant to 509 Ma by Sinha et al. (1 989) from the 
previous date of 535 Ma obtained by Odom and Fullagar (1 973). Younger (438 Ma) 
granitoid plutons intrude the Henderson Gneiss in North Carolina but are absent in the study 
area (Odom and Russell, 1 975). Unpublished zircon core data for the Henderson Gneiss 
may yield a significantly younger (-450 Ma) age for the body and other granitoids in the 
Dysartsville quadrangle to the east (Vinson, 1 999; Vinson and Miller, 1 999). 
OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this thesis are: 
• To provide a detailed geologic map for parts of the Sugar Hill and Glenwood 
quadrangles. 
• To provide viable cross sections of the study area. 
• To compare stratigraphic and structural relationships within the study area to other parts of 
the Inner Piedmont. 
• To further examine the behavior of ductile thrust sheets in the western Inner Piedmont. 
• To provide detailed descriptions of the relationships between orthogneiss units and the 
paragneiss sequence in the study area. 
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• To provide geologic data, including the description of Quaternary units, for land-use 
planning. 
METHODOLOGY 
This thesis is primarily based on field mapping at 1 : 12 ,000-scale in the study area 
(compiled at 1 :24,000- and 1 : 1 00,000-scale). USGS 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle 
maps were enlarged 200 percent and used in the field as base maps. Work within the study 
area was accomplished during two field seasons: from February, 1 997, to August, 1997, 
and from January, 1 998, to August, 1998. Plate I I  is the geologic map that was completed 
for this study. Traverses in the study area involved hiking along streams, ridges, and roads. 
I n  addition to field observations and rock descriptions, data collected in the field include 
the strike and dip of foliations, the trend and plunge of lineations, the trend and plunge of 
fold axes, the strike and dip of fold axial surfaces, and the strike and dip of joints (Appendix 
A, Appendix B). Numerous rock samples were collected during each field season for rock 
and textural description. Forty-three thin sections were used for petrographic analysis of the 
rock units and point counted (over 1000 points) for modal analyses. 
A Brunton pocket transit was used to collect structural data at 1 278 stations in and 
near the study area (Plate I l l) .  Additionally, over 1 000 stations were compiled on the Sugar 
Hill quadrangle from data collected by Whisnant (1 979) and Yanagihara (1 994). A Leitz 
Orthoplan Pol polarizing microscope was used for petrographic analysis. The University of 
Tennessee's EG&G ORTEC TEFA I l l  energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer was used for X­
ray fluorescence analyses. Magma 2.3 (copyright by the Regents of the University of 
California), wr itten by Ken Wohletz (Los Alamos National Laboratory and University of New 
Mexico) was used to determine the normative mineralogy of bulk chemical analyses. 
Stereonet v. 4.9.6a, written by R.W. Allmendinger (Cornell University) and GEOrient v. 7.2 
written by R. Holcombe (University of Queensland, Australia), were used to plot and contour 
the collected structural data. Adobe I llustrator™ and Adobe Photoshop™ were used to 
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create the digital versions of the maps and cross sections. A revised version, modified from 
Curl (1998), of the method used to create Plates I, II, and Ill is provided in Appendix C. 
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CHAPTER II 
STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS IN PART OF THE WESTERN INNER 
PIEDMONT NEAR MARION, NORTH CAROUNA 
The Inner Piedmont has not been studied in detail partially due to the historical 
misconception that a recognizable stratigraphy is not present, as mentioned in Chapter I .  
Previous work by Davis (1 993) partially determined that the stratigraphic sequence in the 
Columbus Promontory of North Carolina is the same as that found in the western Inner 
Piedmont of South Carolina and northeastern Georgia. As in most high-grade gneiss 
terranes, the rocks of the Inner Piedmont are varied and intensely deformed. The rock types 
present in the western Inner Piedmont include quartzofeldspathic gneiss, amphibole gneiss, 
amphibolite, quartzite, pelitic schist. calc-silicate, and ultramafic rocks. Dennis and Wright 
(1 997} reported two distinct high-grade events around 360 Ma and 320 Ma for metapelites 
in the South Carolina Inner Piedmont. Based on the mineral assemblages present in the 
study area and the thermobarometry studies of Schumann (1 988}, Davis (1 993}, and Giorgis 
(in progress) , however, it is most probable that this part of the North Carolina Inner Piedmont 
has experienced a single prograde metamorphic event to upper-amphibolite facies 
(kyanite/sillimanite-grade) conditions. Because of metamorphism and deformational 
events, of which there are at least five, nearly all primary structures are absent. Most fabric 
elements in the para- and orthogneisses are attributed to the peak metamorphic and 
deformational Acadian event. 
The protoliths for the paragneiss stratigraphy in this part of the western Inner 
Piedmont consist of immature quartzofeldspathic sediments, separated by a thin pelitic 
unit, all of which is overlain by amphibolite gneiss and feldspathic quartzite. Granitoid and 
mafic orthogneisses are also present in the stratigraphy. Hatcher (1978, 1 987, 1 989) , 
Hopson and Hatcher ( 1988), Davis (1993), and Hill (1999) correlated the western Inner 
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Piedmont stratigraphy to units in the eastern Blue Ridge. This correlation is controversial, 
and to many workers the Brevard fault zone remains a terrane boundary. In the study area, 
portions of the stratigraphy are truncated by at least one map-scale orthogneiss unit, the 
Henderson Gneiss. The Dysartsville gneiss is also interpreted to be an orthogneiss, based on 
mineralogy, field observations, and preliminary geochemical analyses. There is evidence, 
specifically discussed in Chapter I l l ,  within the study area that the Henderson Gneiss is in 
fault contact with a previously deformed part of the lower paragneiss sequence. 
The purpose of this chapter is to review and correlate work done near the study area, 
to provide a detailed description of the rock un its found in the study area, and to present 
new bulk chemical data for orthogneisses in the study area. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
Despite the lack of attention that the Inner Piedmont has received by geologists in 
this century, several important studies have been conducted in various parts of the region. 
Most of these were concerned with the northwest boundary of the Inner Piedmont adjacent 
to the Brevard fault zone, addressed specific issues with the Henderson Gneiss, or were part 
of regional p rojects that included the Inner Piedmont. The references cited in this chapter 
focus on major regional studies, detailed mapping near the study area, and work in similar 
areas of the Inner Piedmont. Work adjacent to and near the study area is illustrated and 
credited in Plate I. Refer to Chapter I for a detailed list of previous work. 
CORRELATION OF MAP UNITS 
The study area can be divided into four separate lithotectonic units based on 
relationships seen in the field (Fig. 2-1 ). The divisions are based on the rock types present 
and structural relationships. Three thrust faults separate the lithotectonic units. Each of the 
thrusts contains a portion of the western Inner Piedmont paragneiss stratigraphy except for 
the Tumblebug Creek thrust sheet, which only contains the Henderson Gneiss. In general, 
















Figure 2-1. Simplified tectonostratigraphic diagram of the study area. The most common 
structural and stratigraphic relationships in the study area are depicted, see Chapter Il l for a 
more detailed d iscussion on the deformational history and structure of the units .  Thin lines 
represent lithologic or folded contacts and heavier l ines with arrows indicate thrust faults. 
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the study area is composed of distinct lithologic units with complex structural relationships 
(e.g. ,  isoclinal folding, sheath folding, faulting, etc.). 
Paragneiss Sequence 
I n  the study area, the paragneiss sequence consists of two immature 
quartzofeldspathic graywackes separated by a pelitic unit, all overlain by an amphibolite 
gneiss and feldspathic quartzite. Yanagihara (1 994) noted that the contact between the 
quartzofeldspathic graywacke units and the amphibolite unit was sharp and exhibited 
limited interlayering. In the study area, this contact remains sharp and is exposed in the 
Glenwood quadrangle on Second Broad River just south of Spooky Hollow Road and west 
of U.S. 221 (Fig. 2-2). Based on the exposure in the Second Broad River, distinct lithologic 
differences, lack of evidence for faulting, and limited interlaying, this contact is best 
explained as an unconformity. 
The lowest part of the stratigraphic sequence, up to the hornblende amphibole 
gneiss, is correlative with Davis' { 1993) Mill Spring complex that includes the thick biotite 
gneiss unit recognized by Lemmon (1973) below his Sugarloaf Mountain group. The 
knotted biotite gneiss of Whisnant (1975) in the Sugar Hill quadrangle is roughly correlative 
with the upper biotite gneiss unit in the stratigraphy whereas his porphyroclastic schist and 
gneiss unit contains portions of the upper and lower biotite gneiss units recognized in this 
study. The Tryon formation and Mill Spring group of Conley and Drummond (unpublished, 
1975) also contain a similar sequence of rock units. Within the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust 
sheet, this map unit occurs discontinuously from at least the northeast edge of the Marion 
East quadrangle into South Carolina where Garihan (1 999) has delineated it. Due to the 
remarkable similarity of the stratigraphy present in the study area to the Tallulah Falls and 
Ashe Formations, Hatcher (1 978, 1 987, 1989) , Hopson and Hatcher (1988) , Davis ( 1993) , 
and Hill ( 1999) have correlated the western Inner Piedmont Mill Spring group/complex to 
the eastern Blue Ridge Tallulah Falls/Ashe Formations. Therefore, the name Tallulah Falls 
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Figure 2-2. Photographs of the contact between the upper Tal lulah Falls Formation and the Poor Mountain Amphibol ite. All photographs are 
located in the Second Broad River south of Spooky Hollow Road in the Glenwood quadrangle. Note that the contact as defined by this research 
is located at the base of the th in-bedded yellowish-tan unit. Total th ickness of the unit is less than 30 em. A smaller d iscontinuous lens of this unit 
also occurs approximately 0.5 m above the one pictured here within the Poor Mountain Amphibol ite. 
Formation will be used in this text to refer to the pelitic schist and biotite gneiss­
metagraywacke units present in the study area. 
The upper part of the stratigraphy in the study area can be correlated to the Poor 
Mountain sequence that was first described by Sloan (1907) northwest of Walhalla, South 
Carolina. Shufflebarger (1 961 )  subdivided the Poor Mountain sequence and Hatcher 
(1 969, 1 970) correlated the Poor Mountain rocks to the Chauga River Group of South 
Carolina. Hatcher ( 1969, 1 970) also defined the Poor Mountain sequence as a Formation 
and attributed lithologic differences between the Chauga River and Poor Mountain 
Formation to facies changes. Hatcher (1969, 1 970) also defined the Brevard-Poor 
Mountain transitional member as the lowest part of the Poor Mountain Formation. The 
transitional unit has only been recognized from the Chauga Belt of South Carolina to the 
Columbus Promontory of North Carolina. 
Tallulah Falls Formation. In the study area, the Tallulah Falls Formation occurs within 
each thrust sheet except the Tumblebug Creek thrust. A thin aluminous unit divides the 
formation within the study area. The upper and lower parts of the Tallulah Falls Formation 
are divisible based on the pelitic unit and relative abundance of amphibolite contained in 
the lower part. It was also noted by Davis (1993), Yanagihara (1 994), and Hill (1 999) that 
the lower Tallulah Falls Formation was more migmatitic than the upper Tallulah Falls 
Formation. In the study area, both units are partially migmatitic and it was noted that the 
metagraywacke-biotite gneisses of the upper Tallulah Falls appeared more migmatitic than 
those of the lower Tallulah Falls. This is mostly attributed to the absence of the lower 
Tallulah Falls in the higher-grade thrust sheets above the Tumblebug Creek fault in the 
study area. Isoclinal folding in the lowest thrust sheet repeats the entire formation several 
times (Plate II). The sillimanite isograd occurs at the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust in the study 
area, limiting the occurrence of si llimanite within the aluminous schist unit to portions of 
the Tallulah Falls Formation southeast of the fault. 
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Previous work in the Sugar Hill quadrangle by Whisnant (1975) and in the Marion 
West quadrangle by Conley and Drummond (1 981 ) was conservative in the projection of the 
pelitic unit. This is partially due to the weathering characteristics of the pelitic unit that 
can make it difficult to identify where dirt roads, trails, or farmland are not present. Where 
the pelitic unit is identifiable, it can usually be followed or projected along strike to other 
outcrops. Tabor (1990), Davis (1993), and Yanagihara (1994) did not delineate the pelitic 
schist as a separate map unit, which allowed the Tallulah Falls Formation to be divided 
only into upper (amphibolite-poor) and lower (amphibolite-rich) units southwest of the study 
area. Support of a single pelitic layer was noted by Whisnant (1 975), who stated that the 
"lenses" are indistinguishable except where kyanite blades occur that are longer than 1 em. 
Garnets with poikiloblastic cores and inclusion-free rims from the pelitic u nit were used by 
Roper and Dunn (1 973) to infer two episodes of metamorphism in the Brevard fault zone. 
Poor Mountain Formation. In this part of the western Inner Piedmont, the Poor Mountain 
Formation lacks the basal garnet mica schist metasiltstone unit that was noted by Lemmon 
(1 973) and Davis (1993) and correlated with the Brevard-Poor Mountain transitional unit by 
Hatcher (1970). In the study area, the Poor Mountain Formation has been divided into two 
mappable units correlative to the work of Hatcher (1970), Davis (1993), Yanagihara (1 994), 
Garihan (1999), and Hill (1999). The units are interlayered and grade from the basal 
amphibolite and amphibolite gneiss u nit (Poor Mountain Amphibolite) into the 
quartzofeldspathic unit (Poor Mountain Quartzite). 
Lemmon (1 973) stated that the amphibolite and hornblende gneiss on Chimney 
Rock in the Columbus Promontory is interlayered with feldspathic quartzite and muscovite 
schist. Lemmon (1973) further noted that the amphibolite and hornblende gneiss unit 
thickens and undergoes a facies change to the southwest from Chimney Rock in North 
Carolina. This relationship and a higher quartzofeldspathic granofels unit was noted by 
Whisnant (1 975) to the northeast in the Sugar Hill quadrangle. Based on relationships 
directly observed in the Glenwood quadrangle and the work of Yanagihara (1 994) in the 
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Sugar Hill quadrangle, it is my opinion that the quartzofeldspathic granofels unit of 
Whisnant (1 975) is actually two units: the Poor Mountain Quartzite and the Dysartsville 
gneiss. The contact between the Dysartsville gneiss and the Poor Mountain Formation is 
interpreted as a fault contact and is most likely correlative with the Mill Spring fault of Davis 
(1 993) and Yanagihara (1994). Whisnant also noted the presence of what appeared to be 
detrital garnets in his quartzofeldspathic granofels unit. Garnets with a detrital appearance 
were noted in the Poor Mountain Quartzite; only trace relict garnets, however, were 
observed in the Dysartsville gneiss. 
Granitoid Orthogneisses 
Two orthogneiss units were mapped in the study area: the Dysartsville gneiss and 
the Henderson Gneiss (Plate II). One of the most important contributions of this research is 
the characterization and delineation of these units. The structural relationship of the 
Henderson Gneiss to the Tallulah Falls Formation in the footwall of the Tumblebug Creek 
Fault had previously not been mapped in the same detail or in the context provided by the 
western Inner Piedmont stratigraphy. Although not as extensive as the Henderson Gneiss, 
the Dysartsville gneiss is also significant both stratigraphically and structurally. Within the 
study area, only the northwest contact of the Dysartsville gneiss was observed. Williams (in 
progress) is currently investigating the southeast contact of the Dysartsville gneiss in the 
Glenwood quadrangle. The contact of the Dysartsville gneiss with the under lying 
amphibolite and amphibole gneiss in the Sugar Hill quadrangle is the approximate contact 
between the "migmatitic" and "paragneiss and schisr units, respectively, of Hadley and 
Nelson (1971 ). Further to the southwest in the Columbus Promontory the "migmatitic" unit 
of Hadley and Nelson (1971) also includes the lower part of the biotite gneiss­
metagraywacke sequence. 
Dysartsville gneiss. Structurally, this unit occurs within the highest thrust sheet of the 
study area and is only in contact with the Tallulah Falls Formation. Goldsmith et al. (1988) 
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mapped the Dysartsville gneiss in the Charlotte 1 o x 2° sheet as granitoid gneiss (termed the 
Dysartsville pluton on the tectonic map) and indicated that the unit continues along strike 
to the northeast. Adjacent to and southwest of the study area, Yanagihara (1 994) noted that 
the upper Mill Spring complex contained a considerable amount of granitoid gneiss that 
was complexly folded with biotite gneiss, amphibolite, and minor pelitic schist and 
quartzite. Yanagihara ( 1 994) mapped this as undifferentiated upper Mill Spring complex in  
the Sugar Hill and Shingle Hollow quadrangles to the southwest of the study area. The unit 
mapped as the Dysartsville gneiss within the study area is probably related to this granitoid 
gneiss and is depicted this way in Plate I. As previously noted, the quartzofeldspathic 
granofels unit of Whisnant ( 1 975) in the Sugar Hill quadrangle has been divided into two 
separate units, one being the Dysartsville gneiss in the southeast comer of the quadrangle. 
Several map-scale amphibolite bodies, one containing an altered ultramafic body, 
are present within the Dysartsville gneiss. Smaller lenses and layers of amphibolite are also 
present but not mappable. The Dysartsville gneiss is locally known as "blue granite" and 
limited gold production has been associated with veins and placer deposits in and near the 
body. Several small gold panning camps and a single larger failed gold mine are located 
in the Dysartsville gneiss near Vein Mountain in the Glenwood quadrangle (Plate II) . 
Henderson Gneiss. The Henderson Gneiss has an areal extent of around 5,000 km
2 
southeast of the Brevard fault zone in the North and South Carolina Inner Piedmont. 
Usually in locations where the Henderson Gneiss is widest in outcrop, it forms spectacular 
cliffs such as those seen in the Columbus Promontory at Chimney Rock. Henderson Gneiss 
. 
is present at an elevation of 976 m (3,200 ft), the highest within the study area, on 
Hickorynut Mountain in the Sugar Hill quadrangle. The Henderson Gneiss is present only in 
the hanging wall of the Tumblebug Creek and Stumphouse Mountain faults. Goldsmith et 
a/. (1988) identified several bodies to the east and southeast of the study area as possible 
shallower-level and less sheared phases of the Henderson Gneiss. Giorgis (in progress) and 
Bier (in progress) are currently working on the relationships of these bodies to the 
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sedimentary sequence. It is most likely that the Henderson Gneiss was emplaced as a 
single large thrust sheet, in agreement with the interpretations of Davis (1 993) and Liu 
(1 991 ). The hypothesis  that the Henderson Gneiss was later sheath folded to the southwest 
is discussed in  detail in Chapter IV. 
Keith (1905, 1907) first described the Henderson Granite at the type locality in 
Henderson County, North Carolina. The Henderson Gneiss was limited in extent by Reed 
and Bryant ( 1 964) to an outcrop belt southeast of the Brevard fault zone. Citing the 
complex map pattern and compositional variability observed in South Caroli na, Hatcher 
(1 970) suggested that the Henderson Gneiss and Poor Mountain Formation had a 
sedimentary origin and were Late Proterozoic-Early Cambrian in age. Based on zi rcon 
morphology and micro- and mesoscopic observations, Lemmon (1 973) concluded that the 
Henderson Gneiss is an orthogneiss. 
A Rb-Sr whole-rock age was determined by Odom and Fullagar (1 973) for the 
Henderson Gneiss. Sinha et a/. (1989) determined an age of 509 Ma using a revised decay 
constant. The younger granitoid intrusive that Lemmon (1 973) mapped was dated at 438 ± 
22 Ma using Rb-Sr by Odom and Russell (1975). Younger Rb-Sr ages of 356 Ma (Odom 
and Fullagar, 1 973) using U-Pb and 273 Ma (Sinha et a/. , 1 989) for the Henderson Gneiss 
have been determined in mylonitic and ultramylonitic zones in the Brevard fault zone. The 
younger ages are attributed to movement on the Brevard fault during the Acadian and 
Alleghanian orogenies. 
Other Rock Units 
Other rock units in the study area include altered ultramafic bodies, granitoid, 
pegmatites, vein quartz, and Quaternary deposits. The ultramafic bodies are small and 
often occur in or near the Dysartsville gneiss. The granitoid bodies are also small and 
mostly unmappable. Whisnant (1 975) delineated five granodiorite intrusions in the Sugar 
Hill quadrangle that are mineralogically simi lar to those found in the Glenwood quadrangle 
during this study. Pegmatites are present in most units and are likely related to a post-peak 
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metamorphic intrusive event as suggested by Yanagihara ( 1 994). Vein quartz, usually float, 
is also present in most units but is especially abundant in the Henderson Gneiss and 
Dysartsville gneiss. Alluvium is the only Quaternary deposit delineated in this study. Other 
Quaternary units that are present but not delineated include colluvium, terraces, debris 
flows, talus slopes, and landslides. 
FIELD, PETROGRAPHIC, AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Forty-three thin sections were made for structural and petrographic purposes as part 
of this study. The thin sections used for point counting were cut perpendicular to foliation 
and parallel to the dominant lineation. Twenty-seven representative thin sections were 
point counted with a minimum of 1 000 points per section. When physically possible, the 
point distance used was greater than the mean size of the largest mineral phase present 
(Van der Plas and Tobi, 1 965). The representative nature of modal analyses using thin 
sections for megacrystic rocks is suspect and sometimes better accomplished at several 
scales (Van der Plas and Tobi, 1 965). Despite the large size of a few mineral phases within 
some rock units, all reported modal analyses for the study area were made using thin 
sections, a mechanical stage, and point counter. Reported plagioclase compositions were 
determined using the Michel-Levy method. Sample numbers throughout this thesis refer to 
stations in the Glenwood (G, BG, or GB) or Sugar Hill (SH) quadrangles. 
Four units in the study area were chosen for bulk chemical analysis: the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite, Henderson Gneiss, Dysartsville gneiss, and amphibolites from the 
upper Tallulah Falls and Dysartsville gneiss. Elemental analyses were performed with the 
energy-dispersive EG&G ORTEC TEFA I l l  (Tube Excited Fluorescence Analyzer) system at 
the University of Tennessee-Knoxville. The ORTEC ATAC program was used with an 
igneous rock ( IGROCK) protocol to analyze for the following oxides and elements: Si02, 
Ti02, AI203, F�03, MnO, CaO, Na20, �0. P20s, Cr, Nb, Ni, Rb, Sr. V, Y, and Zr. The 
conditions used for the elements and oxides were: Rh anode without filter for Na, Mg, AI, 
Si ,  P, K, Ca, and Mn; W anode with Cu filter for Ti, V, Cr, Fe, and Ni; and W anode with In  
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filter for Rb, Sr , Y, Zr, and Nb. The counting time used by the IGROCK protocol in all 
analyses was 300 seconds. The IGROCK protocol was recalibrated in January 1999 using 
19 igneous rock standards. The ranges for each oxide or element, standard error of 
calibration (SEC), oxides and/or elements corrected for, number of standards used, and 
number of standards dropped are reported in Appendix D. Ten-gram pellets (five grams 
sample and five grams boric acid) were prepared using a tungsten carbide shatterbox, 
pellet die, and hydraulic press (Appendix E). To ensure the precision of analyses, two 
pellets were prepared for all samples and each sample was run at least twice. 
Representative samples of the paragneiss units were used for point counting and 
comparison. Paragneiss quartz, feldspar, and mica were plotted on a modified version 
(McClellan, 1988) of the sandstone classification ternary diagram of Pettijohn (1949). To 
justify the use of the diagram, McClellan (1988) cited the following assumptions: mica 
represents metamorphosed clay (Hadley and Goldsmith, 1 963); quartz and feldspar 
reactions are minimal; quartz and feldspar are present in the original abundances; and 
volume change effects are negligible. As recommended by McClellan (1988), samples 
were chosen with minor mechanical or chemical segregation (such as gneissic banding). 
Tallulah Falls Formation 
Subdivision of the Tallulah Falls Formation is only possible with the identification of 
the aluminous schist member. The divisions on the map are the result of careful 
identification of the alum inous schist and relative abundance of migmatite and 
amphibolite/amphibolite gneiss present in the graywacke-biotite gneisses of the upper and 
lower Tallulah Falls Formation. The Tallulah Falls amphibolite and amphibole gneiss 
occur as pods, layers, or boudins within the lower and upper metagraywacke-biotite gneisses 
and layering is usually concordant with the dominant foliation. Modal analyses for the 
mappable rock types in the Tallulah Falls Formation are provided in Table 2-1 . 
22 
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Table 2-1 . Modes of the Tallulah Falls Formation in the study area. The error reported below each mineral is 2cr (expressed as a percent) and was 
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Upper and lower Tallulah Falls metagraywacke-biotite gneiss •. The lower Tallulah Falls 
Formation is a light- to dark-gray metagraywacke-biotite gneiss unit that contains more 
amphibolite and amphibole gneiss than the upper Tallulah Falls graywacke-gneiss unit 
(Fig. 2-3}. Where mica content is high, the biotite gneiss is usually coarser grained and 
may have a strong schistosity. Modal analyses reveal that the unit contains: 26-46 percent 
quartz,  28-46 percent plagioclase (An2s.Js}, 1 5-30 percent biotite, and 1 -7 percent 
muscovite. Minor constituents present include epidote, microcline, chlorite, and opaques. 
Zircon and sphene are present as trace minerals in these l ithologies. Suggesting 
recrystallization, quartz (and to a lesser extent plagioclase) often shows high angle grain 
boundaries. Brown biotite is replaced by green biotite to some degree in each of the 
sections. 
This unit is often porphyroclastic with large white or milky microcline grains. 
Occurrences of the porphyroclastic texture are present in both units and do not appear to 
be gradational or limited to the lower part of the formation as noted by Davis (1993). 
Foliation is defined by quartzofeldspathic material and micas in the metagraywacke and by 
biotite and muscovite in the gneiss and schist. All samples plot as graywackes or arkoses on 
the modified Pettijohn (1 949) sandstone classification (Fig. 2-4). Layer thickness can vary 
from a few millimeters to several meters and is usually greater than that seen in the 
over lying Poor Mountain Formation. 
Tallulah Falls garnet-mica or sillimanite schist. The presence of kyanite or sillimanite in 
this unit is the principal characteristic used to separate it from the much thicker biotite 
gneiss-metagraywacke units that lie above and below it. Fresh rocks of this unit are silver or 
light- to dark-gray whereas most saprolite exposures are tan or purple, a unique 
characteristic of the Tallulah Falls Formation. Because of the gametiferous nature of this 
unit it can often also be delineated based on the abundance of garnet float especially 
along trails and dirt roads or in fields (Fig. 2-5a) . The modes of the aluminous schist unit 
show considerable variation in the dominant minerals: 7-40 percent quartz. 4-30 percent 
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Figure 2-3. Photomicrograph of upper Tal lu lah Falls Formation.  The sample (G31 6) is from the 
Glenwood quad rangle just south of Chestnut Mou ntain near the Tal lu lah Falls/Poor Mountain 
contact and is cut perpendicular to foliation and paral lel to l ineation . (a) Plane l ight 
photomicrograph of G 3 1 6 . Width of field is 1 .  7 mm. Abbreviations are as follows: q-quartz, p­
plagioclase, b-biotite, m-muscovite. (b) Photomicrograph of G316  with polarizers crossed . 
Width of field is 1 .7 mm.  
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Figure 2-4. Quartz-feldspar-mica ternary diagram comparing the composition of the upper 
Tallulah Falls Fonnation, lower Tallulah Falls Fonnation, and Poor Mountain Quartzite. Filled 
triangles are data from Lemmon (1973), open triangles are data from Davis (1993), addition 
signs are data from Yanagihara (1994), filled boxes are data from Hill (1999), and open boxes 
are data from this study. (a) Modifed sandstone classification from Pettijohn (1949). (b) uTF­
upper Tallulah Falls. (c) ITF-Iower Tallulah Falls. (d) PMQ-Poor Mountain Quartzite. (e) 




Figure 2-5. Photograph and photomicrographs of Tal lu lah Falls garnet-mica schist. (a) 
Photograph of garnet float near a recently developed housing site north of Goose Creek Road in 
the Marion West quadrangle. (b) and (c) Plane l ight photomicrographs of SH263.5. 
Abbreviations are as follows: m-muscovite, g-garnet, q-quartz. (d) and (e) Crossed polarized 
photomicrographs of sample SH263 .5 .  Width of field for all photomicrographs is 1 1 . 1  mm.  The 
sample (SH263.5) is from the Sugar Hi l l  quadrangle south of Goose Creek Road and east of 
Lewis Mountain .  
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plagioclase, 3-46 percent muscovite, 0-22 percent biotite, and 8-1 6 percent garnet (Table 
2-1 ) .  The garnet grains range in size from less than 0.5 em to over 2 em in diameter, are 
subhedral, and contain numerous inclusions. Large subhedral and euhedral kyanite. up to 
one em, is often p resent in the aluminous schist. Fibrolitic sillimanite, around 1 5  percent of 
the section, was found in the sample taken ·above the Mill Spring thrust (Fig. 2-5b). 
This unit is typically no more than 80 m thick, although locally it can vary. The 
relative increase in outcrop width that is observable in the most northwesterly pelitic schist 
is most likely due to the shallower dip produced by a later generation of folds. Individual 
schist layers can be traced from terminations against the Henderson Gneiss through the 
Marion West quadrangle into the Marion East quadrangle and beyond. 
Tallulah Falls-Poor Mountain Contact 
The unit that is present at the exposed contact in the Second Broad River between 
the upper Tallulah Falls and Poor Mountain Amphibolite is a muscovite schist. It is coarser 
grained than the Poor Mountain Quartzite that, in places, is muscovite-rich. Figure 2-6 is a 
photomicrograph of the thin section made from the contact unit. There is limited exposure 
of this unit and its extent along strike is unknown. Some interlayers of this material are also 
present in the basal Poor Mountain Amphibolite that is also exposed just above the contact. 
The unit was sampled stratigraphically above and attached to porphyroclastic upper 
Tallulah Falls Formation. This unit is white to gray and weathers to light and dark tans. A 
modal analysis of the single thin section showed the following proportions: 38 percent 
plagioclase (An24), 33 percent muscovite, and 24 percent quartz (Table 2-1 and 2-2). 
Clinozoisite, sphene, and opaques are each present at less than 0. 1 percent. Based on the 
mineralogy of this unit it is more likely that it represents the uppermost part of the Tallulah 
Falls Formation than the basal part of the Poor Mountain Formation or that it is a lens of the 
Brevard-Poor Mountain transitional unit, which would further support the interpretation of 




Figure 2-6. Photomicrographs of the unit at the contact between the upper Tal lu lah Fal ls 
Formation and the Poor Mountain Amph ibolite. The sample (G21 6.58) is from the exposure (see 
Fig . 2-2) in the Second Broad River south of Spooky Hollow Road in the Glenwood quadrangle. 
(a) Plane l ight photomicrograph of G21 6.58. Width of field is 4.25 mm. Abbreviations are as 
fol lows: p-plag ioclase, m-muscovite, q-quartz. (b) Crossed polarized photomicrograph of 
G21 6 .58.  Width of field is 4.25 mm. 
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Table 2-2. Modes of the Poor Mountain Formation in the study area. The error reported below each mineral is 2o (expressed as a percent) and was 
determined from the graph of Van der Plas and Tobi (1965) for each mineral's modal percent range. Trace (tr) minerals are less than 0. 1 %  of the thin 
section. 
Quartz I Plagioclase I Microcllne I Biolile I Muscovite I Chlorite I Epidote I Clinozoisite I Hornblende I Gamet I Sphene I Opaques Points Sample # _10..3%) (1 .5-3%) (0-1 .5%) (0·2.5%) (0·3%) (0·1.5o/o) (0·1.5%) (0·2.5%) (0·3%) (<1%) (0-1 .5%) (0•1.5%) Counted 
Poor Mountain Quartzite 
G497 30.7 59.7 0.8 2.4 1 .6 4.6 - - - - - 0.3 1044 
G675 42.5 39.5 1.2 10.7 5.2 0.2 - - - 0.8 - lr 1028 
G698 37.0 31.5 1.8 14.6 12.6 - 2.4 - - - - - 1038 
G709 33.4 38.6 0.2 19.6 7.3 1.0 - - - tr - - 1043 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
G135 0.4 37.5 - - - - 3.9 1 .2 54.3 - 4.6 2.0 1025 
G188 - 44.9 - - - - 4.2 - 48.8 - 2.1 tr 1 000 
G372 5.3 26.9 - 0.7 - - 0.7 1 .7 58.1 - 1 .9 4.7 1015 
G687A - 35.3 - - - - 2.6 14.8 45.5 - 1 .4 0.4 1022 
G702 - 5.9 - - - - 0.7 27.5 64.5 - 0.4 1.0 1010 
Tallulah Falls/Poor Mountain contact 
G216.5A" 23.8 38.2 4.5 - 33.0 - - tr - - lr tr 1023 







Poor Mountain Formation 
The Poor Mountain Formation crops out in the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust sheet and 
is one of the most distinct lithologies within the study area. The formation consists of an 
amphibolite-rich (> 70% amphibolite) unit at the base that grades into an upper quartz-rich 
(> 70% quartzofeldspathic material) unit. The Poor Mountain Formation also contains 
layers of pelitic schist, metagraywacke, and granitoid gneiss. The following descriptions of 
the Poor Mountain Amphibolite and Poor Mountain Quartzite pertain to these dominant 
lithologies. Modal analyses are given in Table 2-2 for all samples of the Poor Mountain 
Formation. 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite. The Poor Mountain Amphibolite is a finely laminated 
amphibolite interlayered with feldspathic quartzite and lesser amounts of amphibole gneiss 
(Fig. 2-7). The amphibolite gneiss occurs as thin to thick bands within the more dominant 
laminated amphibolite. A mineral lineation is defined in the laminated amphibolite and to 
a lesser degree in the amphibole gneiss by elongate hornblende grains. Layering in the 
laminated amphibolite varies from a few mm to approximately thirty e m  thick. The 
interlayering in the laminated amphibolite and feldspathic quartzite is interpreted as a 
primary sedimentary feature of the Poor Mountain Formation. Equivalents to this unit in the 
Columbus Promontory and in the Chauga belt of South Carolina are described as fine- to 
medium-grained gray to black amphibolite and amphibole gneiss interlayered and tightly 
folded with quartzite (Hatcher, 1 970; Davis, 1993; Yanagihara, 1 994). 
In the study area, the laminated amphibolite is mostly fine-grained, and rarely 
contains mesoscopic folding. This unit is dark- to medium-gray and weathers to an ochre­
colored saprolite. Thin sections of laminated amphibolite from the study area contain: 48-
65 percent hornblende, 5-45 percent plagioclase (An2s.a2) , 0-28 percent 
epidote/clinozoisite, and 0-6 percent quartz (Table 2-2). Trace and accessory minerals in 
the Poor Mountain Amphibolite also include biotite, sphene, zircon, and opaques (Table 2-





Figure 2-7. Photograph and photomicrographs of Poor Mountain Amphibol ite. (a) Photograph 
of a typical Poor Mountain Amphibol ite outcrop along U.S. 221 near the location described in 
Figs. 2-2 and 2-6. (b) and (c) Plane l ight photomicrographs of sample G687A. Abbreviations are 
as follows: p-plagioclase, h-hornblende, c-cl inozoisite. (d) and (e) Crossed polarfzed 
photomicrographs of sample G687A. Width of field for (b) and (d) is 4 .25 mm.  Width of field for 
(d) and (e) is 1 .7 mm.  The sample (G687A) is from the same loca l ity as the outcrop pictured in 
Fig. 2-7a. 
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hydrous alteration or the prograde metamorphic equivalent of Ca-rich components. 
Recrystallized quartz occurs in the laminated amphibolite but is more common in the 
amphibole gneiss and quartzite layers. The hornblende is prismatic and has strong green 
pleochroism. Nematoblastic and sometimes poikiloblastic textures are found in this unit. 
Chemical analyses of the Poor Mountain Amphibolite exhibit good agreement with 
the work of Davis (1993) and Yanagihara (1994) who interpreted it as metamorphosed mid­
oceanic tholeiitic basalts associated with spreading. For a more detailed discussion of this 
interpretation refer to Davis (1993) and Yanagihara (1994). Based on the detailed mapping 
and bulk chemistry, there is little reason to doubt the continuous nature of this unit in the 
western Inner Piedmont. The bulk chemistry and normative mineralogy of the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite samples from this study show that the unit contains 45-52 percent 
Si02 and is mostly olivine-normative (Table 2-3). The primary goal in the presentation of 
the chemical data is to show the strong agreement between samples collected as part of 
this study and those collected southwest of the study area. Amphibolites and amphibole 
gneisses of the Tallulah Falls Formation and Dysartsville gneiss from the study area are 
plotted on all figures for comparison. A discussion of the similarities found in all the 
amphibolites is provided in the amphibolite section. 
Niggli mg-c-(al-alk) plots (Fig. 2-8), show that the Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
samples define a trend that is at a high-angle to the proposed sedimentary trend of Leake 
(1964). This trend favors an igneous origin for the unit. The samples also indicate a 
tholeiitic source { Figs. 2-9 and 2-10) based on the fields of Irvine and Baragar (1 971). The 
tectonomagmatic discriminant diagrams of Meschede (1986) and Shervais (1982) indicate 
the dominant mid-oceanic ridge basalt (MORB) chemistry of most samples. Based on this 
limited data set and these plots, the exact tectonic setting of the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite remains unclear; however, it most likely developed in an oceanic setting, 




Table 2-3. XRF analyses and CIPW norms for the Poor Mountain Amphibolite and amphibolites of the Tallulah Falls 












Oxide Sum 99.09 
Analvsls Tolal 99.17 








Zr 1 17.4 
"Total Fe 
Nonnatlve MI IIUIUI 
Quartz -
Orthoclase 2.18 
Albite 21 .92 
Ano1111lta 25.31 
Nephetlne 1 .27 
Dlopslde 26.33 
Hypersthene -
Olivine 1 5.60 
Magnetite 1 .97 
Dmenlle 4.03 
Aoatile 0.50 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite 
BG687B G216BB GB265B BG372B BGI68A 
02122195 02122195 03108195 03106195 03106195 
46.25 48.58 48.39 45.43 51.61 
1.26 1.01 1 .65 2.47 1.21 
15.83 15.36 14.89 14.30 18.88 
1 1 .31 10.81 12.65 18.46 10.45 
0.14 0.19 0.18 0.23 0.14 
8.00 8.36 8.62 6.58 5.52 
13.26 12.54 13.90 1 1 .07 10.77 
2.20 2.75 2.65 1 .51 3.03 
0.24 0.77 0.29 0.59 0.19 
0.04 0.04 0.19 0.49 0.11 
98.33 98.41 99.79 99.1 1 99.91 
98.42 98.50 99.88 99.20 99.99 
384.1 352.4 205.5 62.7 191.0 
1 .1 1.5 4.2 7.5 2.4 
127.0 105.3 79.8 84.5 52.7 
8.5 10.7 9.1 13.3 4.9 
106.3 92.4 200.4 101.2 169.9 
320.1 278.3 377.1 391.8 257.1 
26.1 24.2 30.5 53.1 31.7 
74.1 59.7 1 14.7 118.2 95.8 
- - - 0.1 1 
1 .42 4.55 1.71 3.48 1.12 
14.85 1 1 .95 12.98 12.78 25.81 
32.05 27.28 26.97 30.48 31 .88 
2.03 6.12 8.02 17.77 -
27.50 28.43 33.82 17.09 17.27 
- - - - 19.82 
16.40 16.55 12.90 9.31 -
1.84 1.57 1 .87 2.39 1.52 
2.40 1 .92 3.14 4.70 2.30 
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nd� not detected 
SH339Ba TFF amph 
BG617B. BG852A. BG "''-'<U'n- ""UII UU,IJU 
- - - -
3.84 3.90 1.12 4.25 
7.35 1 1 .07 2.45 9.38 
35.93 24.93 29.31 32.90 
- - - -
8.82 22.08 36.77 1 1 .41 
37.01 28.55 17.70 25.42 
0.05 4.12 8.92 8.60 
2.01 1.61 1.82 2.40 
2.78 0.97 2.21 3.37 
020 0.15 0.11 0.31 
Calculated using Magma 2.3 110ftware wriHen by Ken Wohletz. copyright by the Regents of the University of California (1996) 
Calculated assuming Fe'"IFe'" " 0.1 
mg 
Figure 2-8. Ortho- and para-amphibolite discriminant diagram comparing amphibolites and 
amphibole gneisses of the Poor Mountain Formation, Tallulah Falls Formation, and Dysartsville 
gneiss. Open triangles are data from Davis (1993), addition signs are data from Yanagihara 
( 1994 ), and open boxes are data from this study. (a) mg, c, a/-alk ternary diagram with the 
igneous and sedimentary trends of Leake (1964). mg = 100*(Mg0/(Fe0 + MnO + 2Fe203)); c = 
CaO; al-alk = Al20a-(K20 + Na20), all in weight percent. Note that FeO and Fe203 were 
calculated assuming Fe
3+/Fe
2• = 0.1 .  (b) Poor Mountain Amphibolite. (c) Tallulah Falls 
Formation amphibolite and amphibole gneiss. (d) Dysartsville gneiss amphibolite and amphibole 
gneiss. (e) Composite field diagram of b, c, and d. 
35 
F 
Figure 2-9. AFM diagram comparing amphibolites and amphibole gneisses of the Poor 
Mountain Formation, Tallulah Falls Formation, and Dysartsville gneiss. Open triangles are data 
from Davis (1993), addition signs are data from Yanagihara (1994), and open boxes are data 
from this study. (a) AFM ternary diagram with the tholeiitic and calc-alkaline fields of Irvine and 
Baragar (1971 ). A =  Na20 + K20; F = FeO + 0.8998 Fe203; M = MgO, all in weight percent. 
Note that FeO and Fe203 were calculated assuming Fe
3•tFe
2
• = 0.1 .  (b) Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite. (c) Tallulah Falls Formation amphibolite and amphibole gneiss. (d) Oysartsville 
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Figure 2·1 0. Plots of wt % Al203 versus normative plagioclase composition (P = 100*An/(An + Ab)) comparing amphibolltes and amphibole 
gneisses of the Poor Mountain Formation, Tallulah Falls Formation, and Dysartsvllle gneiss. The dividing line for the calc-alkaline and tholeiitic 
fields is from Irvine and Baragar (1971 ). All samples were plotted regardless of the MgO + CaO value. Open triangles are data from Davis 
(1993), addition signs are data from Yanagihara (1994), and open boxes are data from this study. (a) Poor Mountain Amphbollte. (b) Tallulah 
Falls Formation amphibolite and amphibole gneiss. (c) Dysartsvllle gneiss amphibolite and amphibole gneiss. (d) Composite field diagram of a, 
b, and c. 
Poor Mountain Quartzite. The Poor Mountain Quartzite is a feldspathic micaceous 
quartzite unit (Fig. 2-1 1 )  that is interlayered with the laminated amphibolite of the lower 
Poor Mountain Formation. If present, layering in the Poor Mountain Quartzite is 
considerably thicker (up to several m) than in the Poor Mountain Amphibolite, which results 
in the more massive appearance observed at some outcrops. The micas in the Poor 
Mountain Quartzite define the foliation in the field and less commonly a lineation. In 
muscovite-rich outcrops the Poor Mountain Quartzite can also have a strong schistosity. 
The Poor Mountain Quartzite protolith, as determined in Figure 2-4, is a graywacke or 
arkose. 
The Poor Mountain Quartzite is white to light-tan or light-gray. Samples from the 
study area show that the unit contains 30-60 percent plagioclase (An2s-30), 30-43 percent 
quartz, 0-20 percent biotite, 0-8 percent muscovite, 0-5 percent chlorite, and 0-2 percent 
microcline (Table 2-2). Accessory minerals include garnet, epidote/clinozoisite, and 
opaques. As first noted by Yanagihara (1 994), two generations of muscovite appear in the 
thin sections. The first is most likely synmetamorphic and the second is probably retrograde 
as indicated by the random orientation of the coarser-grained set. 
Amphibolite and Amphibole Gneiss 
Tallulah Falls amphibolite is coarser grained and more massive than the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite, as noted by Davis (1 993) and Yanagihara (1 994). The amphibolite 
occurs as pods, lenses, and boudins within both the upper and lower Tallulah Falls 
Formation and the Dysartsville gneiss. In a few locations, the amphibolite resembles the 
amphibole gneiss of the Poor Mountain Formation. Although the amphibolite within the 
Dysartsvi lle gneiss has similar mineralogy and texture to that of the Tallulah Falls 
amphibolite, the relationship between the amphibolites is unclear. The amphibolite often 
occurs as thin layers within the metagraywacke-biotite gneiss units and contains 
hornblende, plagioclase, biotite, and quartz. Garnet and epidote also occur as 
38 
Figure 2-11 . Photomicrograph of Poor Mountain Quartzite. The sample (G675) is from the 
Glenwood quadrangle in  the Huntsvi l le Branch of Stanfords Creek and is  cut perpendicular to 
fol iation and paral lel to l ineation . (a) Plane light photomicrograph of G675. Note the rounded 
(detrita l?) appearance of the garnet grain .  Width of field is 1 .  7 mm. Abbreviations are as 
fol lows: g-garnet, q-quartz, p-plagioclase , b-biotite, m-muscovite. (b) Photomicrograph of G675 
with polarizers crossed . Width of field is  1 .7 mm. 
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accessory or alteration minerals. A garnetiferous amphibolite was located in the Sugar Hill 
quadrangle near station SH340 (Fig 2-12). 
The amphibolite and amphibole samples of the Tallulah Falls Formation and 
Dysartsville gneiss have 45-50 percent Si02 and are hypersthene-normative (Table 2-3). 
Despite the textural and volumetric differences between these amphibolites and amphibole 
gneisses and those of the Poor Mountain Formation, there is a remarkable similarity in the 
chemistry (Figs. 2-8, 2-9, 2-1 0, 2-1 3, and 2-14). The samples from the Tallulah Falls 
Formation and Dysartsville gneiss contain less Na20 and �0 than the Poor Mountain 
Amphibolite and samples analyzed by Davis (1993) from the same units (Table 2-3 and 
Figs. 2-8 and 2-9). Due to the limited number of samples analyzed, it is not possible to 
establish a definitive cause for this difference or if an actual difference exists. The 
similarity in the analyses suggests that most of the mappable amphibolite and amphibole 
gneiss units in the study area are related. The relative abundance of amphibolite in the 
lower Tallulah Falls Formation could be explained by gradual termination of rifting along 
the Laurentian margin that resulted in less amphibolite in the upper Tallulah Falls 
Formation. The amphibolites of the Dysartsville gneiss were most likely incorporated into 
the magma as xenoliths from a lower part of the stratigraphy. 
Granitoid Orthognelsses 
The two mappable orthogneisses are markedly dissimilar despite the similar map 
patterns within the study area. The Henderson Gneiss is noted for the large feldspar augen, 
mostly microcline, and its unique textures. The Dysartsville gneiss contains only trace 
amounts of microcline and is fine to medium grained. Using modal analyses (Table 2-4) 
and the lUGS classification for granitoids (Streckeisen, 1976), the Henderson Gneiss is 
mostly a monzogranite and the Dysartsville gneiss is a tonalite ( Fig. 2-1 5) . Bulk chemistry 
and normative mineralogy for both units are provided in Table 2-5. 
The chemical analyses of the two units show that the Dysartsville gneiss contains 




Figure 2-1 2. Photomicrographs of a garnetiferous amphibol ite from the Tal lu lah Fal ls  Formation . 
The sample (SH340) is from the Sugar H i l l  quadrangle on the ridge north of Goose Creek Road 
and south of North Muddy Creek. (a) Plane l ight photomicrograph of SH340. Width of field i s  
4.25 mm.  Note that the garnet preserves a fol iation that i s  either rotated o r  rel ict from an earl ier 
event. Abbreviations are as follows: p-plagioclase, h-horn blende, g-garnet. (b) 
Photomicrograph of S H340 with polarizers crossed. Width of field is  4.25 mm.  




N-type MORB, from nonnal 
mid-oceans ridges 
Figure 2-13. Nb-Zr-Y tectonomagmatic discriminant diagram comparing amphibolites and 
amphibole gneisses of the Poor Mountain Fonnation, Tallulah Falls Fonnation, and Dysartsville 
gneiss. Open triangles are data from Davis (1993), addition signs are data from Yanagihara 
(1994), and open boxes are data from this study. (a) Nb-Zr-Y ternary tectonomagmatic 
discriminant diagram (Meschede, 1986). Samples in the range of 12<(Mg0 + Ca0)<20, in wt %, 
were used, except in 2-13d where the out of range value is noted for two of the samples. (b) 
Poor Mountain Amphibolite. (c) Tallulah Falls Fonnation amphibolite and amphibole gneiss. (d) 
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Figure 2-14. n vs. V discriminant diagram comparing amphibolites and amphibole gneisses of 
the Poor Mountain Formation, Tallulah Falls Formation, and Dysartsville gneiss. Diagram from 
Shervais (1 982). Open triangles are data from Davis {1 993), addition signs are data from 
Yanagihara (1994) and boxes are data from this study. (a) Poor Mountain Amphbolite, all 
samples 12< MgO + Ca0<20. (b) Tallulah Falls Formation (filled box) amphibolite and 
amphibole gneiss and Dysartsville gneiss amphibolite and amphibole gneiss (open boxes), 




Table 2-4. Modes of the Henderson Gneiss and Dysartsville gneiss in the study area. The error reported below each mineral is 2a (expressed 
as a percent) and was determined from the graph of Van der Plas and lobi (1 965) for each mineral's modal percent range. Trace (tr) minerals are 
less than 0.1 %  of the section. 
Points 
Counted 
G681 18.5 32.3 21.3 19.8 2.0 - 2.4 - - 2.8 0.9 tr 1058 
SH75 24.2 40.2 18.8 12.8 3.8 - 1.0 - - 0.9 0.5 tr 1019 
SH137 27.3 29.4 25.9 13.0 1 .2 - 1.4 - - 0.9 0.9 0.3 1086 
SH301 23.5 30.0 20.0 20.7 0.5 tr 2.5 - - 2.9 - tr 1026 
Oysartsville gneiss 
G481 38.0 49.2 - 7.9 3.2 - 0.7 - tr 0.2 0.8 - 1022 
G620 36.7 51.1 0.4 7.6 0.4 0.3 1 . 1  - - - 0.5 - 1044 
G723 30.4 51.6 0.3 6.5 8.9 - 1 .8 - - tr 0.6 - 1049 
G846 31.5 48.4 - 14.5 0.6 0.4 4.3 tr - tr 0.2 - 1018 





Figure 2-1 5. lUGS modal classification of granitoid units in and southwest of the study area. 
Triang les are data from Lemmon (1973), addition signs are data from Yanagihara (1994) , 
crosses are data from Whisnant ( 1 975) and open boxes are data from this study. (a) Henderson 
Gneiss. (b) Dysartsvil le gneiss. (c) JUGS igneous classification after Streckeisen (1979). (d) 
Granitic gneiss within Henderson Gneiss. (e) Sugarloaf Mountain Gneiss. (f) Composite field 
d iagram of a,  b ,  d, and e. NOTE: Modes were determined from thin-sections and may not be 
representative 
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Table 2-5. XRF analyses and CIPW norms for the Dysartsville gneiss and Henderson Gneiss. 
BG846B 
Oxide 02122/99 










Oxide Sum 103.70 
Analysis Total 103.71 





















BG723B BG854A BG620B SH301B SH137B 
03106/99 03106199 03115199 01127199 02122199 
73.48 75.38 82.43 60.50 66.64 
0.09 0.22 0.13 1 .12 0.71 
1 5.82 1 5.47 13.35 16.29 15.75 
2.83 4.42 2.58 6.36 4.28 
0.09 0.15 0.14 0.1 1  0.10 
0.81 1 .29 0.50 1 .97 1 .58 
2.87 2.78 2.07 3.20 2.29 
4.02 3.98 3.89 3.07 3.24 
1 .71 0.75 0.65 3.97 4.83 
0.08 0.02 0.01 0.32 0.15 
101 .80 104.44 105.75 96.91 99.37 
101 .61 104.46 105.76 97.01 99.44 
nd nd nd nd nd 
6.4 5.5 6.2 25.8 23.3 
nd nd nd nd nd 
61.5 24.8 23.0 78.9 108.4 
1 59.0 122.2 76.3 278.3 213.9 
nd nd nd 1 16.4 49.4 
24.9 31.1 33.1 47.3 42.7 
72.6 131.2 1 1 1.4 449.4 297.6 
34.44 38.51 50.36 14.79 20.67 
2.33 3.15 2.51 1 .89 1 .60 
10.09 4.43 3.84 23.43 27.33 
33.98 33.84 32.88 25.95 27.39 
13.71 13.55 10.20 13.80 10.38 
6.47 10.06 5.31 13.23 9.66 
0.41 0.64 0.37 0.92 0.62 
0.17 0.42 0.25 2.13  1.35 
0.1 7  - - 0.70 0.33 
Henderson Gneiss 
SH088A BG681B BBHAGA 
02122/99 02/22199 03106/99 
64.28 58.54 66.72 
0.78 0.99 0.50 
17.37 16.34 16.13 
4.19 5.68 3.53 
0.08 0.1 1  0.08 
1 .56 1 .49 1.27 
2.49 3.28 2.21 
3.1 1 4.49 3.67 
4.95 4.68 5.32 
0.51 0.21 0.16 
99.32 97.81 99.59 
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Calculated using Magma 2.3 software written by Ken Wohlelz, copyright by the Regents of the University of California (1996) 
Calculated assuming Fe3'1Fe'' = 0.1 
data collected for the Sugar loaf Mountain gneiss (Lemmon, 1 973), the 438 Ma intrusive 
granitic gneiss (Lemmon, 1973), the Henderson Gneiss (Lemmon, 1 973; Yanagihara, 1 994; 
this study), and the Walker Top gneiss (Giorgis, in preparation) have K20 values of at least 
3.0 percent and up to 6.3 percent. Another difference found in the Dysartsville gneiss is the 
much larger Si02 percent (up to 82%). Even if the excess reported by the IGROCK protocol 
is removed from the analysis, the Si02 concentrations remain considerably higher than 
those found in the other gneisses. 
The major element discriminant diagram of Werner (1987) is used here with some 
caution to demonstrate that most of the Inner Piedmont granitoids have a magmatic origin 
(Fig. 2-1 6). Because Lemmon (1973) concluded that the Henderson gneiss and the 
younger granitic intrusive were magmatic (discussed below) and due to the similar trend of 
the Dysartsville gneiss samples, it is most likely that the Dysartsville gneiss is also an 
orthogneiss. As shown in Figure 2-1 5, the Dysartsville gneiss is the only dominantly tonalitic 
gneiss among the samples plotted. Due to this mineralogy, one would expect that the 
Dysartsville gneiss was associated with subduction along a continental margin. The Nb-Y 
and Rb-(Y + Nb) discriminant diagrams (Fig. 2-17) of Pearce et al. (1984) suggest that the 
Dysartsville gneiss is a volcanic-arc granite and that the Henderson gneiss is a within-plate 
granite; the low number of samples, however, precludes a definitive solution using these 
discriminants alone. 
Sinha et a/. ( 1 989) divided the southern and central Appalachian igneous bodies 
into five age groups: Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian, Late Cambrian to Early 
Ordovician, Middle to Late Ordovician, Silurian-Devonian , and Permian-Carboniferous. 
The Henderson Gneiss was included in the Late Cambr ian to Ear ly Ordovician based on the 
whole rock 509 Ma Rb-Sr age and despite older U-Pb ages (Sinha and Glover, 1 978). 
Modally and chemically the Dysartsville gneiss is most similar to the granitoids in the Late 
Cambrian to Early Ordovician group or those in the Sllurian-Devonian group. Normative 
corundum for the Dysartsville gneiss is high, from 1 . 14  to 3.15 percent, and the K20/(K20 + 
Na20) ratios are low, ranging from 0 . 16  to 0.30, which based on the data presented by 
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Sources of Data 
1 .0 "'(:( Sugarloaf Mountain Gneiss, Lemmon (1975) 0 Granitic gneiss, Lemmon (1975) 
• 
+ Henderson Gneiss, Lemmon (1975) 
+ Henderson Gneiss, Yanagihara (1994) 
0.8 0 Henderson Gneiss, this study 
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Figure 2-16. Major element discrimination diagram distinguishing ortho- and paragneisses in 
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Figure 2-17. Nb-Y and Rb-(Y + Nb) discriminant diagrams for the Henderson Gneiss and 
Dysartsville gneiss. Diagram from Pearce et at. (1984). Addition signs are data from 
Yanagihara (1994) and open boxes are data from this study. (a) Nb-Y discriminant diagram for 
Henderson Gneiss. (b) Nb-Y discriminant diagram for Dysartsville gneiss. {c) Rb-(Y + Nb) 
discriminant diagram for Henderson Gneiss. (d) Rb-(Y + Nb) discriminant diagram for 
Dysartsville gneiss. 
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Sinha et a/. (1 989) suggests an affinity to the Silurian-Devonian group. Due to the close 
proximity of these units and a lack of Silurian-Devonian units southeast of the Brevard fault 
zone within the Inner Piedmont, it is more l ikely that they are both a part of the Late 
Cambrian to Early Ordovician group. Sinha et a/. (1989) suggest that the Late Cambrian to 
Early Ordovician group formed the magmatic arc along the continental margin following 
rifting and development of a stable platform. A Silurian-Devonian age for the Dysartsville 
gneiss cannot be ruled out, which would result in the unit being a syn- to post-orogenic 
granitoid of the Acadian oroge
_
ny. 
Dysartsville gneiss. The Dysartsville gneiss plots as a tonalite (Fig. 2-15) on the lUGS 
igneous classification (Streckeisen, 1 976) and mostly as a tonalite on the normative Ab-Or­
An diagram (Fig . 2-18) of Barker (1 979). The modal composition of the Dysartsville gneiss 
is: 40-55 percent plagioclase (An2o..2s), 30-43 percent quartz, 4-1 5 percent biotite, and 0-10 
percent muscovite (Table 2-4). Muscovite, where it is abundant, is coarse-bladed and 
overgrown by biotite. Biotite is present as subhedral and euhedral pleochroic grains from 
0 . 1  to 1 em long that define the foliation. Epidote is colorless, commonly present as 
aggregates, and often forms bands with biotite and accessory minerals along the foliation. 
Common accessory minerals are magnetite, pyrite, sphene, zircon, apatite, and allanite. 
The Dysartsville gneiss is massive to foliated, fine to medium grained, and leucocratic (Fig. 
2-1 9). The gneiss shows both granoblastic and lepidoblastic textures, often in the same 
outcrop. 
Henderson Gneiss. Using the lUGS classification (Streckeisen, 1 976), the Henderson 
Gneiss is mostly a monzogranite, but a few samples plot in the granodiorite, tonalite, and 
quartz monzodiorite fields (Fig. 2-1 5). The distinctive augen (usually about 3 em in 
diameter) of the Henderson Gneiss (Fig. 2-20) are mostly individual grains or clots of 
microcline and less frequently plagioclase. Myrmekite commonly comprises the quartz and 







Figure 2·1 8. Anorthite(An)-Orthoclase(Or)-Aibite(Ab) normative feldspar ternary diagram for the 
Dysartsville gneiss. Data are from this study and provided in Table 2-5. (a) Normative ternary 
diagram after Barker (1979) . (b) Dysartsville gneiss samples. 








Figure 2-1 9. Photograph s and photomicrographs of the Dysartsvi l le gneiss. (a) and (b) Typical outcrops of Dysartsvil le gneiss. Photographs 
. were taken north of Vein Mountain Road in the South Muddy Creek. Note the amphibol ite layers in  2-19b.  (c) Plane light photomicrograph of 
G846. Abbreviations are as fol lows: b-biotite, p-plagioclase, q-quartz. Width of field is 1 1 . 1 mm. (d) Photomicrograph of G846 with polarizers 
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Figure 2-20. Photographs and photomicrographs of the Henderson Gneiss. (a) Polished hand sample from the Hendersonvil le quarry. (b) 
Typical saprolite outcrop of Henderson Gneiss near Heddrick Knob in the Sugar Hil l quadrangle. (c) Plane l ight photomicrograph of SH30 1 .  
Abbreviations are as fol lows: b-biotite, k-K-feldspar, m-myrmekite, p-plagioclase, q-quartz. Width of field is 4.25 mm. (d) Photomicrograph of 
SH30 1 with polarizers crossed. Width of field is 4.25 mm. The sample (SH30 1 )  is from the Sugar Hi l l  quadrangle on the ridge south of the 
Second Broad River and north of Mud Cut Road. 
area, the Henderson Gneiss contains: 30-40 percent plagioclase (Ants-22), 1 8-28 percent 
quartz, 1 3-21 percent biotite, and 17-26 percent microcline (Table 2-4). Allanite and 
sphene are present in all samples as accessory minerals. 
The Henderson Gneiss is mostly an S-tectonite and less frequently an L-tectonite in 
fold hinges. The augen are elong�te in the S2 foliation surface (defined in Chapter I l l) and 
define a distinct lineation. Based on textural evidence and the definitions provided by 
Shelley (1 964), Lemmon (1 973) concluded that the myrmekitic texture in the Henderson 
Gneiss is either syn- or post-tectonic. Lemmon (1 973) also determined that the fine-grained 
material (quartz, microcline, and plagioclase) surrounding the augen and the embayed 
myrmekite clearly prove that the augen are porphyroclasts. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
STRUCTURAL RELATIONSHIPS IN PART OF THE WESTERN INNER PIEDMONT 
NEAR MARION, NORTH CAROUNA 
The Inner Piedmont stack of crystalline thrust sheets represents the metamorphic 
core of middle Paleozoic orogenic events in the southern Appalachians (Davis, 1 993; 
Hatcher, 1 998a). Penetrative deformation within the Inner Piedmont is attributed to these 
events and is coeval with peak upper-amphibolite facies metamorphism. Most transport 
indicators are parallel or subparallel to a strong mineral lineation and show a gradual 
change from NW-directed transport in the core of the Inner Piedmont to SW-directed 
transport at the western flank where this study was conducted (Davis, 1993; Hatcher, 1 998a). 
Previous workers (Griffin, 1 974a; Goldsmith, 1 981)  noted the mineral lineation trend but did 
not attribute it to regional flow or transport direction. Davis (1 993) used this pattern and the 
partially mylonitic character of the dominant foliation to conclude that regionally extensive 
shear occurred parallel and oblique to foliation surface, and might indicate that the entire 
western Inner Piedmont is a crustal-scale shear zone. This regional orogen-parallel and 
orogen-oblique simple shear produced the majority of near-peak structures found in the 
study area. 
The study area can be divided into four lithotectonic units separated by three major 
thrust faults (Fig. 3-1). Structurally, the lowest lithotectonic unit is a repeated sequence of 
folded upper and lower Tallulah Falls Formation. This unit is separated from the Henderson 
Gneiss, the second lowest lithotectonic unit, by the Tumblebug Creek thrust. The next 
lithotectonic unit consists of the upper Tallulah Falls Formation and Poor Mountain 
Formation, which were thrust over the Henderson Gneiss by the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust. 
Finally, the Mill Spring thrust placed upper Tallulah Falls Formation and the Dysartsville 
gneiss over the upper Tallulah Falls and Poor Mountain Formations. The structural and 
stratigraphic relationships between lithologic units of the North Carolina western Inner 
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Figure 3·1 . Idealized stratigraphic and structural cross section for the lithologic units found immediately southwest of and within study area. 
MST-Mill Spring thrust; SMT-Sugarloaf Mountain thrust; TCT-Tumblebug Creek thrust; BFZ-Brevard fault zone. Based on this study the order 
of thrusting is BFZ, TCT, SMT, MST. Modified from Davis (1993). 
The purposes of this chapter are to summarize the western Inner Piedmont 
deformational events, to describe and define the structures within the study area, to 
correlate major structures in the study area to those defined in adjacent areas, and to 
provide a discussion of the cross sections shown in Plate I I .  
DEFORMATION EVENTS AND TIMING 
Five separate deformation events (D,-Ds) can be distinguished in the study area 
based on field observations and structural analysis (Table 3-1 ) .  These deformation events 
are mostly correlative to those outlined by Davis (1 993) for the Columbus Promontory in the 
western Inner Piedmont. Evidence of D, is preserved in fabrics that are truncated by D2 
fabrics, but is limited by the pervasive character of both D2 and D3. Structures of the 02 and 
03 deformation events are the most prominent in the study area and formed during peak M, 
metamorphic conditions. The 02 and D3 events are overlapping and represent a continuum 
of deformation from ductile Type-F thrusts to partially brittle Type-T and Type-C thrusts 
during the Acadian orogenic event. The D4 and Ds events are late open folding events that 
are coeval with the formation of fractures in the study area. Although Mesozoic deposits 
have not been located in this area (Geologic Map of North Carolina, 1 985), the straight E-W 
orientation of Lake James north of the study area and Rhodhiss Lake northeast of the study 
area are post-Paleozoic structures of either Mesozoic or Tertiary age. These structures are 
comparable to the Mesozoic Warwoman-Pax Mountain fault system in northeastern Georgia 
(Hatcher, 1974) and the Marietta-Tryon graben in South Carolina (Garihan and Ranson, 
1 992) . 
Age dates on western Inner Piedmont granitoid units with a foliation concordant to 
02 fabrics provide some constraints on the timing of deformation. Early and middle 
Paleozoic granitoids have been dated at 500 Ma (Davis et af. , 1 962; Odom and Fullagar, 
1 973), 460 Ma (McSween et af. , 1991) ,  445 Ma (Fullagar et a/. , 1 997), 438 Ma (Odom and 
Russell, 1 975), 427 Ma (McSween et a/., 1991),  423 Ma (Harper and Fullagar, 1 981) ,  4 18  
Ma (Fullagar et a/. , 1 997), and 409 Ma (McSween et a/. , 1991) .  Peak metamorphic 
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01 CD 
Table 3-1 . Western Inner Piedmont deformational events, associated structures, general metamorphic conditions, and regional events. TCT­
Tumblebug Creek thrust, SMT-Sugarloaf Mountain thrust, MST-Mill Spring thrust. Modified and compiled from Davis ( 1993) and Yanagihara 






































(!igional (?) sheath fold]) 
F3 
tight reclined to upright 
trend is N to NE 
F4 
open, upright 
trend is N to NE 
Fs 
open, upright 
trend is NW 
METAMORPHIC REGIONAL .., 
FAULTS CONDITIONS EVENTS 
Taconian (?) 
moderate pressure I( emplacement of ' and temperature 
!\..Henderson granite_)1 
initiation of Acadian 
Tumblebug Creek moderate pressure orogeny 
Thrust (TCT) and temperature 
Brevard thrust 
Sugarloaf Mountain M1 metamorphism peak of Acadian 
Thrust (SMT) peak Is upper deformation 
Mill Spring Thrust amphibolite facies, large displacements 
(MST) sillimanite grade on Type-F thrusts 
cooling, uplift 
mesoscale moderate pressure 
strike-slip and temperature Final movement of 
faults asType-C thrusts 
low pressure cooling, uplift 
and temperature joint formation 
briUie conditions 
Brevard strike-slip 
low pressure cooling, uplift 
and temperature 
brittle conditions joint formation 
� 
conditions were reached during the Late Devonian based on two dates, 360-355 Ma 
obtained using 40 ArP9 Ar closure temperatures for hornblende (Dallmeyer, 1 988) and 360 Ma 
using U-Pb in monazite (Dennis and Wright, 1 997). Based on field observations and these 
dates, the D2 and D3 deformation events occurred during and after peak Late Devonian 
metamorphism, which is also reported by most Inner Piedmont workers (Hopson and 
Hatcher, 1 988; Davis, 1 993; Yanagihara, 1 994; Curl, 1998; Hill, 1 999). 
D1 Deformation 
Due to the penetrative nature of the D2 event, there is limited evidence of earlier 
deformation in the western Inner Piedmont. Hopson and Hatcher ( 1988) observed that D, 
deformation in the Alto allochthon is associated with a folding event, F, , that produced an 
axial planar gneissic foliation, s,, that was transposed by D2. Primary compositional 
layering is present in the Poor Mountain Amphibolite but was interpreted by Yanagihara 
(1 994) as original because layer thickness appears to depend on proximity to the Poor 
Mountain Quartzite. In agreement with previous work (Hopson and Hatcher, 1 988; Liu, 
1 991 ; Davis, 1 993; Yanagihara, 1 994; Curl, 1 998; Hill, 1 999), the most defining mesoscale 
criterion for this episode of deformation is the presence of truncated folds found primarily in 
amphibolite boudins and intrafolial rootless folds. 
At present, truncated folds in the footwall of the Tumblebug Creek fault within the 
study area provide the only macroscale evidence of D, in the western Inner Piedmont. 
Using the age date determined for the Henderson Gneiss, 509 Ma (Sinha et a/., 1 989), and 
the relative ages of structures in the field area, these folds are the oldest macroscale 
expression of deformation within the Inner Piedmont. The D2 deformation event is closely 
associated with the Acadian orogeny (Hatcher, 1 998); consequently, D, is the only 
evidence within the study area and the entire western Inner Piedmont of pre-Acadian 
(Taconian?) deformation. Due to the limited exposure of mesoscale F, folds, the 
relationship between the macroscale and mesoscale folds is unclear. 
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Dz Deformation 
This event is the most pervasive deformation in the western Inner Piedmont. 02 is 
characterized by the formation of a dominant foliation (S2), a prominent mineral stretching 
lineation (l2), and moderately inclined to recumbent isoclinal folds (F2). Davis (1 993) 
defined 02a and D2t> based truncated footwall structures, transposition of 02a faults into S2, 
and the abrupt structural and metamorphic relationships found across 021> faults. This 
division is supported in the Sugar Hill quadrangle where it was noted that the Tumblebug 
Creek fault, a 02a fault, is first folded in a Type-F (Hatcher and Hooper, 1 992) thrust 
relationship and then truncated by the Sugarloaf Mountain fault, a D21> fault. Although fault 
contacts are rarely observable in the field, the more planar nature of the Sugarloaf 
Mountain and Mill Spring thrusts also suggests that they developed after D2a and during 02�>· 
Timing of displacement on the Tumblebug Creek fault is only constrained by the age of the 
Henderson Gneiss, which is 509 Ma (Sinha et al. , 1 989). Using this age and relationships 
observed in the field, displacement on the Tumblebug Creek fault is younger than 509 Ma 
and older than displacement on the Sugarloaf Mountain fault, which is a 021> thrust. Based 
on these timing relationships, the most intense deformation and metamorphic conditions 
occurred after 509 Ma. 
02 is also characterized by reclined to recumbent, tight to isoclinal NW-vergent 
folding (F2). F2 folds are present at micro-, meso-, and macroscales across the entire Inner 
Piedmont. At all scales, most Oz faults appear to have developed on the attenuated 
common limb of antiform-synform pairs (Fig. 3-2), the Type-F thrusts of Hatcher and Hooper 
(1992). F2 sheath folds are present at the mesoscale and probably macroscale (refer to 
Chapter IV) in the study area and have been identified at several outcrops by Davis (1993) 
and Yanagihara (1 994) to the SW in the Columbus Promontory. 
D:� Deformation 
03 structures, principally folds, are oriented parallel and subparallel to 02 structures. 
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Figure 3-2. Diagrams and field photograph of Type-F and Type-C thrust faults. (a) Diagram of Type-F and Type-C thrust fau lts modified from 
Hatcher and Hooper ( 1 992). (b) Saprol ite exposure of a Type-F thrust in the upper Tallulah Fal ls Formation south of Lawing Cemetary in the 
Sugar Hill quadrangle. 
F, 
maintain S2 thickness in the limbs and hinges. Although the 03 deformation event 
produced structures that are uniquely different from D2 structures, it most likely represents 
the late stages of the middle Paleozoic metamorphism and deformation that also formed 
the D2 structures. As the rocks started to cool at the end of 02, rheologicc:ll contrasts between 
lithologic units began to control the deformation style producing 03 structures. 
D. and Ds Deformation 
The 04 structures are also subparallel to 02 and 03 structures. It is possible that 04 is 
the end member of 03 deformation or that 03 and/or 04 are evidence of Alleghanian 
deformation in the western Inner Piedmont. Ds is a late folding event that produced 
upright folds oriented northwest, perpendicular to D2-4 structures. Deformation during the 04 
and Ds events is coeval or precedes the formation of joint sets observed at outcrops in the 
study area and is probably the result of uplift after the Acadian and Alleghanian orogenic 
events. 
MESOSCOPIC AND MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURES 
As previously discussed, the study area contains considerable evidence of 
polyphase deformation. The major structures outlined in this study are foliations, lineations, 
folds, fractures, and faults. This section will focus on field observations during petrographic 
analysis of thin sections from the study area. 
Secondary Foliations 
Passchier and Trouw (1 996) distinguished a secondary foliation from a primary 
foliation based on: lack of sedimentary structures, limited thickness variation (typically with 
two alternating lithologies of the same thickness) , bimodal composition of most layers, 
presence of lensoid or anastomosing layering, a symmetry plane parallel to the layering, 
and a foliation (sub)parallel to the axial plane of earlier foliation folds. Using these criteria, 
at least two secondary foliations are discernable in the study area. The earliest foliation, s,,  
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is secondary compositional layering. Hopson and Hatcher (1988) have identified s, in the 
Alto allochthon as axial planar (to F, folds) gneissic compositional layering. Because the 
later secondary foliation is penetrative, it is impossible to recognize primary sedimentary 
features. igneous textures, or the extent to which the majority of pre-D2 structures existed in 
the study area. 
In the study area, the later foliation (S2) is penetrative and transposes all earlier 
fabrics except relict F, folds and s, foliations preserved in the F, folds. Whisnant (1975) 
observed that the foliation and compositional layering in the Sugar Hill quadrangle are 
subparallel on all scales. Most Inner Piedmont workers have noted the parallel nature of 
foliation, compositional layering, fold axial surfaces, lithologic contacts, and faults in the 
western Inner Piedmont. Davis (1993) attributed this common attitude to transposition of 
fabrics into the S2 surface during penetrative D2 deformation. Using Passchier and Trouw's 
(1 996) definition, the S2 surface in the biotite gneiss units is a spaced foliation (schistosity) 
based on the grain size (-1 -5 mm) of foliation-defining biotite grains (Fig. 3-3). Transposed 
compositional layering in the Poor Mountain Formation is attributed to the same event that 
produced the S2 foliation based on the meso- and macroscale parallelism of the two 
surfaces and the pervasiveness of the compositional layering in this lithologic unit. During 
field work and in subsequent structural analyses, compositional layering in the Poor 
Mountain Formation and S2 foliation measurements were combined and collectively 
referred to as S2 surfaces. 
Approximately 2200 S2 measurements were collected and compiled for the entire 
Sugar Hill quadrangle and part of the Glenwood quadrangle. Poles to S2 were plotted and 
contoured on an equal-area stereonet (Fig. 3-4). In general, the foliation strikes NE-SW, is 
orogen-parallel, and dips moderately to the SE. The best-fit great circle for S2 strikes at N 
37 E and dips 1 9° to the SE. Stereonet plots for 82 subdivided into thrust sheets for the 
study area demonstrate the penetrative nature of D2 and provide evidence for the regional 
change in strike from NE-SW at the NW flank to slightly more E-W toward the core of the 




Figure 3-3.  Foliation in the Henderson Gneiss and Poor Mountain Amphibol ite . (a) Henderson 
Gneiss outcrop north of Heddrick Knob in the Sugar Hi l l  quadrangle. (b) Plane l ight 
photomicrograph of Poor Mounta in Amphibolite (G702, located southwest of Rust Mountain in 
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Figure 3-4. Scatter plot, fabric diagrams, and dip histogram for al l  S2 measurements obtained in 
the study area. S2 measurements are from Whisnant (1 979), Yanagihara (1 994), and this study 
(Appendix A, Appendix B). (a) Lower-hemisphere, equal-area scatter plot of 2,222 poles to S2 . 
The trend and plunge of the �-axis is 04 T,  3 •. This l ine is subparallel to F 5 fold axes. The strike 
and dip of the best-fit great circle is N 43" W, BT SW. (b) Lower-hemisphere, equal-area Kamb 
contour d iagram of 2,222 poles to S2. The trend and plunge of the mean vector is 307" ,  7 1 " .  The 
strike and dip of the plane to this point is N 37" E ,  19 SE", which is the average measurement for 
al l S2 surfaces in the study area. (c) Lower-hemisphere, equal-area two percent per one percent 
area contoured d iagram of 2,222 poles to S2. The trend and plunge of the mean vector is 307" ,  
71 " .  The strike and dip of the plane to this point is N 37" E,  19 SF,  which is the average 
measurement for all S2 surfaces in the study area. (d) Histogram showing frequency of dip 
values for 2,222 S2 measurements. 
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Figure 3-5. S2 divided by thrust sheet for the study area. Great circles and poles are the average strike and dip of fol iations within each thrust 
sheet. All stereonets are equal area Kamb contours with a contour interval of 6 a. S2 measurements are from Whisnant ( 1 979), Yanagihara 
( 1 994 ), and this study (Appendix A, Appendix B). (a) Tal lu lah Falls Formation in footwall of the Tumblebug Creek thrust. (b) Henderson Gneiss in 
hanging wall of the Tumblebug Creek thrust. (c) Tal lu lah Falls and Poor Mountain Formations in the hanging wall of the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust. 
(d) Dysartsville gneiss and upper Tal lu lah Falls Formation in the hanging wall of the Mil l  Spring thrust. 
Lineations 
A mineral lineation is present throughout the study area and is defined mostly by 
feldspar augen and elongate amphibole grains. As such, the lineation is most readily 
observed in the Poor Mountain Amphibolite and Henderson Gneiss but is also present in all 
units. Other elongate or recrystallized minerals such as biotite, muscovite, quartz, and 
feldspar in the Poor Mountain Quartzite and Tallulah Falls Formation also define the 
lineation. This lineation is a conspicuous feature at the majority of outcrops in the study 
area and has been interpreted as a mineral stretching lineation by Davis (1 993) based on 
independent kinematic indicators. Displacement was (sub)parallel to the lineation in the 
same or nearby rocks where kinematic indicators, mostly rotated porphyroblasts and S-C 
fabrics, were observed. Other lineations exist in the study area but are significantly less 
common and secondary to the dominant mineral stretching lineation. 
The mineral stretching lineation generally lies within the S2 surfaces and is part of a 
regional lineation trend (Fig. 3-6). Whisnant (1 975) observed these lineations in part of the 
study area and associated them with the dominant isoclinal F2b folding event in this part of 
Inner Piedmont. The relationship between F2b and the lineations can also be explained 
with map-scale SW-directed sheath folding. This alternative explanation is d iscussed in 
detail in Chapter IV. Toward the core of the Inner Piedmont in South Carolina, Curl (1998) 
recognized two lineations (L2b and l3) based on mineral assemblage and orientation. 
Immediately north of the study area, Hill (1999) also defined a later set of NW-SE oriented 
l ineations that he interpreted to be related to an unrecognized structure or later 
overthrusting. Although the orientation of several lineations in the study area is NW-SE, 
they do not appear to be statistically significant and it is possible that these were reoriented 
by later deformational events. It is evident that in the western Inner Piedmont, most mineral 
lineations were produced during the D2b event and are not the product of later interior Inner 
Piedmont Alleghanian thrusting as suggested by Curl (1998) and Hill (1 999). 
All lineation measurements taken in the study area are considered to be a syn- to 
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Figure 3-6. Mineral l ineations for the northern part of the Inner Piedmont. The study area is defined by the unfi l led polygon. Modified from 
Hatcher ( 1 998b) 
generally have a shallow plunge and trend NE-SW. Approximately 380 lineation 
measurements were plotted and contoured on an equal-area stereonet (Fig. 3-7). The 
stereonets in Figure 3-7 illustrate that L2 is at least geometrically related to S2 because the 
contoured L2 measurements define a trend that approximates the plane of the average S2 
surface. The mean plunge for these lineations is 1 0.r and the mode is 5°. Stereonet plots 
of the lineations subdivided into thrust sheets demonstrate the map-scale change in 
orientation from generally NE and SW trending lineations at the flank of the Inner Piedmont 
to more E-W trending lineations toward the core of the Inner Piedmont (Fig. 3-8). 
Folds 
There are five recognizable episodes of folding (F, , F21, F3, F4, Fs) in the study area. 
F2b and F3 folds, however, appear to be the result of the same deformation event with F2 
folds forming during peak metamorphic conditions and F3 folds forming later at postpeak 
conditions, as noted by Yanagihara (1994). In the study area, the F4 fold axes are oriented 
approximately parallel to F2 and F3 fold axes. For this reason, Yanagihara (1 994) 
concluded that F 4 folds might have developed shortly after the 03 event with a similarly 
oriented strain ellipse. The Fs folds axes are oriented nearly perpendicular to the F2, F3, and 
F 4 fold axes and create a Type 1 dome-and-basin fold interference pattern with F 4 folds 
(Hopson and Hatcher, 1 988; Liu, 1991).  Yanagihara (1 994) provided a more detailed study 
of folds to the SW of the study area in the Columbus Promontory. 
F, Folds. The best mesoscale evidence for deformation prior to 02 is the presence of 
isoclinal F, folds in amphibolite boudins and transposed rootless intrafolial folds. As 
previously noted, the isoclinal folds in the footwall of the Tumblebug Creek fault are 
macroscale F, folds with most axial surfaces discordant to S2. The nearly complete 
transposition of fabrics during 02 has erased all macroscale and most mesoscale F1 folds in 








Figure 3·7. Scatter plot, fabric diagrams, and plunge histogram for all L2 1ineation measurements 
obtained in the study area. � measurements are from Whisnant (1979), Yanagihara (1994), and 
this study (Appendix A, Appendix B). (a) Lower-hemisphere, equal-area scatter plot of 388 L2 
measurements. The great circle for the mean of all S2 measurements was determined and 
plotted at N 37" E, 1 9  SE" (Fig. 3-4). (b) Lower-hemisphere, equal-area Kamb contour diagram 
of 388 L2 lineation measurements. The great circle for the average measurement of all S2 
surfaces was determined using Stereonet v 4.9.6 and is plotted at N 37" E, 1 9  se·. (c) Lower­
hemisphere, equal-area two percent per one percent area contoured diagram of 388 L2 lineation 
measurements. The great circle for the average measurement of all s2 surfaces is plotted at N 
37" E, 1 9"SE. (d) Histogram showing frequency of plunge values for 388 � measurements. 
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Figure 3-8. L2 divided by thrust sheet for the study area. Great circle is the average strike and dip of foliations within each thrust sheet. All 
stereonets are equal area Kamb contours with a contour interval of 3a. (a) Tal lulah Falls Formation in footwal l  of the Tumblebug Creek thrust. (b) 
Henderson Gneiss in hanging wall of the Tumblebug Creek thrust. (c) Tal lulah Falls and Poor Mountain Formations in the hanging wal l  of the 
Sugarloaf Mountain thrust. (d) Dysartsvil le gneiss and upper Tallulah Falls Formation in the hanging wall of the Mi l l  Spring thrust. 
Fz Folds. NW-vergent F2 folds are observable at all scales in the western Inner Piedmont 
(Fig. 3-9). Development of F2 folds is closely related to the development of meso- and 
macro-scale faults in the region. These passive-flow and flexural-flow folds are typically 
intrafolial, appear cylindrical, and have attenuated limbs and thickened hinges in all rock 
units. Fz fold axes trend approximately parallel to the dominant trend of the orogen here 
and have gently inclined to recumbent SE-dipping axial surfaces. The hanging wall and 
footwall of the Tumblebug Creek thrust were folded and transposed by Dzb to form the 
isoclinal folds present in both at all scales. 
F3 Folds. F3 folds have moderately to steeply inclined axial surfaces with corresponding 
tight-to-open fold geometries. This has been attributed to rheological changes in rock units 
that occurred with cooling after peak metamorphism (Yanagihara, 1 994). The youngest F3 
folds are steeply inclined and open whereas the oldest are moderately inclined and tight. 
The Sz surface is folded by 03 event in the study area. Buckling is the probable mechanism 
for these folds, but is d ifficult to determine due to the variability in layer thickness and 
limited number of F3 folds. Where the F3 folds are observable, hinge and limb thickness 
appears to be maintained (Fig. 3-1 0). This event produced the map-scale fold patterns 
between most lithologic contacts within thrust sheets. 
F4 Folds. This folding event produced symmetric open upright folds that trend NE-SW. The 
slight girdle effect in the foliation stereonet contour plots is the result of this episode of 
folding. The best cylindrical fit to all foliations is an approximation of the trend and plunge 
for this folding event (Fig. 3-4c). The Rockhouse Mountain syncline, which folds both the 
footwall and hanging wall of the Mill Spring thrust, is a map-scale example of an F4 fold 
(Plate I I). 
Fs Folds. Fs folds are nearly identical in geometry to F4 folds but trend NW-SE, roughly 








Figure 3-9. Mesoscopic F2 folds in the study area. (a) Dysartsvi l le gneiss south of Tater Town Loop in the Glenwood quadrangle. (b) Upper 
Tal lulah Falls Formation migmatitic biotite gneiss east of Pogue Mountain in the Glenwood quadrangle. (c) Lower Tal lu lah Falls Formation 
migmatitic biotite gneiss on the north side of Harris Mountain. (d) Upper Tal lu lah Falls Formation migmatitic biotite gneiss in Scrub Grass 
Branch ,  Glenwood quadrangle. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 3-1 0. F3 and F4 folds in the study area. (a) F 4 fold in the upper Tal lulah Falls Formation 
on the northwest side of Grass Mountain in the Sugar Hi l l  quadrangle. (b) F3 fold in the 
Dysartsville gneiss south of Indian Grave Gap in the Glenwood quadrangle. This fold is 
parasitic to the map-scale South Muddy Creek antiform. 
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1 dome-and-basin pattern with the F4 folds. Hopson and Hatcher (1 988) and Liu (1991)  
recognized the Fs folding event in  the Inner Piedmont of NE Georgia. These folds 
produced warped contacts between different lithologies. To a limited extent, NW-SE 
trending open antiforms and synforms might also be delineated based on groups of mineral 
lineations that plunge toward or away from each other. It is important to note that this 
lineation characteristic is mostly due to the low lineation plunge and could be unrelated to 
Fs. 
Joints 
Fractures developed in the study area following, and possibly coeval with, Os. 
Garihan et a/. (1 993) and Curl ( 1998) associate some of these fractures with later (Mesozoic 
or Tertiary) faulting in the southern Appalachians. Fracture data collected in the study area 
are plotted in Figure 3-1 1 .  Fractures are typically planar and have small apertures as shown 
in Figure 3-12. This study does not attempt to quantify the fracture data beyond what is 
provided in Appendix A, Appendix B, and Figure 3-1 1 .  It is worth noting that the vector 
mean determined in Figure 3-1 1 is roughly parallel to the Marietta-Tyron graben (Garihan 
et a/. , 1 993) and that fracture orientation could influence surface and groundwater flow 
characteristics as noted by Snipes (1 980, 1981)  in the Piedmont of northwestern South 
Carolina. 
MACROSCOPIC STRUCTURES 
The macroscopic structures and relationships of the field area are best illustrated in 
the cross sections shown in Plate II. Most structures, excluding the F, folds in the footwall of 
the Tumblebug Creek fault, at this scale can be attributed to thrusting and deformation 
during 02. The observable exceptions on Plate II are the F, folds in the footwall of the 
Tumblebug Creek fault, the Rockhouse Mountain syncline, and other unnamed F4 folds. At 
the regional scale (Plate I), map patterns indicate the prevalence of 02 structures in the 
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Figure 3-1 1 .  Distribution of all joint measurements collected in the study area. Note the 
perpendicular dominant NW-SE set and secondary NE-SW set. (a) Rose diagram. (b) Kamb 






Figure 3-1 2. Joints in the field area. (a) Near vertical joint sets in a Ta l lu lah Fal l s  Formation pavement exposure east of Crooked Creek in the 
Sugar Hill quadrangle. (b) Similar pavement exposure of Tal lu lah Falls Formation in the Second Broad River, G lenwood quadrangle. (c) Gently 
SE-dipping fol iation and steeply dipping joints in a Poor Mountain Amphibolite road cut exposure along U.S.  221 in the Glenwood quadrangle. 
Faults 
Three previously recognized major ductile thrust faults were delineated in the study 
area. The Sugarloaf Mountain and Mill Spring faults are map-scale Type-F to Type-T 
thrusts that developed from NW-vergent isoclinal antiform-synform pairs. The Tumblebug 
Creek fault is an earlier fault that placed Henderson Gneiss on a repeated and folded 
sequence of metasedimentary rocks. In general, D2b faults have a shallower SE dip than S2 
and are mostly planar or slightly folded by F4 and Fs. Due to limited exposure of fault 
contacts, faults are defined mostly by rock types and truncated or missing stratigraphy. 
On the recently published Greenville 1 o x 2° sheet, Nelson et a/. (1 998) showed a 
truncation of the basal fault in the Six Mile thrust sheet and the Walhalla thrust by the 
Caesar's Head Granite in South Carolina. This relationship suggests that the Sugarloaf 
Mountain fault is structurally higher than the Walhalla and Six Mile sheets since it places 
rocks on top of the Henderson Gneiss and Caesar's Head Granite. Immediately north of the 
study area, Hill (1999) used the Six Mile name for what is being called the Mill Spring fault 
in this study. The present confusion concerning the proper fault name is due to the lack of 
detailed mapping in the area just southwest of the Columbus Promontory. Although there is 
evidence to support the use of the Six Mile and Walhalla fault names, Sugarloaf Mountain 
and Mill Spring will be used here. 
Tumblebug Creek thrust. Henderson Gneiss only occurs within the Tumblebug Creek thrust 
(Ten sheet. Using zircon morphology, Lemmon (1 973) concluded that the Henderson 
Gneiss is an orthogneiss, which permits either an intrusive, unconformable, or fault 
relationship of the Henderson Gneiss to the Tallulah Falls Formation. Footwall units and F, 
folds in the Tallulah Falls Formation are truncated by the TCT. Davis (1993) also noted the 
presence of truncated F1 folds in the Poor Mountain Formation of the TCT footwall to the 
SW of the study area. In addition to these truncated structures, reduction in the size of 
feldspar augen in Henderson Gneiss near the contact supports fault emplacement. The 
existence of truncated folds in the footwall of the TCT most likely means that emplacement 
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of the Henderson Gneiss occurred prior to or during early D2 but before peak metamorphism 
and deformation. Deformation during D2 transposed and folded the fault, footwall, and 
hanging wall into S2. A complex fault relationship is evident at the NE termination of the 
main Henderson Gneiss body (Plate I and Plate II). Here a SW-plunging synform and 
secondary synform with a SE-dipping axial surface repeat the Henderson Gneiss against the 
upper and lower Tallulah Falls Formation. There is no evidence for the initial contact 
relationship of the fault to the folded and truncated footwall rocks due to the penetrative 
deformation that is associated with D2b· 
Sugarloaf Mountain thrust. In the study area, the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust (SMT) fault 
emplaces biotite gneiss units over the Henderson Gneiss (Plate II). The SMT was mapped 
by Davis (1 993) and Yanagihara (1994) southwest of the study area in the Columbus 
Promontory but was originally identified by Lemmon ( 1973) and Lemmon and ·Dunn 
( 1973a, 1 973b). Along strike to the southwest, in the Bat Cave (Lemmon and Dunn, 1 973a) 
and Cliffield Mountain (Davis, 1993) quadrangles the SMT places the Brevard-Poor 
Mountain Transitional and Poor Mountain Amphibolite units over the Henderson Gneiss. 
Further to the southwest, in the Hendersonville quadrangle (Lemmon, 1973), the SMT again 
thrusts rocks of the Tallulah Falls Formation over the Henderson Gneiss. At the southwest 
limit of detailed work on this fault in the Table Rock, Standingstone Mountain, Zirconia, 
and Cleveland quadrangles, the SMT thrusts rocks of both the Poor Mountain and Tallulah 
Falls Formations over the undifferentiated Henderson and Caesar's Head Gneisses (Garihan. 
1 999). 
Where it is in contact with the SMT, the TCT was either folded in a Type-F footwall 
synform relationship or possibly drag-folded during the SMT emplacement. It is concluded 
from this relationship that the SMT is younger than the TCT. The SMT contains the only 
macroscale F3 fold, the Rockhouse Mountain syncline, in the study area. 
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Mill Spring thrust. The Mill Spring thrust (MST) fault emplaces mid- to upper-Tallulah 
Falls Formation and the Dysartsville gneiss over the Poor Mountain and upper Tallulah Falls 
Formations. In the study area, the dominant unit of the MST is the Dysartsville granitoid. 
The MST was originally defined by work in the Mill Spring (Tabor, 1 990) and the Cliffield 
Mountain (Davis, 1 993) quadrangles. Because the Pea Ridge and Fingerville West 
quadrangles remain unmapped it is not possible to trace the fault from the Mill Spring area 
into the Sugar Hill quadrangle. Yanagihara ( 1994) concluded that the highest fault in the 
Lake Lure, Shingle Hollow, and Sugar Hill quadrangles was also the MST based on the 
lithologies present. 
Cross Section Interpretation 
Four cross sections illustrate subsurface relationships in the study area and just 
southwest of the study area in the Glenwood and Sugar Hill quadrangles. Sections A-A', B­
B'. and C-C' were constructed as part of this study. Section D-D' was constructed by 
Yanagihara ( 1994) as part of his work southwest of the study area and has not been edited 
except for the identification of Yanagihara's undifferentiated Mill Spring Formation as the 
Dysartsville gneiss. Based on these cross sections and the Inner Piedmont stratigraphy, the 
Sugarloaf Mountain and Mill Spring thrust faults climb section to the SW along strike. 
The sections were constructed approximately perpendicular to the strike of Sz and 
through portions of the study area that would illustrate important structural relationships. 
Traditional cross-section construction methods were used in drafting the sections. In 
addition to field observations, the delineation of the three faults in the study area relies 
heavily on stratigraphic relationships. 
Section A-A'. The line of section for A-A' is in the Glenwood quadrangle and shows the 
subsurface geometry of the Mill Spring thrust here. The Mill Spring thrust places middle to 
upper Tallulah Falls Formation and the Dysartsville granitoid over the upper Tallulah Falls 
and Poor Mountain Formations. Based on field observations, the Dysartsville granitoid is a 
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map-scale NW-vergent F3 or possibly F2 fold. This fold was named the South Muddy Creek 
antiform by Goldsmith et.al. ( 1988). 
The Mill Spring fault is shown with a much shallower dip than the foliation 
measurements would indicate. This is based on geometric characteristics of Type-C faults 
and field observations that include the small window through the Mill Spring fault into the 
Poor Mountain Quartzite. The parasitic fold in the Mill Spring fault in this cross section is 
present because of the klippe found just northwest of the line of section. 
Section B·B'. The line of section for B-B' is located in the Sugar Hill and Glenwood 
quadrangles and depicts the subsurface geometry of the Tumblebug Creek, Sugarloaf 
Mountain, and Mill Spring thrusts. 
This section illustrates the important relationship at the NE termination of the main 
Henderson Gneiss body with the enclosing metasedimentary units. The Tumblebug Creek 
fault truncates the pelitic schist unit of the Tallulah Falls Formation here. At the exposed 
level of the fault, truncation of the common SE limb of a map-scale overturned antiform­
synform pair is recognized. The repetition of the Henderson Gneiss/upper Tallulah Falls 
Formation is the result of isoclinal, NW-vergent folding after emplacement of the Henderson 
Gneiss during D2b- Based on the Tallulah Falls stratigraphy and the Type-F thrust model 
(Hatcher and Hooper, 1 992), the Sugarloaf Mountain fault is not present here or further NE 
along strike, although to the SW between this section and the C-C' section displacement 
must occur on the Sugarloaf Mountain fault. 
The Mill Spring thrust forms a klippe (projected into the section) at the peak of 
Rockhouse Mountain and is folded with the footwall into a synform by an F4 fold. 
Sillimanite schist, mapped as the middle part of the Tallulah Falls Formation, was found in 
several places at the base of the klippe and probably serves as the main detachment for the 
Mill Spring thrust here. 
The Mill Spring fault places the Dysartsville gneiss over the upper Tallulah Falls 
Formation in this line of section. Stratigraphically, the Dysartsville gneiss occurs above, 
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and perhaps cuts out a part of, the upper Tallulah Falls Formation. An alternative 
interpretation is that the contact between Oysartsville gneiss and Tallulah Falls Formation 
within the Mill Spring sheet is a deformed and metamorphosed unconformity. Like the 
Sugarloaf Mountain fault, the Mill Spring fault cuts up section to the SW. 
Section C-C'. The line of section for C-C' is also located in the Glenwood and Sugar Hill 
quadrangles. In this cross section, the Tumblebug Creek fault truncates footwall folds of the 
Tallulah Falls Formation. The overall thickness of the Henderson Gneiss is greater here 
than in the B-8' section as a result of SW-directed transport of the body (see Chapter IV for a 
detailed discussion of this interpretation). As a result of penetrative deformation after the 
emplacement of the Henderson Gneiss, NW-vergent folds dominate both the footwall and 
hanging wall of the Tumblebug Creek fault. The footwall folds represent the earliest 
structures in this section and are the only macroscale evidence of deformation prior to 02. 
The Sugarloaf Mountain fault placed upper Tallulah Falls Formation over the 
Henderson Gneiss. In this cross section, displacement is shown on the Sugarloaf Mountain 
fault because stratigraphic relationships in the Tallulah Falls Formation cannot be carried 
across the fault. The presence of the lower Tallulah Falls rocks in this section is interpretive 
but is based on the presence of higher stratigraphic units to the SW. The conclusion that 
the Henderson Gneiss represents a Type-F footwall synform requires that Henderson Gneiss 
also be present toward the core of the Inner Piedmont to the southeast. Candidates for 
these bodies could be several smaller megacrystic biotite gneiss units that have been 
mapped east and southeast of the study area. 
Section 0-D'. The line of section for 0-0' is in the Sugar Hill and Shingle Hollow 
quadrangles. Yanagihara (1 994) drafted this cross section as part of a study in the 
Columbus Promontory area of North Carolina. The rock unit in the Mill Spring fault here 
was identified as an undifferentiated part of the Mill Spring Formation. The rocks in these 
localities are actually part of the Oysartsville granitoid. The Tumblebug Creek fault is not 
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portrayed in the subsurface because of the related increase in thickness and outcrop width 
that is evident in the SW portion of the study area. 
The Sugarloaf Mountain fault placed a narrow (-1 00 m) band of upper Tallulah 
Falls Formation and the Poor Mountain Formation over the Henderson Gneiss. Folding in 
the Henderson Gneiss is also NW vergent here, most likely as truncated footwall synforms. In 
this section,  the macroscale folds in the Sugarloaf Mountain sheet do not exhibit the 
expected geometries-hanging wall antiform-footwall synform-as outlined by Hatcher and 
Hooper (1 992). The Mill Spring fault is present in the extreme SE comer of the section and 
as a klippe on Glaghom Mountain. In this cross section, the Mill Spring fault has cut up 




DEFORMATION OF THE HENDERSON GNEISS 
The orogen-parallel outcrop pattern of the Henderson Gneiss in North and South 
Carolina can be interpreted as a moderately deformed catazonal pluton. Using 
stratigraphic relationships and mesoscopic structural evidence, the outcrop pattern might 
also be interpreted as a polydeformed pluton or a stack of macroscale sheath folds. The 
Henderson Gneiss has an areal extent of more than 5,000 km
2 
southeast of the Brevard fault 
zone (Fig. 4-1 ). An age date of 509 Ma (Sinha et a/. , 1989) was obtained using a newer 
decay constant that revised the whole-rock Rb-Sr date obtained by Odom and Fullagar 
(1 973). Younger, 438 Ma (Odom and Russell, 1975) and 423 Ma (Harper and Fullagar, 
1981 ), foliated granitoids intrude the Henderson Gneiss at its greatest outcrop width in North 
and South Carolina. These younger foliated units have not been identified at either the NE 
or SW termination of the main body although veins having similar mineralogy and texture 
are present. The existing geometry of the Henderson Gneiss is possibly related to folding 
and shearing of the original granitic pluton. Strain within the rock unit is dominantly 
flattening, S-L tectonite with k-0. 75, but may also be constrictional forming L-tectonites 
with k-1 0.1 in some fold hinges (Bream et a/., 1 998). This strain variation can be best 
explained by associating the L-tectonites with sheath and/or other very tight fold hinges. 
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an interpretation of deformation in the 
western Inner Piedmont southeast and adjacent to the Brevard fault zone that takes into 
account the high strain observed in the Henderson Gneiss and the regional outcrop 
patterns. Previous interpretations do not provide adequate explanations for the outcrop 
patterns, textures, and deformation features present in the Henderson Gneiss. Several 
comparisons with published work on regional-scale sheath folds will be used as supporting 














0 Henderson Gneiss (509 Ma) 
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• Walker Top, Brushy Mountain ,  and other 
megacrystic augen gneisses of unknown age 
Figure 4-1 . Outcrop pattern and interpretive three-dimensional block model of the Henderson Gneiss and related gran itoids in North and South 
Carolina. Outcrop pattern is modified from Hatcher ( 1998b ) . The sample photos are Henderson Gneiss collected by R. D.  Hatcher Jr. at the 
Hendersonvil le quarry in North Carol ina (upper photo) and from South Carolina State Road 1 31 near Smeltzer Mountain in  the Salem q uadrangle 
(bottom photo). Three-dimensional block model is modified from Goscombe ( 1 99 1  ) . 
and elsewhere in the western Inner Piedmont that supports the regional-scale sheath fold 
interpretation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Within the metamorphic cores of orogens, deformation is accomplished by large 
displacements under ductile conditions followed by later displacement at brittle conditions 
(Shackleton and Ries, 1 984; Hatcher and Hooper, 1 992). Most sheath folds develop 
passively as a result of bulk simple shear (Cobbold and Quinquis, 1980; Hudleston, 1 983). 
Thrust sheets in the western Inner Piedmont are NW -directed Type-F and Type-T (Hatcher, 
1999) thrusts. Klippes above, and windows through, the Henderson Gneiss demonstrate that 
it is a thin, possibly less than 5 km, highly flattened unit. 
Several investigations in high-grade terranes have identified outcrop and map-scale 
sheath folds citing attributes that are also found in the western Inner Piedmont. Henderson 
( 1981 )  concluded that sheath folds in the Middle Proterozoic H udsonian orogen of 
northeastern Canada might have formed below a thick nappe in a horizontal shear regime. 
A kilometer-scale sheath fold in the pennine nappes of the Lepontine area in the Swiss Alps 
was attributed to deformation in a crustal scale shear zone by Lacassin and Mattauer 
( 1985). Map-scale sheath folds are evident in the Arunta Block of Central Australia and 
inferred to develop in response to high bulk inhomogeneous shear strains (Goscombe, 
1 991). The western Inner Piedmont is part of a similar tectonic regime in which the 
greatest amount of shear occurred southeast of the Brevard fault zone in the zone of 
constricted flow (Fig. 4-2) that includes the Henderson Gneiss (Davis, 1 993; Hil l ,  1 999). 
Davis (1 993) hypothesized that the entire western Inner Piedmont was a crustal scale shear 
zone that was buttressed against the primordial Brevard fault zone during the Acadian 
orogeny. Within the zone of constricted flow in the Davis (1993) and Hill (1999) models, 
lineation and sheath fold axes develop parallel to transport. 
Shear in a ductile regime will produce sheath folds with axes that approximate the 










Figure 4-2. Comparison of tectonic models showing th rusting i n  the western Inner Piedmont. 
(a) Modified from Davis ( 1 993). (b) Modified from Hi l l  ( 1 999). 
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a map-scale stack of sheath folds SE of the Brevard fault zone in the western Inner 
Piedmont: the map pattern at the NE and SW terminations of the Henderson Gneiss (Fig. 4-
3} , the relationship of the Henderson Gneiss to the western Inner Piedmont stratigraphy, and 
meso- and macro-scale structural evidence. 
MAP PATTERN 
The strongest evidence to support the sheath fold interpretation is in the regional 
outcrop pattern found at the distal ends of the body in North and South Carolina. Detailed 
mapping by Hatcher (1 970} at the SW termination of the main body (Fig 4-3} revealed a 
complex map pattern that includes the Henderson Gneiss and the Poor Mountain 
Formation. At the NE termination, where mapping was completed for this study, the 
Henderson Gneiss is in contact with and truncates all units in the Tallulah Falls Formation. 
This map pattern can most readily be explained by NW-directed thrusting on the 
Tumblebug Creek thrust prior to SW-directed transport (sheath folding} that was coeval with 
penetrative deformation. Using this series of events, the SW termination represents the nose 
or noses of one or more map-scale sheath folds and the NE termination may represent a 
zone of high SW-directed flow through a thicker part of the Henderson Gneiss. The 
abundance of "stringers" along strike to the NE (e.g. Bryant and Reed, 1 970) and lack of 
these smaller units to the SW (Fig. 4-1 }  is also explained by trailing sheath-fold hinges for 
the Henderson Gneiss in North Carolina. 
All textures observed in the Henderson Gneiss appear to be the result of deformation 
that overprinted the primary magmatic textures if present. The megacrystic granitoid 
bodies found east and northeast of the northwestern termination of the main body contain 
notable textural differences (Fig. 4-4} to the Henderson Gneiss. Goldsmith et a/. (1988} 
interpreted these megacrystic bodies as a less sheared phase of the Henderson Gneiss 
found directly southeast of the Brevard fault zone. At present, the relationship of these 
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Figure 4-3. Outcrop pattern and cross sections of the western Inner Piedmont at the SE termination of the Henderson Gneiss i n  South Carol ina. 
Gold outcrop color is Henderson Gneiss, l ight green is Poor Mountain Amphibolite, ol ive green is Chauga River Formation, brown is si l l imanite 
schist, dark blue is granitoid, lavender and purple is Tal lulah Fall s  Formation . Modified from unpublished sections of R. D. Hatcher, Jr. Note that 








Figure 4-4. Meso- and microtextures of the Henderson Gneiss and Walker Top gneiss, North Carol ina.  (a) Outcrop exposure of the Walker Top 
gneiss (photo courtesy of J. J. Riedel). (b) Photomicrograph with polarizers crossed of the Walker Top gneiss. Width of field is 1 .7 mm 
(photomicrograph courtesy of S .  Giorgis). (c) Polished hand sample of the Henderson Gneiss from the Hendersonvil le quarry (sample courtesy 
of R. D. Hatcher, Jr. ). (d) Photomicrograph with polarizers crossed of the Henderson Gneiss from the Sugar Hi l l  quadrangle. Width of field is 
4.25 mm. 
It is possible that these megacrystic bodies are the footwall equivalents of the present 
sheared Henderson Gneiss adjacent to the Brevard fault zone. 
STRA TIGRAPH/C AND METAMORPHIC RELA TIONSH/PS 
The Henderson Gneiss climbs section in the western Inner Piedmont stratigraphy 
from the NE to the SW. In North Carolina at the NE termination, the Henderson Gneiss is in 
fault contact with the upper to lower units of the Tallulah Falls Formation at kyanite to 
sillimanite grade. In South Carolina, the Henderson Gneiss is in contact with the Poor 
Mountain Amphibolite at staurolite grade. Therefore, from NE to SW, the Henderson Gneiss 
climbs section and drops in metamorphic grade. This relationship supports the sheath fold 
interpretation if it is assumed that the stratigraphic package was initially upright and not 
intensely deformed. The degree of pre-D2a folding and initial geometries however, are not 
known and may also contribute to the observed relationship. 
STRUCTURAL EWDENCE 
The most convincing structural evidence in support of large-scale sheath folds 
within the Henderson Gneiss and all the rock units SE of the Brevard fault zone is the strong 
orogen-parallel (NE-SW) orientation of mineral stretching lineations. This lineation is best 
defined by elongate feldspars within the Henderson Gneiss and by biotite, recrystallized 
quartz, and amphibole within metasedimentary units. This NE-SW trend was recognized in 
the study area and has been noted by several earlier researchers (Griffin, 1 974a; Goldsmith, 
1981 ; Hatcher and Hooper, 1 992; Davis, 1993). Mineral stretching lineations are thought to 
be coincident with penetrative deformation (D2b) here. A comparison of Variscan and 
Caledonian belts in Europe and Late Proterozoic belts in NE and E Africa to the Himalayas 
and southern Tibet revealed that high-angle convergence of plates produces orogen­
transverse stretching lineations (Shackleton and Ries, 1 984). Mineral lineations have been 
cited as transport indicators and as evidence for sheath folding by Henderson ( 1981 )  using 
scapolite, and Lacassin and Mattauer (1985) using biotite, phengite, recrystallized quartz. 
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feldspar, and calcite. Lacassin and Mattauer (1 985) were also able to use elongate 
pebbles, quartz rods, boudinage of dolomitic layers, and pressure shadows to show that 
transport was parallel to the trend and plunge of these lineations. Some workers (e.g. Sinha 
et a/. , 1 989) attribute much of the fabric within some southern Appalachian granitoids to 
magmatic processes. All structures within and surrounding the Henderson Gneiss are 
parallel to subparallel, which strongly suggests that the fabrics in the western Inner 
Piedmont are deformational and related to regional events. 
Due to the lack of extensive and continuous strain markers within the Henderson 
Gneiss, sheath folds are difficult to locate in outcrop. At the Hendersonville quarry, several 
potential sheath folds were observed. Within the study area, sheath folds were observed in 
the metasedimentary units that are in direct contact and folded with the Henderson Gneiss. 
Numerous reclined to recumbent intrafolial folds (F2b) are present througheut the Henderson 
Gneiss. Yanagihara (1994) noted that many of these folds could be parasitic to larger 
sheath folds. 
DISCUSSION 
The diversity of interpretations for the emplacement of the Henderson Gneiss is the 
direct result of multiple deformation events and polyphase metamorphism in the western 
Inner Piedmont. This characteristic of the Inner Piedmont units greatly reduces the 
availability of reliable age dates, which further complicates any interpretation of the 
Henderson Gneiss. This issue is seen in much of the previous work done on the Henderson 
Gneiss. Prior to research that determined the magmatic origin of the Henderson Gneiss 
(lemmon, 1 973), several workers (e.g. Cazeau, 1967; Hatcher, 1 969) interpreted the 
Henderson Gneiss as a paragneiss. Although the 509 Ma (Sinha et a/. , 1 989) date has been 
cited throughout this thesis, age dates for the Henderson Gneiss range from 600 Ma (Sinha 
and Glover, 1 978) to 450 Ma (Vinson, 1999; Vinson and Miller, 1 999) and make it nearly 
impossible to establish absolute timing relationships for many structures and units. Several 
alternative explanations are possible for the emplacement of the Henderson Gneiss. These 
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include. but are not limited to: NW directed emplacement of an orogen-parallel linear 
granite, in-place pluton intrusion and crystallization without subsequent thrusting or sheath 
folding. and shearing of the Henderson Gneiss by strike-slip Brevard fault zone motion. 
The klippes and windows of Poor Mountain Amphibolite in the Henderson Gneiss 
outcrop belt are highly suggestive of low-angle Type-F thrusting involving the Henderson 
Gneiss. For this reason .  it is unlikely that the Henderson Gneiss has any of the 
characteristics of a typical igneous pluton. Although isoclinal folds appears NW-vergent in 
two dimensions, a three dimensional analysis using independent shear-sense indicators 
yields a SW-NE transport component. It is unquestionable that movement on the Brevard 
fault zone significantly deformed parts of Henderson Gneiss but, these mylonites to 
ultramylonites are localized along the NW edge of the outcrop belt and there is no strain 
partitioning of retrograde mylonites within the Henderson Gneiss to the southeast. In South 
Carolina, S-C mylonite bodies of Brevard phyllite occur SE of the Henderson Gneiss in 
antiforms (Hatcher and Acker, 1 980; Roper and Dunn, 1 973). The Brevard phyllite here 
appears to be at ambient metamorphic conditions for the Chauga belt near the SW 
termination of the Henderson outcrop belt. 
The interpretation presented here has several important implications for the western 
Inner Piedmont and eastern Blue Ridge. For the Henderson Gneiss to represent a regional 
sheath fold, the lineations must define transport direction. If this true, lineations throughout 
much of the Inner Piedmont are the direct result of ductile flow in thrust sheets and are not 
solely related to NW-vergent isoclinal folding or primary magmatic features. This 
interpretation also further supports both the idea that the Brevard fault zone was a major 
tectonic boundary during Paleozoic orogenic events and the validity of many Paleozoic 




1 .  The stratigraphy within study area is correlative with a stratigraphic sequence found 
throughout the western Inner Piedmont and in the eastern Blue Ridge. The stratigraphy 
is truncated by two map-scale granitoid orthogneisses, the 509 Ma Henderson Gneiss 
and the Dysartsville gneiss. 
2 .  Based on preliminary modal. chemical, and textural analyses of the Dysartsville gneiss. it 
is most likely that it is an orthogneiss of Late Cambrian to Early Ordovician age. The 
amphibolites and amphibole gneisses of the Poor Mountain Formation, Tallulah Falls 
Formation, and Dysartsville gneiss are interpreted as metamorphosed tholeiitic basalts 
most likely related to rifting in an oceanic environment. 
3 .  Deformation in the study area can be divided into five separate deformational events. D2 
is penetrative and associated with peak Acadian metamorphic conditions; therefore. 
these structures are most prevalent in the study area. Folds in the footwall of the 
Tumblebug Creek thrust are the only map-scale evidence of deformation prior to D2. 
Based on these folds and the characteristics of the Tumblebug Creek thrust in the study 
area, the Henderson Gneiss was emplaced and deformed after the first folding event but 
prior to thrusting on the Sugarloaf Mountain thrust. 
4 .  The Henderson Gneiss is an isoclinal synform in the footwall of a Type-F thrust. 
Evidence for southwest-directed sheath fold emplacement of the Henderson Gneiss is 
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APPENDIX A 
STRUCTURAL DATA FOR THE GLENWOOD QUADRANGLE 
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NOTE: Foliation, axial surface, and joint measurements are presented in quadrant format. 
Lineation and fold axis measurements are presented in azimuth format. The numbers in 
the fold vergence column refer to the deformation sequence used in Chapter I l l .  
Abbreviations in  the thrust sheet column refer to: slm-Sugarloaf Mountain thrust sheet, 
ms-Mill Spring thrust sheet, tc-Tumblebug Creek thrust sheet. All Glenwood data were 
collected as part of this study. 
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I , Foliation ' I , linea!ion I Fdd Allb I Axiol Surf- I Fold I Jcint I Thrust I Sample/ S1a1IOn I :Strike I 'DiD'  I Plunaa I Trend I P111m1e 1 Trend I S1rike I DID I V61'!1. 1. strike. 1· DiD I Sheet PhotD 
G1 I ' I 12 085 i I I slm 
G2 I N SO E  I 18SE I 6 224 I I I slm 
G3 N S2 E  I 28 SE  I I I slm 
G4 N 70 E  22 se I t I i t ' ms 
GS N 67 E  20SE I I I ms 
G6 N 66 E  17SE I I ' ' ms 
G7 I N 64 E  1o4 NW I I ms 
G8 N SO E I 17 NW I ' I I ms 
G9 N 53 E I 28 NW I I slm 
G10 N 64 E  24NW I 2 060 I 12 045 I N 68 E  I 34 SE I NW2b ' slm 
G11 N 4S E  24NW 4 I 028 ' ' ' I I slm 
G12 N SO E  I 24 NW I ' slm 
G13 I N 80 E  I 1sse ms 
G14 ' N S4 E  I 24 SE I ms 
G15 N 85 E  I 27SE i I I ! ms 
G16 N 64 E  I 24SE ! s 069 I I ms 
G17 N SO E  28 SE I 7 065 I slm 
G18 I N S2 E  28SE I 3 056 I I ' I slm 
G19 I N 83 E  22 se I 9 065 I I I slm 
G20 I N SS E  21 se I 7 I 058 I I slm 
G21 N 49 E  29SE ' I ' slm 
G22 N 82 E  36 SE 9 I 228 I Slm 
G23 N S4 E  27SE ' ! I I I Slm 
G24 I 11 060 : i ; Slm 
G25 i N 67 E  2 1  SE I i ; ' slm 
G28 I N 68 E  28SE I I Slm 
G27 N 45 E  20SE ' I slm 
G28 ' N 45 E  22SE 6 I 052 I I slm 
G29 I N 48 E  I 28 SE I I I slm 
G30 t N 42 E  34 SE I 12 055 I slm 
G31 I N 36 E I 28SE 5 045 I ' I slm 
G32 I N SO E  22 SE I I : slm 
G33 I N 42 E  , 28 se I I slm 
G34 ; N 52 E  24SE I slm 
G35 ' N 40 E  3S SE  I slm 
G36 I N 48 E  31 SE ' slm 
G37 I N 38 E  32 SE  slm 
G38 ' N 3S E  41 SE 17 ' 065 slm 
G39 N 64 E  36 se  I ms 
G40 I N SO E  2SSE I ; : ms 
G41 N 64 E  28 SE  I I ms 
G42 N 45 E  I 28 se I I I I ms 
G43 I N 3S E  36 SE i 19 075 I I slm 
G44 N 10 E  18 SE I I ' I slm 
G45 N 42 E  I 1SSE I I I slm 
G48 N 40 E  22 SE I I slm 
G47 N 58 E  I 2SSE I ' I I I ms 
G48 N 42 E  19 SE I I I ' ms 
G49 N SO E  I 2SSE I : I Slm 
G50 I N SS E  36 SE : I I I I ms 
G51 N 82 E  38SE r ! ms 
GS2 I N 80 E  ! 36 SE I I I ms 
G53 ; N SS E  1 21 SE I N 3S W I 21 NE slm 
GS4 I N 43 E  19SE 16 170 slm 
GSS N 64 E  30 SE I I slm 
G58 I N SO E  30 SE I 19 090 I I I I slm 
G57 I ' I 15 i 080 I I I slm 
Gsa N 70 E  19 NW I : I I I slm 
G59 N 47 E  22SE I : ' ms 
G60 N 58 E  I 2SSE I ' I ! I ms 
G61 : N SO E ! 36 SE I slm 
G82 N 45 E  19SE 16 067 NW2b slm ! 
G83 N 48 E  18SE 5 I 052 slm 
G64 N 49 E  185e I I I slm 
G8S N 82 E 1 30 SE I 8 I 068 ' slm 
G66 N 48 E  : 29 se ' ' i I slm 
G67 N o44 E i  22 SE ' I Slm 
G68 i N � E  24 se I Slm 
G69 I N 45 E  28 SE I slm 
G70 ! N ZS E  21 se : Slm 
G71 ! N � E  20 SE I 15 I 068 I slm 
G72 ! N 20 E  20 SE I I Slm 
G73 N 47 E  : 24SE I slm 
G74 N 28 E  24SE I j I I : slm 
G7S N 42 E  28 SE  ' ! ! slm 
G78 N 45 E  I 30 SE I I I I slm 
G77 N 32 E  30 SE I ; slm 
G78 N SO E  22SE 12 ; 064 I I slm 
G79 I N S2 E  28 SE ' I I slm 
G60 I N 58 E  25SE I I I I I ' slm 
G81 I N 42 E  24SE I slm 
G82 N 57 E  19SE I ' ! I slm 
G83 N 48 E  32 SE I I Slm 
G64 N 52 E I 28SE ; I slm 
Gas I N 15 E  I 34 SE 27 075 I I slm 
G88 I N 22 E  I 2SSE I 18 070 I I slm 
G87 N 45 E  34 SE j i I I I I ' slm 
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I Fellation , ' I , , . Unealion I Fdd Alris I Axial Surface I Fold I Jaint I Thrust l Sample! 
Station ; I Slrilce I . Cip I Plunge I ·'Trend I Plun!le Trend Strike DiP Vem. :I Strllce I Dip I Sheet Pllo1o 
G88 N 40 E  34 5£  12 064 : i ! Slrn 
G89 N 60 E  22 5£  ' I I : Slm 
G90 N 20 E  185£ i I Slm 
G91 I N 22 E  20 5£  I I Slrn 
G92 I N 20 E I 1SSE I I Slrn 
G93 N 2S E  i 16SE I ''"' 
G94 I N S4 E  : 20 SE  I ' I slm 
G9S I N 40 E • 20 SE I : Slm 
G96 N SO E  I 26SE I slm 
G97 iN S1 E 2S SE I I I I I slm 
G98 I N S8 E  I 47SE I I I I slm 
G99 I i 8 22S I ! : I I I slm 
G100 N S2 E  I 3BSE I 6 086 13 064 N 86 E  41 SE NW3 slm 
G101 I N 31 E 24SE ' 10 I OS2 10 I 048 I N 72 E  I 86SE I 2b ; slm 
G102 I N 32 E  i 39SE 13 I 054 I I : slm 
G103 I I 5 060 N 52 E  I 46SE I NW3 I stm 
G104 N 57 E  4 1  se I I I s!m 
G105 N SS E  I 38SE I I I I i slm 
G108 N 20 E  1 29SE 14 I 085 : I I slm 
G107 I N 22 E  I 31 SE 22 089 I I I I slm 
G1CI8 N 1 5 E  36SE I ' I I I slm 
G109 I N 70 E  22 SE I ! I I I slm 
G110 I N 42 E  26 SE I ' I Slm 
G111 N 57 E I 36 SE I : I : Slm 
G112 N 42 E I S2SE I I slm 
G113 N 3S E  29 SE I I Slm 
G114 ; N 60 E  I 38 SE I I I Slm 
G115 I N SO E  38 SE I I Slm 
G118 I N SS E  42SE 16 I 083 I slrn 
G117 I N 3S E  37SE 15 : 060 S!m 
G118 I N SS E 1 28SE I Slm 
G119 ' N 28 E  I 3SSE I Slm 
G120 I N 20 E : 28 SE 1 Slm 
G121 : N 42 E i 27 SE Slm 
G122 I N 45 E  27SE I slm 
G123 I N 15 E  I 31 SE I I slm 
G124 N 38 E  32 SE I i Slrn 
G125 N S9 E  29 SE I I I slm 
G128 N 30 E  I 32 SE I I I slm 
G127 N 28 E  I 38 SE : I I Slm 
G128 N 48 E  I 20SE I I slm 
G129 N 4S E  I 39SE I I I Slm 
G130 N 1 2 E  I 38 SE slm 
G131 N 10E I 28SE I I srm 
G132 I N SO E  27SE I ! ' ! I slm 
G133 1 N 3S E  I 24SE I I I I I I slm 
G134 I N 45 E  34 SE I i I I I slm 
G13S N SS E  I 32 SE I I I slm 
G138 N S8 E  I 27SE I I I I I slm 
G137 N SO E  24 SE i I I I I I Slm 
G138 i N 48 E  32SE I I I ' Slm 
G139 I N SO E  4SSE I I I : slm 
G140 N S2 E  43SE I I Slm G140s 
G141 ' N SS E  3S SE  I Slm 
G142 ' N 10 E  32 SE I slm 
G143 N 32 E  2SSE 12 I 040 I I Slm 
G144 I N 54 E  I 14 SE I Slm 
G14S I N 60 E  24SE I I I slm 
G146 N 44 E  3S SE I I Slm 
G147 N 57 E  20SE I Slm 
G146 N SO E  I 22 SE I I ; 1 Slm 
G149 N 20 E  I 22 SE I ; Slm 
G1SO N 3S E  I 2S SE ; I Slm 
G151 N 60 E I 22 NW  I Slrn 
G1S2 N SO E i 26 NW  Slm 
G153 N BS E  23NW I i S!m 
G154 N 60 E  20NW I I ' Slm 
G1SS N 64 E  29NW I I I I Slm 
G1!i6 N 83 E  18 NW I : slm 
G157 N 42 E  35 NW i I I Slm 
G1S8 1 N SO E  I 24 NW I slm 
G159 I I I 7 I 086 N 72 E  38 NW 4 I Slm 
G160 I N 60 E I 46 SE I I 1 I Slm 
G181 I N SS E  20 SE I : ! I Slm 
G182 I N S2 E  : 34 SE I i I slm 
G183 I N SO E I 27 SE t : I slm 
G164 N 70 E  I 14 SE I I slm 
G185 N S E  I 20SE I : srm 
G186 N 40 E  I 21 SE i I I I Slm 
G187 N 28 E  36 SE i I I i Slm 
G186 N 3S E  30 SE I I I I I Slm 
G189 N 27 E  24SE I I I I slm 
G170 I N 43 E  2BSE I I Slm 
G171 N 40 E  10 NW I i i slm 
G172 N 80 E  I 1S NW ' slm 
G173 N 74 E  I 12 NW I slm 
G174 I N 70 E  18 NW I I Slm 
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I - Foliation Una Btkm I Fclcl Axis I ·AXial SurfaCe :I · Fold' I Joint I Thrust I Sample/ SIDtion I StrilaH �!liP U PlunGe rrend I Plunae rrend I S1ri1ce I DiD I Vem. I Strike I DiD I Sheet Photo 
G3o&8 i 17 060 slm 
G349 I I Slm 
I Slm 
15 025 slm 
I Slm 
N 16 1 ' Slm 
N I 18 1 Slm : 
N 18 1 slm 
G356 N I 22NW ms 
G3l>7 I 16 058 , N 75 E Z<I NW ZD ms 
GJlj8 I 14 050 ' ms 
G359 N 25 i ms 
tNSD N 76 : ' I ms G360s 
G361 N 12 I I ms 
G362 20 I I ms 
G36: 18 I ms 
G364 I 30 ms 
G365 i !3 NW ' ' I I I ms 
!6 I 15 NW  I I I ms 
I 30SE I I ms 
l8 36 SE ms 
!9 I I 24 3-15 ' 2D 1m � 




74 N slm 
- N  19 050 i NWZD ' slm 
N <I _slm 
21 I slm 
20 15 047 slm 
1 1  055 I Slm 
ms 
ms 
0382 ' lim 
i383 lim 
1384 I N  I ' ms 
1385 3 D!liD N <IO W  I BB SW slm 
N 55 E  ' 114 SE lim I ms 
ms 
ms 
I ms ' ms 
8 0<10 ms 
N � I ms 
N I ms 
N 2i I ms 
N iO I  ms � N !0 1 3 030 I ms -
N SO l  I ms ' ms 
I ms 
I : 11m 
i 11m 
5 062 11m 
i4(l I I 11m 
;41) ! slm 
i4(l Slm 
>41 1 1  055 Slm G410p 
>41 -"''- � 
>41 I Slm 
>41 I ' slm 
>414 ' I Slm 
>415 I slm 
>416 I 7 035 N 35 E  31 NW I SE2b slm 
>417 Slm 
;.118 I I ms 
i419 ms 
120 i ms 
;.121 I : I ms 
I I ms 
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I I I ' ms ' ms I I ms 
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N I ' ms 
N.  ms � 
5 111< ms 
I N 711 E  sc ms G432S 
I I ms 
I I ms I 4 15 310 N 711 E  90 I ms 
i 4Cl  ms 
N I Z2 ms 
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APPENDIX B 
STRUCTURAL DATA FOR THE SUGAR HILL QUADRANGLE 
1 1 8  
NOTE : Foliation, axial surface, and joint measurements are presented in quadrant format. 
Lineation and fold axis measurements are presented in azimuth format. The numbers in 
the fold vergence column refer to the deformation sequence used in Chapter I l l .  
Abbreviations in the thrust sheet column refer to: slm-Sugarloaf Mountain thrust sheet, 
ms-Mill Spring thrust sheet, b1-Brevard thrust sheet, tc-Tumblebug Creek thrust sheet. 
Stations SH1-SH404 were collected as part of this study, SH842-1278 were compiled from 
Yanagihara (1 994), and JW1-JW560 were compiled from Whisnant (1 979). 
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I N 44 W  i 78SW I 
N 44 W  75NE 
! N 47 E  62 NW 
: N 54 W  ! 88 NE I 
I N 42 E I 89SE I 
I I 
! N 81 W  i BO NE 
' I 
N 84 E  i SB NW 
N 52 W  i 73 SW 
N 57 E  88 NW ' 
I N 43 W  83SW ' 
i N 37 W  I 64 SW 
N S5 E  i 88 SE 
: : 
: N 88 E  ' 64 NW  





























































: I � FoliatiOn.::. · 
Statlcn, I Strike'F!Dip'C; 
! I 
SH328 N 20 E  I 18SE 
SH329 N 28E  I 24SE 
SH330 N 52 E  27 SE I 
SH331 N 57 E  28SE 
SH332 ' N 5S E  I 37SE 
SH333 N 41 e I 34 SE  
SH334 N 1 1  E 30SE 
SH33S ! N S9E 17 SE 
: 
SH338 I N 28E I 23SE 
SH337 N 38E I 28SE 
SH338 I N82E 30 SE I 
SH339 ; : I 
SH340 I 
SH341 N 66 E  ' 24SE I 
SH342 N 25 E ' 20 SE I 
SH343 I N 38 E ! 21 SE 
SH344 I N 44 E  I 23 SE 
SH345 N 60 E  : 32SE i 
SH348 N 84 E I 23SE I 
SH347 I N S8 E  14 SE i 
SH348 I N 44 E  I 21 se I ' 
SH349 I N S1 E I 28SE 
SH350 I N 82 E  I 28SE 
SH351 N 82 E  I 12SE 
SH352 N 5S E  I 15SE 
SH353 N 22 E  I 13 SE 
SH354 N 84 E  1 7 SE  ' ' 
I 
I 
SH35S N 5S E • 40 SE 
SH358 N 60 E i 22 SE  
SH357 N SS E  I 20 SE  
SH3S8 N48 E  13SE ! 
SH359 N 41 E 10SE I 
SH380 N 57 E I 32 SE 
SH381 N 52E I 11 SE 
SH382 I N 4S E  I 18SE 
SH383 i N 20 E  I 37 SE 
SH384 I N 27 E ! 24SE 
SH38S ; N 43E 26 SE I 
SH388 N 51 E  28SE 
SH387 N SB E  15SE ; 
SH388 N 37 E  1 4 NW  l 
SH389 N 66 E  1 8 SE  i 
SH370 N 57 E  I 12 SE I 
SH371 I N SB E  I 21 SE I 
SH3n i N 8S E  I 20SE 
SH373 I N41 E I 12SE I 
SH374 I N 34 E i 19SE I 
SH375 I N 48 E  I 17 SE 
SH376 I N 63 E  I 39SE I 
SH377 N SB E  I 23 SE : 
SH378 N 63 E  1 18 SE 
SH379 N n E  19 SE 
SH360 N SB E  17 SE 
SH381 N 42 E  I 29 SE  
SH382 N 48 E I 17 SE 
SH383 N SS E I 24SE I 
SH384 . N 84 E I 16SE ' 
SH385 N 47 E  _L 18 SE 
SH388 I N 85 E  I 24SE 
SH387 N 70 E  ' 25 SE 
SH388 I N 66 E  27SE 
SH389 N 60 E  1B SE I 
SH390 I N 48 E  22 SE I 
SH391 I N SS E  20SE I 
SH392 I N 57 E  I 12 SE 
SH393 N SB E  24SE 
SH384 N 66 E  2S SE ; 
SH395 N65 E  I 21 SE : 
"< Lineation ' :Fold Axis' : I  .:Axial Surfallll -I Fold>il • ·J11lnt · I Thrust I Sample/ ·Plunge I Trend I !Piunae·I · Tfend  1: Strike I · .DID: I :  Ve111; ' I ·Strike· l DID I Sheet Photo< 
I i ' I N 34 E ! 78NW I I 
; I ; slm 
; ! I slm 
I I I ' 11m ' 
I ' I 11m 
11m 
' ! b1 . 
I I I b1 
i I I I I N 51 W  i 88SW b1 
I I ! N 74 E  ' 66 NW 
: I I I I N 81 W I 81 SW b1 
! i ! I I I : b1 
I i ! I I I N 71 E  I 47 NW b1 
I I ' b1 SH339s I 
' I b1 SH340s 
i b1 
I b1 
\ I b1 
! : ' b1 I 
11 I 198 : I i b1 
I ; ; ' b1 
' I I I i I b1 ' I I I ; I N 70 E  ' 81 NW b1 I ' 
! I I I ! I b1 
' ' I I b1 
I I I ' ; I b1 I I I : I b1 
I I I I : I b1 
! I : N 54 E ! 84 SE b1 
' I : N 35 W ' 82 SW 
I I I N 54 W  8SNE 
I ' b1 
I I b1 
I I I b1 
I I ; ! : b1 
I I I I ' b1 I I 
I I ; I N 47 W : 78 SW b1 
I I I I b1 
I I I b1 
: I I b1 
I i I b1 
I I N 52 W ' 84SW b1 
I i ' b1 . 
I i b1 
I I I b1 
' I I b1 
I : I ' IC 
13 209 i : I I I IC 
I I ' I IC ' 
i i I I : I IC 
10 I 192 I i I N 70 W  78SW IC 
; : i ' ' IC I ' 
! I IC 
I IC 
I IC 
8 ' 215 IC 
6 207 I N 79 E  84 NW IC 
I I I I b1 ' SH38� 
i I : b1 I 
I I I I I b1 
I I 1 N 31 W ' essw 1 b1 
: ' I ; : b1 
! 12 200 N 66 E , 20SE I NW2b ; tc I SH388p i I I IC I 
I I I I I ' I IC I I I IC 
I I I ! IC 
! I i ! I N 78 E  1 87 N IC 
I I I ' b1 
i b1 
13 218 I I ' b1 ' 
' b1 
1 25 
. · . , · :L; · :  ::Faliatlon · I lineation · - ·1 Fcld Ald9 . I Axii!IStirfacei ·I Fold I . .klint I Thrust 1 sample/ 









































































I N 63 E I 40 SE I 
I N 67 E  I 25 SE I I 
' N 64 E ! 23 SE I 
! N 28 E 1 18 SE 
' N 58 W i 34 NE 
! N 35 E i 12SE 
I N 48 E  I 30SE 
I N 35 E  I 
N 10 E  I 
N 23 E  
I N 26 E  
: N 41 E  i 
I N 35 E  : 
i N 38 E  I 
' N65 E  I 
i N 8S W  
N 30 E  
N 35 E  
N 18 E  
N 20 E  ' 
N 10 W  i 
N 25 E  I 
N S E  
N 10 W  
N 70 E  
' N 27 E  i I 




32 SE I 
33 SE I 
38 SE I 
23 SE  i 
30 SE 







15 SE I 
25 SE : 
1SNE i 
15 SE I 
38 SE I 
22NE i 
' I 
N65 E  I 20 SE I 
N 22 E  I 38 SE ' I 
N 1S E I 17SE 
N 30 E I 2BSE I 
I N SO E I 20SE 
I N 65 E I S SE  
I N 15 E  ' 1SSE i 
I N 30E I 10SE 
N SO E  I 2SSE I 
N 35 E I 10NW 
I N20E I 1SSE 
I N 40 E  10SE I 
N 25 E  i 20NW 
N 5 W ' 27 SW I 
N 25 E  17 SE 
N 60 E  18 SE I 
N 1SW 26 NE 
N 8S E  20 SE 
N 10 W  10 NE 
I N SS E  20 SE I 
I N 15 E  i 1DSE I 
I N SO E  17 SE I 
: N 2 W  ! 26 NE i 
I N 4 W  33 NE : 
I N o&S E  I 30SE I 
I N 75 W : 20 SW ! 
I N 35 E  ! 17 NW ' 
I N 18 E  ' 12 SE 
i N SO W I 19NE . 
I N 10 W  I 10NW I 
I N40 W i 15NE l 
N 45W i 28 NE I 
N 18 E I 23SE ! 
N 18 W  10SW I 
N 60 W  22SW I 
I N 22 E  1SSE I 
N 3 W  2 1  NE I 
N SS E i 23 SE 
N 70 W . 20 SW 
N SO E  16 SE I 
N 20 W : 35NE I 
N 3S E  I 16SE I 
I N 87 W  i 20SW I 








































i ! I I �, 
I ! b1 
�1 
: I I !C 
' i I j srm 
' I I I I ; srm 
' ; I I I I slrn 
: : I I I I I slrn 
I I I I I slrn : 
I I I slrn 
I slm 
I I slrn 




I I ' i slm 
I I I lim 
I ; I srm 
I i I I srm 
I I ""' 
I i _L ' ""' 
I I I slm 
! slm 
I slm 
! slm ' 
I I ' I ' slm i 
! 14 I 20 N S W  20NE I 2b I ' ! slm 
' I I i I slm 
I I I I slm 
I I I I i llm 
I I 
' S!m 
I ' srm 
' • srm ' 
; Slm 
i Slm 
I I slm I I ' srm 
; I I I I slm 
l i I I I slm 
COMP I TO I JW'12 I : I ""' 
i I I I I srm 
I I I L : srm 
l I i i srm 
' I : ""' 
I i I I I srm 
I ' ! I I I srm 
I I I I I i srm 
I I i I I I I slm 
I I I ' I slm 
: I I slm 
I I ' slm 
I I slm 
I I I slm 
I I ' i ' ms 
I i ms 
I ms 
I I slm I Jim I 
I ' I ' slm i 
I I I : slm I 
I I I I I slm 
l 17 : 245 NBOW i 22 SW 2b I llm 




' I 11m 
! I 11m 
! I l I 11m 
i i ' I I ms 
I I I ' ms 
1 26 
. :1'  � Foliation . :1 Lin8atian · Fold Axis · ' _),i AiilaJSIIlfaca _)· . Fcl<l' t. Joint _) Thrust ! Sample/ 
StiitiOn ;;I,�Strilce h DID I 'Piunae 'Trend _I_ Pluooe_l' Trend I S1rilce I Dip cl vf!fit,�l Strlke:_L DIP_ L Sheet Phe1D 
SH883 N 43 E  19SE I 6 I 068 ! I ms 
SH884 N BO E  12 SE • I Slm 
SH885 I N 55 E  14 SE I slm 
SH886 I N 58 E  1 24 SE 5 ! 086 I s1m . 
SH887 I N 8S E  24 SE I I , , ; olrn 
SH888 N 62 W  I 10 SW I ! 1 slm 
SH889 N 8S E  13 NW I 7 260 I I ; I ms 
SH890 ' N 20 W  I IOSW l i l I I ms I 
SH891 I N 10 E  a se 1 1 1 ! ms 
SH892 I N BS W ! 9 SW  1 I I 1 s1m 
SH893 N 2 E  I 18 NW I 18 : 235 , s1m 
SH894 I N 58 E I 14 SE I ! I I ! ' slm 
I N 78 E 18 NW I I I ! I I $1m 
SH895 I N 3S E  I 19 SE I i I slm 
SH896 1 N BO W  20NE I I ' 1 : slm 
SH897 I N 70 W  IO SW I I ' , I slm 
SHS9a N 10E 10 SE I 7 ' 075 1 I 1 : ' i slm 
SH699 1 N <IO E  , 18 SE 
SH900 I N BOW . 23 NE 
SH901 N BOW I 24SW 
SH902 I N 55 W  I 20 NE 
SH903 I N ISW I 20 NE 
SH904 I N 10W 7 NE I 
SH905 i N 35W 16 SW 
SH906 N 20 E 2SSE 
SH907 I N 85 E 30SE 
SH908 : N >40 W 33 SW 
SH909 ! N ll4 W  i 25NE I 
SH910 i N 62 W ' 18 SW , 
SH911 ' N 8S W  I 18NE I 
SH912 1 N 70 W  I 19 SW ! 
SH913 i N BO W  I 9 SW 
SH914 N BS E  8 SE i 
SH915 i N BO E  ! 30 SE 
SH918 N 30 E  I S SE I 
SH917 I N 88 W  I 21 SW I 
SH918 i N 35 E  I 23SE ! 
SH919 I N BO E  ' 13 SE I 
SH920 I N 22 E  : 25SE 
SH921 I N 70 W . 18 SW ! 
SH922 I N 85 W , 23SW 
SH923 N >40 E I 7 SE 
SH924 N 1S E 7 SE I 
SH925 N BO W  20NE 
SH928 N SO E  18 NW 
SH927 N 30 E  17SE 
SH928 N 48 E  23 SE 
SH929 N 83 E  10SE 
SH930 I N 8 E  45SE I 
SH931 N 32 E I 24 SE I 
N 22 E  28SE I 
SH933 • N80 W l 19NE I 
SH934 I N 43 E  17SE I 
SH935 i N IO E 14 SE I 
SH938 I N 40 E  i 27SE I 
SH937 1 N 70 E  19SE ! 
SH938 I N 45 E  I 20SE 
SH939 N IO E  I 24SE 
SH940 i N 35 W  32 SW  
SH941 i N 35E i <lOSE 
SH942 N BS W  8 SW 
SH943 N 65 E  23SE ' 
SH944 N 75 W  25NE I 
SH945 N 10W 33 SW I 
SH848 N 37 e <10 se i 
SH947 N 44 e 30 se 
SH848 ' N 84 W 27 SW 
SH949 i N 48 E  I 20SE 




N 83 E  I 35SE 
N 81 E i 20SE I 
N BO E  20 NW I 
18 080 
7 233 I 
4 I 050 
19 i 260 1  
19 I Q95 j 
1 070 ' 
25 110 I 
s 070 I 
I I 
18 I 110 
8 I 210 
I 
30 I 150 
a I 185 
23 076 
19 058 ! 
5 215 I 
14 I 080 I 
22 080 
I 
7 I 235 i 
33 235 
19 I oao 
I 
14 I 294 
5 ! 094 
2 I 070 






































































































































i N � E  
' N 10 W  
! N 48 E  
I N 35 E  
I N 15 E  
I N 10 W  
: N 10 E  
N 55 E ! 
N BO W ' 
N SO E  
N SO E  
N 55 E  
! N 76 E  
I N 43 E  
I N 85 W  
I N 45 E  I 
I N BO W I 
N 75 W  � 
N 75 W  I 
N 22 E I 
N 18E I 
N 23 W  
I N 30 E  i 
I N 15 W  I 
I N BS E  I 
I N 28 E  • 
I N BS E  
I N BB E  
I N BO E  
N 47 E  I 
I N 35 E  
I N 35 E  i 
I N 75 E  I 
I N 48 E  I 
I N BS E  I 
I 
N 7S E  
N 82 E  
N 34 E  
' N 47 E  
N 83 E I 
! N 70 W : 
: N 24 E  
I N 46 E  
N 86 E  ! 
N S W  I 
N 73 E  
' N $3 E  
N 54 E  
I N BS E  
I N 82 E  
I N 70 W  
I N 85 E  
N S W  
I N40 W 
I N 7QW : 
i N SO E  
I N BS W  
I N B W  
I N 58 E  i 
I N 77 E  I 
I N 20 E  
I N 35 W I 
I N 18E _l 
I N 42 E I 
I N 7 W  _l 
N 55 E  ! 
N 20 W  · 
N 38 E  I 
N 7S E  I 
N 34 E  i 
I N S2 E  I 
I N S E  I 
18 SE I 
25 NE i 





36 SE I 10 
26 SW I 
33 SE I 
25 NW I 
26 SE I 
35 SE I 
18 NW : 5 
36 SW I 22 
42SE I 
23NE 
21 NE : 
19NE ' 
17 SE I 
14 SE I 
20NE I 
22SE ! 12 
22 SW 12 
1 5 SE 
12 SE s 
14SE I 6 
18 SE 3 
18SE 






29SE i 8 
11 SE 6 





22 SE 3 
14 SE 7 
35NE 
20SE I 
23 SE I 
24SE I 
18SE 
14 SE I 
23SW ! 20 
17 SE I 
18SW I 
21 SW 1 
18SW I 17 
13 SE I e 
19SW I 
32 SW I 
33 SE I 
44 SE I 
11 SE 
23NE I 
19 SE I 9 
18 SE I 
11 NE _l 
10 NW I 
15NE : 
11 SE ' 
13 SE I 
20SE I 10 
51 SE _L 
25 NW I 
! I I An 
: I ' I ' ms 
I 0611 i I ' ms 
I ' I I I slm 
I I ' I ' : slm 
J i i slm 
I I : ' srm 
I 083 I I I I ms ' 
I I I ms 
' slm 
I i slm 
I I ; slm 
I srm 
245 I I I I srm 
277 ' I I L I : I slm 
! I I ' : ms ' 
I ' ' ! I ms 
I I I ' I ms 
' I : ms 
' I ' ; srm 
I i srm i 
I I I I srm 
: 057 I I I srm I 
_I 230 I I i I ' I srm I 
I I I srm : 
074 I slm ' 
083 ' I ' I srm 
I 073 I : I i slm 
I I : slm 
; 215 i I ! slm 
! ! I I slm 
I I I I I ' slm 
i i ! I I I slm 
I I I I I slm 
I I I : slm 
I 243 I I I I slm 
I 223 I I I I slm I 052 i i I slm 
I I I slm 
I I slm 
I i slm 
115 I slm i 
065 I I I s!m I 
250 I ! 51m I 
I I I srm I 
I ' I slm ' 
I I slm 
I ' I ' slm 
I I I An i i I 1 srm 
I 235 ' : I stm 
i I I I I slm 
I ' I I srm 
' I I srm 
205 ! I I I slm 
i 200 ; ' I slm 
' I I I slm 
I ' I slm ' 
I I I srm 
! I ; I srm 
I i : ' I slm 
I I : i srm 
058 I : ! ! srm 
I I stm 
l I I stm : 
: ' stm 
I i i slm 
: I I slm 
I i I I Slm 
054 i I I : slm I slm I 
I I : I s!m 
1 28 
·. .: I : Foliation . : 1 : i · � · T. Fcld Allis 1 : 'Axial Surfaca I . Fold . I Joint :I Thrust 1 sample/ 



























N 28 E  i 
N <IS E 1 
I N 8W 
I N 84 E I 
I N 8 E  I I N 3 E  I 
i N 15 W  
N 78 E  
i N 15 W  
I N 30 E  
i N 15 W  I 
I N 30 E I 
I N 40 E i 
I N 88 E I 
N 75 E  I 
N 15 E I 
I N 20 E  
; N 28 E  i 
I N 1SE I 
N 10 W ' 
N 35E 
N 79 W  
I N SW 
N S E  
! N 25 W ' 
I N 40 E I 
SH1052 I N 24 W  I 
SH1053 I N 1 0 E  I 
SH1054 N 15W , 
SH1055 I N 1D E ! 
SH1058 I N 85 E 1 
SH1057 I N SS E  
























N 45 E  
! N 32 E  
i N 88 W i 
I N 80 E  I 
N 8D W  
N 85E 
N 16 W 1 
i N 10 W ' 
I N 32 E  I 
I N 40 E  
I N 1D E  
I N 38 E  
I N 30 E I 
N 15 E  I 
N 25 E  I 
N 38 E  
N SD E  
N 38 E  
N 40 E  
N 33 E i 
I N 1S E  
I N 20 E I 
' N 10 W : 
















' N 32 E o 
I N 77 E I 
I N 37 E  I 
! N 15 W ' 
I N S9 E i 
' N 48 E  
; N 63 E  
I N 40 E  
I N 40 E  
I N SOE 
N 20 E 1 
I N 18 E  ; 
I N SO E • 
N 18 E I 
N 34 E  
30 SE I 23 I 
13 SE I 3 
23NE I 19 I 
31 SE I 8 
25SE 20 I 
12 SE I I 
10NE ! 4 I 
19 SE 14 
13 NE 
23 SE  
s sw  i 
20SE I 
2SSE I 
25SE 13 I 
1BSE I 
13 SE 1 1  I 
17 SE I 
22 SE I 
21 SE I I 
B NE I : 
30 SE I 5 I 
19 NE ' 10 I 
19SW 1 15 





1 3 NE 
15SE 
20SE 
12 SE I 3 i 
20SE I 
33NE : 
27SE I , 
24NE I 13 
10 se I I 
32SW 1 
30 SE ' 7 
21 SW 1 20 
36 NE I 
28 SE I 
30 SE I I 
17 SE 10 I 
19SE 3 ! 
32 SE  i l 
18SE ' I 
23 SE I 7 
18 SE I 
15 SE I 10 
24SE I 
20SE ; 
29SE 11  i 
25SE I 
21 SE I 
19NE I 
23 SE i 
18 SE 
24SE 
se se I 40 
38 NE 
18 SE 9 
1 3 SE 10 
18SE I 13 
27SE 
44 SE  21 
1 3 SE 
28 SE I 
1 8 SE  I 
20SE I 19 
23SE 
19SE 
09C ' s!m 
060 i ' I Slm 
047 I I I I s!m 
245 s!m 
125 I ! I ' I I slm 
I ; I I I ' slm 
135 I ; s!m 
129 I ; i s!m : 
I I llm 
I I s:m 
I i I s!m 
I I I s!m 
I 14 140 N 80 E  I 22 SE I I s!m 
090 I I I ! s!m 
I I I I i slm ! 
075 I I I : slm ! I ' i I s!m 
' I I Slm 
' i s!m 
I ; st'n 
045 I : s!m 
058 I s!m 
244 I s!m 
' I I s!m ! 
I ! I I I Slm 
I I I I s!m 
I I ' I s!m 
035 I I Slm 
I : Slm I 
' 
Slm I 
I I s!m 
085 ; I s!m I 
I I Slm I 
' I I ! I s!m 
048 I I slm 
084 I I I s!m 
I I ! s!m 
l s!m 
240 I i s!m 
212 : i I I te 
I I I I ' s!m 
I I I I I Slm I 
I I I I s!m I 
085 I I I ' s!m 
043 I I s!m 
: s!m 
' I I Slm 
033 I I ' slm 
I I I slm 
215 I slm 
: I I I IC I I I I IC I 
085 
I I ' lc 
I , .  tc I 
i ! IC 
I I IC 
: I I lc 
I i lc 
' I I s!m 
125 I I I I I s!m 
I I I I I slm 
092 j I I I I i slm 
088 I I I I I s!m 
100 I I ! I I s!m 
I I s!m 
200 I s!m 
I s!m 
I i i s!m 
I I I s!m 
110 I ' slm 
i I : I I s!m 
I I ! srm 
1 29 
, I Foliation : . :. : 1· ,' : 'Liileatlan · :Station :. 1 :  Strike I;:·:DID·< 'I'Piunaa 'Trend 
SH1096 i N 53 e i 20 SE I 18 ! 140 
I i I 13 190 
SH1099 N S E  I 28 SE  I I 
SH1100 I N 18 W  I 19NE I 
SH1101 N 1 1 W  21 NE 
SHI102 N 45 E  21 SE : 
SH1103 N SO E  ISSE i 
SH1104 N n e  lOSE I 
SH1105 I N 60 E  30 SE I 
SH1106 I N IO E I 12 SE I 
SHI107 I N 60 W I 43 NE ! I 
SH1108 I N 32 E I 2SSE I 3 040 
SH1109 I N 30 E i 42SE I 
SH1110 I N 33 E  20SE ; 
SHI111 N 10 W  · 23 NE i 
SH1113 i N IB E  I 30 NW 
SH1 114 N 28 E 1 lO SE 5 : 035 
SH1115 N SS E  I 1 1 SE  I 
SH1118 N 30 E  1 14SE I 
SH1117 N 60 E  2SSE : I 
SH1118 N 25 E  I 22 SE 
SH11 19 I N SS E  I 22 SE I 5 I 220 
SH1120 N 60 E _j 1 8 NW  
SH1121 N 30E I 41 sE 
SH1122 N 60 E I 30 NW 1 1  050 
SH1123 I N tO E I 19 SE 10 060 
SH1124 I N 13 W  20NE 
SHI125 I N 55 E  20 SE I 3 225 
SH1128 I N 70 E  I 20 SE 17 205 
SH1127 I N 45 E  l O SE I 
SH112B I N B9 W • 13 SW i 1 1  I 190 
SH1129 I N BS E  7 SE ' 5 I 195 
SH1130 I N SO W ' 23 SW  · 20 197 
SHtt3t 1 N 30 e 25SE I 
SH1132 I N 75 W ' 18NE 
SH1133 I N 70 E  I s se 
SHtl34 I N 53 E 33SE 
SH1135 I N 10 E  23SE 
SH1136 I N 45 E  75SE I 
SH1137 I N 40 E I 2SSE 
SH1138 N 10 W , 14NE 14 060 
SH1139 N 30 E I 33 NW . I 
SH1 140 I N SO W  1 0 SW I 10 I 215 
SH1141 I N 35 E  I tO NW I 5 I 020 
SH1 142 I N 30 E i 20 SE I 10 I 195 I 
SH11� N 80 E  2 1  sE I 4 I 250 
SH1144 I N 10 W ' 16 NE I I I 
SH1 145 N 1S E 20SE ! I 
SH1146 I N 40 E  I 1 5 SE I I 
SH1147 N SO W  20NE 
SH1146 N 20 E  S SE 3 085 
SH1149 N 85 E  33SE 
SH1150 N 75 W  33 SW I 
SH1151 N 75 E  I 25SE 15 225 
SH1152 I N 70 E  I 14SE I 12 190 
SH1153 I N 35 E I 25 SE I 12 055 
SH1154 N 20 W i 20 NE 
SH1155 I N 45 E  15SE ; 
SH1156 I N BS E  29 SE : 18 cas 
SH1157 N BS E  I 18 SE : 
SH1158 N 45 E  17SE I 11 : 070 
SH1159 N 60 E  1SSE I 5 I 225 
SH1160 N 60 E  15SE I 8 215 
SH1181 N 30 W  27 NE I 27 060 
SH1182 N BS E  24 SE 13 220 
SH1183 I N 60 W  1 4 SW 14 210 
SH1184 I N 85 W  I 1 5 NE 13 I 040 
SH1185 I N 60 E  I 25SE I 
SH1188 I N BO W  I 12 SW I I 
SH1 187 : N SO E  I 22 SE 5 I 210 
SH1188 I N t O E  ! 2SSE ! 
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� Surfaea J Fold . [ : <JOint · J Thrustl Sample/ 
Strike'·[ Dip J:.V�:ct Strike 'L Di__2_ j_ Sheet Photo 
I i ! I srm I 







i I Slm 
j I srm I I I IC 
i ! I tc 
r I rc 
! 1 rc 









N 60 E  30 NW I 3 : slm 
I I stm I 
_L I I slm 
_l ! stm 
_l I I srm 
I I srm 
: i ; srm 
I I I srm 
i ! I srm 
I I ' i ms 
' : ' ms 
ms 
i i I ms 
I I I ms 
I I i I slm 
I I ' slm 
i I I srm I 
I I I stm I I I stm i 
I I stm 
I srm 
I IC 
I I IC 
I : IC 
I srm 
I I srm 
I srm 
I srm I ' I srm 
' I I srm 
! I : I srm 
i I i i srm 
I ' tc 
' I tc 
: IC 
I I tc 
I I IC 
I ; tc 
! ' IC 
I I IC 
' I I IC ' 
I ! I IC 
I ! ! IC 
i I i IC 
: I I IC 
IC 
I 11m 
; ' "'" 
1 30 
. . I · · Follatfcn I Llnea1bl· . ·I · . Fold Axis I Alcfal Surface • · I Fclcl. • I Joint · I Thnlst l Sample/ statiCn · •  'Strille · . PiP · I Plunge I Tnmd I PlunGe I Tterld I Slrike ; DiD Verg. , I · Strilce I Dip I Sheet Photo 
Sti1170 I N 20 E  ! 28 SE 
SH1171 N 15 E I 15 SE : 
SHnn i N 88 E i 17 SE 
Sti1173 N 45E  20 SE 
Sti1174 I N 75 E  11  SE i ' 
SH1175 I N 2S E  20SE I 
SH1176 i N 75 W  i 26SE I 
Sti1177 I N 10 W  I 30NE I 
SH117S I N 20W l 24NE I 
SH1179 N 30 E ! 15 SE 
SH1180 I N 85E I 28 SE 
Sti1181 I N eD E  10SE 
SH11S2 i N 80 E  23SE 
SH11S3 i N eo e 14SE 
SH11S4 I N SOW 17 SW : 
SH1185 I N 75W 14SW I 
SH1188 I N eD E  27 SE I 
SH1187 N SSE  18SE I 
SH11SS i N 10W I 33NE ! 
SH1189 I N 62 E l 30 SE I 
SH1190 N 10W I 40SE I 
Sti1191 ! N 30 E  22 SE I 
SH1192 I N SO W  I 20NE 
SH1193 I N 30 E I 13SE 
SH1194 I N 10 E 18SE 
SH1195 I N eD E  2BSE 
SH119S I N 33 E  40 SE 
SH1197 I N 20 E  14 SE 
SH119S i N 20 E I 24 SE 
SH1199 N 42 E  31 SE 
Sti1200 N 30 E 1 29 SE 
SH1201 I N 20 E o 22 SE 
SH1202 I N 70 E  2SSE I 
SH1203 I N 40 E  28SE I 
Sti1204 I N 80 E  20 SE I 
SH1205 I N BO E  s se I I 
Sti1206 N 85E 25SE I 
SH1207 N..COE I 33 SE i 
SH1208 N 45 E  • 13SE J 
SH1209 N SOE I 11 SE I 
SH1210 I N .4Q E  I 24SE i 
SH1211 I N 20 E  15SE I 
SH1212 I N 20 E  20SE I 
SH1213 I N SS E  22SE I 
SH1214 I N .4Q E  12 SE ! 
SH1215 I N SO E  2SSE I 
SH1216 I N eo e  I 33 SE ' 
SH1217 I N ..CO E  I 30 SE  
SH1218 I N 85 E  23 SE  
SH1219 : N 52 E  15SE 
SH1220 : N BO E  14SE i 
SH1221 N 75 E  25SE 
SH1222 I N 85 E 18SE 
SH1223 I N 10 e I 18SE 
SH1224 I N 70 E  I 24SE i 
SH1225 i N 20 E  I 15SE I 
SH1226 N 85W I 10 SW : 
SH1227 N 42 E  I 12SE I 
SH1228 N 61 E  I 13SE J 
SH1228 N 70 E  I 13SE I 
SH1230 ! N SO E  ! 38SE I 
SH1231 1 N 22 E  I 26SE 1 
SH1232 I N 38 E  I 28SE I 





N 10 E 
N 15 E 
N 39 E  
N 10 E 
SH1238 I N 50 E 
SH1239 I N 45 E 
SH1240 
SH1241 
N 10 E  
I N BOW 
I 
: 





12 SE I 































































055 ! ; I slm 
I I slm 
I I I : I le 
I I I I I I tc 
050 I I slm 
242 I I slm 





215 I I I I slm I 
210 I I I _l Slm 
075 i ' I I slm 
I I ' • Slm 
080 I I slm 
I ' slm 
035 I I I ' -
105 I I I I ! I slm I 
040 I I I l I l stm 
055 i I I I I stm ' I ! : slm 
185 : I Slm 
195 i I stm 
030 I I stm 
175 ! I I I Slm 
190 I : I : ' Slm I 
195 I I I I I Slm I 
I : I I I i slm I 
230 : I I i slm 
: I slm 
215 I I I slm I ' I slm 
228 : tc 
050 i i I : te 
on I I : te 
225 I ! i te 
055 i : I I tc 
I ! i ! I I tc 
: ! I I _l tc -' 
210 I I I I ! tc 
i I I ' I i tc 
216 ! I ' te I 
225 I I ' IC 
! IC 
I IC I 
225 [C I 
228 I I tc 
230 I I l te I 
215 I ' I te 
210 I ' I tc 
240 i l IC 
! IC 
220 l II: 
I I IC 
228 I I I I I IC 
I l l ' IC 
210 ! ' I I I ' slm 
040 I I I I slm 
I I I Slm 
047 ! I I 1 Slm 
045 I ! I I Slm ' : I !C 
059 i tc 
062 I I I tc 
I I I tc 
I I i I tc 
: I I I I tc 
10 I 020 N 2S E  15SE 2b I : IC 
1 3 1 
L I:· · '>:Falialion+ ' ' l  · Llrifllition ' I . ' :• > FoldAl!(a :: :,f· . ·Alrlai·Stirfitee:.:J < iFotd'i L _.!_Oint · . .  J Thrust I Sample/ Statioll ; · Strlk&;h\ Olp 'TPII.Inll8·1 Trend TPiiinoe l Trendi· Strike : l  Oip' : a<vem::I :Strike I DiD · I  Sheet Photo 
51>11242 N 10 W  I 13NE I 12 050 I i I : i I ' !C 
SH12Q N 30 E  24 SE I I !C 
SH12<1-4 N 36 E  30 SE 12 052 I I I !C 
SH1245 i N 37 E  30 SE  14 200 !C 
51>11248 N 25 E  26 SE  !C 
51>11247 I N 30 E  i 47 SE I i !C 
SH1248 I N 15 W  I 20NE 1 1  020 ' j IC 
51>11249 I N 25 E  I 38SE i 4 035 I slm 
SH1250 ' I 20 i 075 � N 40 E  31 SE 3 I slm 
SH1251 N SO E  I 20SE I 10 200 I ! ! : I IC 
SH1252 : N 45 E  I 18 SE 8 205 I I ' I tc 
SH1253 : N 70 E  I 14 SE 7 : 215 I I I ' I !C 
SH1254 I N SO E ! 18 SE 4 055 ' ' I I i I ' !C 
I 10 080 i ' I ; tc 
51>11255 i N 10 W : 20 NE ; I I : tc 
51>11258 N 52 E  23SE ' 18 195 ! I ; ! tc 
SH1257 N 30 E  20 SE  : 10 200 I I i I ' I IC 
SH1258 I N 24 E 26 SE  I 1 1  040 I I I i j IC 
51>11259 I N 40 E I 23SE i i I I ' I tc 
51>11260 I N 65 E  I 13SE I 10 I 222 I ; ' I tc 
SH1281 I N 82 E ! 23 SE 7 I 220 I I ! I I IC 
SH1282 _j N 23 E : 1 5 SE 8 055 ' I i I IC i 
51>11263 I N BO E  I 18 SE I 8 242 I I I ' IC I 
51>11284 I N 30 E l 16 SE I 5 I 050 I i I !C I 
51>11265 N 35 E  1 31 SE I 7 I 055 i I I tc 
SH1268 N 70 E 28 SE : I tc 
SH1287 N 75 E  16SE I 4 232 I : ' tc 
SH1268 N 12 E  25 SE : 18 : 075 I I ' I I !C 
SH1269 N BO E  ! 23 SE I 13 200 I ; ; !C 
SH1270 i N 73 E  25 SE i I I I I I tc 
51>11271 I N 65 E  ! 10SE 3 215 I tc 
SH1272 I N BO E  I 44 SE ! i I I ' IC 
SH1273 ! N 26 E  31 SE ' 8 I 040 I : I tc I 
SH1274 I N 15 E ' 29 SE 10 i 033 I I ! I tc 
SH1275 I N 20 E  2SSE ' I I i I IC 
SH1278 I N 35 W · 40 NE 40 055 I I I I IC 
SH1277 N 20 E  30 SE I I ' ! IC 
SH1278 I N 33 E < 18SE 17 121 I ' ' IC 
JW1 ! N 65 E  25 SE I I I I b1 
JW2 ! N 73 E I 22 SE ' I ' b1 ' 
JW3 i N 89 E  I 25SE I I ! b1 
JW4 ; N 26 E I 48 SE I I I I b1 
J'Mi I N SO W I 15 SW i ' ; b1 
J'MI I N 7B E  I 2BSE I I I I b1 
JW7 
' 
N 74 E  i 25SE I I I 1 bl I 
J'MI I N 12 W  i 22 SW I I I I I b1 I 
JW9 I N 48 E t 33 SE I b1 
JW10 ' N 67 E I 35SE i b1 
JW1 1  I N S4 E  i 23SE b1 
JW12 I N 19 E I 30SE ; b1 
JW13 I N 21 E I 27SE I bl 
JW14 N 45 W  I 10NE I I i : ' bt 
JW15 N 75 E  ! 27SE I b1 
JW18 N 66 E ' 27SE I I i b1 
JW17 I N 32 E  23 SE I I b1 
JW18 N 52 E  ! 28 SE I ! I b1 
JW19 N 55 E  30 SE ! I ! I I I b1 
JW20 N 45 E  25SE ; i : I I I I b1 
JW21 N 39 E  18SE I ! I b1 
Nfl2 N .c& E  45SE I i _l b1 
JW23 10 200 I I 2b-4 I ! bl 
JW24 I N 29 E • 22 SE ' ! i bl 
JW25 i N 59 E  I 27SE I i I : b1 
J\1\128 I N 9 E  I 25SE i I i : I bl 
JW27 I N 47 E  I 20 SE I I bl 
JW28 I N 51 e I 25 SE I i I b1 
JW29 I N 55 E  I 35 SE I ' bl 
JW30 I N 52 E  I 50 SE I I I ' Ill 
JW31 I N TO E  I 10SE I I I I I b1 
JW32 I N ts1 E  I 20 SE  I : i bl 
JW33 N 89 W i 1 5 SW • : ' ' bl 
JW34 N 73 E i 25SE i b1 
1 32 
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N 34 W I 3S SW I 
N 17W ! :ro sw  
N 28 E  30SE 
N 49 E  I 27SE ! 
N 32 E I 25SE I 
i N 84 E I 25SE I 
I N 60 E I 3SSE I 
N SSE ' 25SE I 
I N 69 E  I 3SSE I 
' N 67 E  I 3SSE I 
N 30 E  30SE 
N 52 E  30SE 
N 32 E  22 SE 
N 49 E  i 35 SE 
I N 52 E  I 44 SE 
I N 28E  ' 27SE ' 
N 30 E  3S SE  
I N 32 E  40 SE I 
I N 30 E  37SE I 
I N 40 E I 3SSE 
I N 23 E  i 40SE ' 
I N 58 E  I 35SE I 
I N 24 E  I 3SSE I 
i N 41 E I 20SE I 
N 23 E  I 25SE ! 
N 20 E  I 40SE ' ' 
I N 51 E I 40SE I 
I N 58 E  I 3SSE I 
I N 31 E I 27SE I 
! N 22 E I 25 SE I 
I N 13 E I lO SE I 
I N 81 E I 45SE I 
i N 53 E  I 20 SE I 
I N 51 E I 25 SE I 
! N 20 E  ! 22 SE 
N 39 E  ' 45SE I 
N 73E I 20SE I 
I N6SE I 15 SE I 
I N 40 E  1 27SE J 
! N 22 E  I 23 SE I 
N 33E 20 SE 
N68E 40 SE 
N 39E  I 26 SE I 
N 52 E  I 22 SE I 
I N 43E I 27SE : 




N 29 E  
N 12 E 
N 51 E 
N 31 E 
N 73 E  
N 38 E  
I 25 SE I 
i SO SE 
I 30 SE I 
I 20 SE  i 
25 SE I 
23 SE I 
33 SE I 
I NSI E 35 SE I 
N 88 E  30 SE  
_l N60E 27SE ! 
I N 83 E  I 33 SE  I 
I : 
: 
N 60 E  27SE I 
N 40 E  2SSE I 
N49E 18SE I 
N 4 7 W  72 SW : 
I N 48 E  33 SE 
N 55 E  20SE I 
I N 22 E  20SE ' 
N 27 E  ! 24SE 
' N25 E  I 26SE 
N 21 E I 30SE 
N S E  2SSE 
N 47 E  I 24SE 
























































I I b1 
I I b1 
I I I bl 
I ' J I b1 I _!_ l ' b1 
I i I I I D1 
' I b1 ' 
' ! I I b1 
; b1 
' b1 
I I ' D1 
I I I I 
' bt 
i _:_ I i b1 ' 
! bl 
I ' bl 
I D1 
D1 
: ! D1 
i ' _j I II: 
: I I _l i i D1 
I I I ! I b1 
: I I I l ' b1 
I ! _l b1 
I b1 
I ! b1 
i I u: 
I _l I I u: 
I I i : b1 
I I I : bl 
_I I bl I tc 
: ' u: 
I D1 
I bl 
I I I ! tc 
I I I I lc 
I I I 
' I tc I 
I i I I I bl 
' I tc 
: ' ' : bl 
I I tc 
' I I 1: 
! i I 1: 
I I I I tc 
I I J J I b1 ' 
I J J I i b1 
I I I b1 
I I I I b1 
I I I b1 
i b1 
i i I b1 : 
' I : b1 ' 
: I I I b1 I 
I I ' b1 : 
! I I IC 
I i IC 
; I b1 
10 i 332 ' 5 D1 
0 ' 332 I 5 b1 
I I I ! I D1 
I I I I ' I I b1 
I ! ! I I : ' b1 I I I I I b1 
I I b1 
I I I b1 
I b1 
I ! II: 
I l I b1 I ' ' I I b1 
I I I I : b1 
I I I I IC 
: I I IC 
1 33 









































































N 59 E  i 
I N 72 E  I 
I N41E I 
I N 58 E  I 
N 77 W I 
N 43 E I 
N SO E I 
N 56 E  
I N 79 E  I 
! N 84 E  i 
I N 76W 
' N 66 E  
N 53 E  
N 54 E  
N 32 E  I 
N 1 1 E I 
! N 34 E ' 
N 52 E I 
N 46 E  I 
N 32 E  : 
I N 73 E  
I N S9 E  
I N 37 E  i 
l N 81 E ! 
I N 6 E  
I N 46 E  
I N 1S E 
I N 36 E  
I N 34 E  
I N 8 E  I 
I N 29 E  I 
N 8 E  ! 
N 54 E  i 
N 49 E  I 
N 30 E  ; 
I N 15 E  : 
I N 42 E  
: N 78 E  
! N 24 E  I 
N 48 E  I 
N SO E  i 
N 61 E I 
N 27 E  I 
N 81 E I 
N 58 E  
N 78 E  I 
N 17 E I 
N 42 E 1 




33 SE I 
30 SW  
40 SE 
21 SE I 








30 SE I 
20SE I 
30 SE I 




























33 SE I 
33SE I 
33 SW  
N 78 W  I 3SSW I 
N 72 E I 
I N 46 E 1 
I N 58 E  I 
i N 4S E  ! 
I N 3S E  I 
N 73 E  I 
N 49 E  I 
I N 58 E 1 
I N 52 E  I 
! N 43 E  
N 83 E  
N 57 E ' 
N 84 E  ; 
N 87 E  
N 31 E 
N 72 W I 
I N 41 E I 
I N 30 E  I 
N 1SE 
N 38 E  




1 5 SE 
1 7 SE  I 
20 SE  
20SE 
30 SE 




! S SE : 
13SE I 
25SE I 
21 SW I 
15SE 
22 SE 


































































I IC I 
I I 1 i i tc 
I I b1 
I : : IC 
I I : IC 
i I I IC 
I i I i I IC 
I I I 1 I IC 
I 1 : b1 I I I : ! te 
I I IC 
; ' ' te 
I IC 
te 
I I bl : 
I : I IC 
I ! i IC 
! I I te 
I te 
IC 
I ! I tc 
I i I I 1 te I I _l 1 I tc 
I 
' I J. I IC I 
i I I i I I IC 
I ! I I I tc 
I ' Slm 
I : : s!m 
I I I I slm 
J. I : ! I slm 






: I I I I IC 
I I I _j _l IC 
I I J I IC 
I I _j ! tc 
I . I : I tc 
I I I IC 
I I I I IC I I I I tc 
J I I I IC i I IC 
I te 
: te 
I I I IC 
I I ...1 IC 
! I I l i ' tc 
I I I : i I tc 
I I I I I I tc 
I I I I I I b1 
' ! I b1 
I tc 
I i : I le 
I : i i I I le I 
I : I ' IC 






I i te 
I I I i IC 
I i I : IC I I I ...1 I IC I I I ...1 IC 
11 199 I I � ...! !1: 
I I = 
1 I I IC 
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· I . � Follatfcn , I .. , llnemlcn ·. J. Fcld_� J. ; Aldal Surfliat J FC!�d L :_,_ Jc!nt J Thrust I Sample/ Station I Strike I : Dill I· Phmaa I :Trend I Plunge I Tntnd I StrikB I Dip J Vem: _I ·Sinlce I . DiP_ J stieei Photo 
JW179 N 23 E  I 22 SE I I i I I i I te 
JW180 I N 7S E  I 20SE � t ! ! te 
JW181 I N 3S E  I 18 SE 10 203 I : _L ' ; te 
JW182 I N 72 E  I 24SE I I I I I lC 
JW183 : N S8 E  I 20SE I I ! ' IC 
JW184 N 87 E  2S SE I I I I i : : : IC 
JW185 ! N 48 E  22 SE ! I I I I i IC 
JW186 ' N 17 E  1SSE : i : i I 1: 
JW187 I N 2 W  40NE I I I I te 
JW188 N 10 E  30SE I I I ! : tc 
JW189 I N 38 E  4SSE I te 
JW190 I N 29 E i 22 SE  I slm 
JW191 i N 1 E I JQ SE  I srm 
JW192 • N 80 E  12SE : I slm 
JW193 N 13 E  : 25SE ' I srm 
JW194 N 4 E  � SE  ! slm 
JW195 N 37 E  I 3SSE I Slm 
JW196 N 21 E I 15SE I -
JW197 N 37 E  I 30SE ' I slm 
JW198 N 25 E  I 1SSE : srm 
JW199 N 7 W  20 NE I ""' 
JWZOO N 19 E  42SE ' I ' Slm 
JW201 N e6 E  45SE ' j : slm 
JW202 N 52 E • SO SE : ' I ' slm 
JW203 N 17 E  I 4SSE I I slm 
JW204 N 83 E I 15SE � I I slm 
JW205 N 38 E  : 33 SE I I slm 
JIN.206 I N 25 E  i 23 SE I I ; ""' 
JW207 ! N 24 E  I 42 SE I I I I I slm 
JW208 N 32 E  23SE I I i I I I IC 
JV\1209 N 31 E 24SE ! ' I __l ' I I 1: 
JW210 N 17 E  28SE I I ' I I lC 
JW211 N 42 E  23SE ' I : ! slm 
JW212 N 38 E  27SE I ' I ' I ' slm 
JW213 N 74 E  I 18SE i I IC 
JW214 N 70 E  I 24 SE I I IC 
JW215 N 34 E  I SO SE I ' I J lc 
JW218 N S W  54 NE I I ' I I i I IC 
JW217 I N 48 E  24SE I I I ! IC 
JW218 I N 89 E  12 SE I I I I ! IC 
JW219 N 12 E 20SE I I I I IC 
JW220 N 18 E  24SE I I I I I IC 
JW221 N 44 E  32SE I I I I IC 
JW222 N SS E  2SSE I ! IC 
JW223 I N 28 E  3SSE I ' i IC 
JW224 N 30 E  27SE j I tc 
JW225 ! N 37 E  19 SE I I I tc I 
JW228 I N 84 E  18SE I I 
' I I tc I 
JW227 I N 12 E 12 SE I I I i ! I IC I 
JW228 I N 74 E  12SE I i I I I IC 
JW229 N 9 E  18SE I I ! I I te 
JW230 I N S8 E  25SE ! I i i ' te 
JW231 N 59 E  1BSE I I _:_ IC 
JW232 I N 78 E  I 15SE ' I I I I I IC 
JW233 N 77 E  I 22SE ' I ' I tc 
JW234 I N SO E  I 22SE i I : tc 
JW23S 1 N 41 E 23SE ! I : tc 
JW238 I N 18 E I 40SE I ' I I : tc 
JW237 I N 78 E  I 27SE I I I I I IC 
JW238 N 23 E  I 18 SE I I I I I I I I IC 
JW239 ! N 39 E  I 27SE I I ! I I I IC 
JW240 N 38 E  30 SE I I I I _! I I I I IC 
JW2"1 I N 9 E  t9 SE I I I ! I : I I te 
JW242 i N 44 E  25 SE I ! I tc 
JW243 i 8 022 i I tc 
JW244 I N S E  32SE I I tc 
JW24S N 57 E  I 30SE ' I I IC 
JW248 N 44 E  I 35SE I I ' i i tc 
JW247 N 13 W  I 30 NE I I I I ' IC 
JW248 N 47 E  ! 18SE ! ' I I tc 
JW2"9 N IO W  10sw I I I IC 
JW250 N 18E 27SE I I I stm 
1 35 
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JV\1251 I N 22 e  I 25 SE ' I I I I I slm 
JW252 I N 4 W I zoNe ' ' I ! : I slm 
JW253 i N 171: i 1BSE I ' I I I ! slm 
JW254 N 49 E  I 18SE ' I I I I ! slm 
JW2SS I N S2 E  i 23SE I I I I ! ! slm I 
JW256 I N 56 E  I 35NW I I I I i : I I stm I 
JW2S7 ; N 30 E  10 SE I I I ' I I I ' stm I 
JW258 ! N 19 E 18 SE I I I : ! I I I slm 
JW259 I N 30 W  20NE I I I I I I slm 
JW260 N�W I 18 NE I I i I ! : I I Slm JW281 I N 88 E  I I I I I slm 20NW ' I I 
JW282 N 40 W  I 20 Ne I I I ! I slm 
JW263 N 73 E  I 15SE ' i \ I I 'I I slm 
JW264 I N 71 e I 22 Se I I : I I I slm 
JW26S I N 29 E I 23 NW I I i i I slm I 
JW288 I N2BE 10SE I I i I ' I ! slm 
JW287 I N 24 E  22SE ! I I I I slm 
JW288 N 41 e 27Se I I I I I slm 
JW289 N36E 27SE I i 1 ! i Slm 
JW270 N 2 1 E  15 SE I I I ! I ' slm 
JW271 N B E  20SE I I I slm 
JW272 N 9 E  ' 18 SE I I I I Slm 
JW273 N 4S e  I 30 SE : I I I : I slm 
JW274 N B E  I 47SE ; I : ' ' 1 I 1 slm 
JW275 N S4 W  I 18 SW ' I I i slm I 
JW276 I N 72 E  i 26SE I I i I I i slm 
JW277 I N 3 E  ! 27SE I ' I I : I I Slm 
JW278 I N 19 E  38 SE I I i -, I I slm 
JW279 N 34 E  23 Se I I I I I i I slm 
JW280 I N2SE : 47SE I i I I ! slm 
JW281 i N 20 E  I 23SE I ! ' ! I I stm 
JW2S2 I N 27 E  I 30SE I I I i I i I stm 
JW283 N S7 E  I 29SE 1 I I T stm 
JW284 N31 Ei I 37SE : ! I ! ! slm 
JW285 N 29 E  I 57SE I ! I slm 
JW288 N 14 E  I 24SE I I : slm 
JW287 N 40 E  ' 22SE ' I I I I slm 
JW288 N B9 W I 4SSW I I I I i I stm 
JW289 I N 1B E 12SE I I I I I ! slm i I 
JW290 I N 63E 12SE I I I I I I ! slm 
JW291 N 63 E  37NW : I I I I ms 
JW292 N 72 E  27NW I I I I I ms 
JW293 N28E ! 18 SE I i I I ' I ms 
JW294 N 47 E  i 27SE I I i I I I I slm 
JW29S ! N 74 E  45 SE I I T i I T I slm 
JW298 I N 38 E  28SE : I I I ' T I slm 
JW297 ' N 82 W  3Ssw : ! I \ \ : slm 
JW298 I N 38 E  I 23SE I I i i I ! slm 
JW299 N 73 E  2SSE i i I I I : slm 
JWJOO I N SS E  18 SE I I I I I I S!m 
JW301 ! N SS E I 24SE I I I I slm 
JW302 ! N 57 1!  I 28SE I I I 'I I ' 1 slm I 
J'M03 ; N S4 1!  35 SE  I I I i slm 
JW304 N 78 E  25SE I I I slm I 
JV\1305 N 9 E  20SE I I I ' I i slm ' 
JW306 N 4S E  zsse I I I i slm 
JW307 N 53 E I 33 SE I I I I ! slm 
JW308 I N 90 1!  23$ I I i I I ; I slm 
JVV309 I N 1 E I 20SE I I : I slm 
JV\1310 I N 90 E  30S I I ' l I I I slm 
JV\1311 I N 43 E  15SE ! I I I I i I 1 slm 
JV\1312 I N 79 W . 30SW I ' I I I I ' ' slm 
JV\1313 I N 44 E  : 25SE I I I T I slm 
JW314 N 12 E i 27SE I I I Slm 
JW315 N SOW I SSNE I I I Slm 
JV\1316 I N S& E  I 48SE I I I I : I I Slm 
JV\1317 I N 22 E  I 20SE i i i I i I slm 
JW318 I N 1 W  I 24 NE I I I I I S!m 
JW319 i N 4 W  i 38 NE I I I I I I I i slm 
JW320 N 41 E 27SE I I I I I ! ' ! slm 
JW321 I N 41 E I 32SE I I I : I I i slm 
JW322 N 25 E  I 17SE I i I I I ! I slm 
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JW323 I N 89 E  S SE I I I I ' stm ' 
JW324 I N 12E 23SE I I I ' stm 
JW325 N 22 E  1 8 SE I I I 1 I slm I 
JW326 N 19 E 25SE I I I slm 
JW327 N 7 W  
' 
27 NE I ' I stm ' 
JW328 N 12 E  27SE I ' I I stm 
JW329 I N 2 W  82NE I ' i ' I slm 
JW330 N 2B E  I 20SE I i stm 
JV\1331 I I 0 ' 001 I N 1 E  ! 37 SE i 3 slm 
JV\1332 N 71 E I 18 NW ! I I I I I stm 
JV\1333 . N 38 W ! 3SNE I i ' . 11m 
JV\1334 : N 17 E  17SE I ! • : stm 
JV\1335 I N 44 E  44 SE I ' : ' I I slm 
JV\1338 N 14 E I 38 SE I I ' I I ! lim 
JV\1337 N 311W 17NE I i I I Slm 
JW338 N 88 E  2SSE I I 11m 
JW339 N 4 E  : 30SE i I : I i ' 11m 
JW340 I N 311E I 40SE I I I I 11m 
JW341 I N 33 E  I 18SE I I I 11m 
JW342 N 31 E I 23SE ! I : ' Slm 
JW343 I N SB E  ' 20SE ' ! I I I stm ' 
JWJ44 ! N 64 E i 2SSE I I I I T I stm 
JW345 i N 38 E  45SE I I I I i ! I stm 
JW346 ' N 28 E  34 SE I I I I I ' 11m 
JW347 N 10 E 23SE I I I : I 11m 
JVI/348 N 23 E  33 SE  ' ' l I 11m ' 
JW349 N 79 E  1 20 SE  I I i i I 11m 
JW350 N SSW · 20 NE I I I l ; . stm I 
JW351 N SO E  20 SE  I I I ' llm 
JW352 I N S E  23 SE  I I I 11m 
JW353 I N SS E  I 30 SE : I i i : te 
JW3S4 N 37 E  I 33 SE I I : ' ' : I te 
JW3S5 I N 13 W  I 23 NE I I te 
JW356 I N 13 E  1 13SE I i ' te 
JW3S7 : N 37 E  I 75SE ! I I tc 
J\11/358 N SO E I 30 SE i i te 
JW3S8 N 18 W  I 29NE I . I te 
.M/360 N 33 E I 33SE I I I tc 
JW361 I N 81 e I 23 SE I I I te 
JW362 N 28 E  I 20 SE I I te 
JW363 I N 48 E  I 24SE I I te 
JW364 ' N 20 E  so se i I I ' te 
JW365 N 7 E  34 SE I : I I te 
JWJ66 N 1<4 E  18 SE I ! IC 
J'NJS7 N 1 1 E  30 SE I I I IC 
JW368 N 37 E  23SE I I te 
JW369 N 11 W ' :ZONE : I lim 
JWJ70 N S W  40 NE I I ' 11m 
JWJ71 I 12 357 21).4 I 11m 
JWJ72 N40E I 34 SE ! ' : te 
JWJ73 N 29 E  ' 18 SE i te 
JWJ74 N 41 E 18 SE i I te 
JWJ75 N SS E  ' 27SE I ' I I te 
JWJ76 N S E  ' :zsse ' I I ' te 
JWJ77 N 28 E  : 27SE ; : ' : ' ! te 
JWJ78 N 71 E ! 18 SE I I ! ' te 
JWJ79 N 2 E  34 SE  I : I IC 
JWJ80 N 28 E  22 SE  : I I ' : I te 
JWJ81 N 27 E  30 SE  ' ' te 
JWJ82 : I 12 017 I 21>-4 11m I 
JWJ83 N 10 E  37SE I 11m 
JW364 I N 48 E  24SE I 11m 
JWJ85 I N 3 E  47SE I : I I 11m 
JWJ88 I N 10 E I 40 SE  ! I SJm J'NJS7 I N 1 E  I 22 SE  I te 
JWJ88 I N 24 E  I 44 SE  ' i I I I ' te 
JWJ89 I N 1 W  ' 30 NE I I I te 
JWJ90 I N 19 E  32 SE I i I I te 
JWJ91 I N 29 E I 21 SE I I f ! ' te 
JWJ92 I N 29 E I 27SE I ' I IC 
JWJ93 i N 43 E I 28 SE I I i lim 
JWJ94 i N 1 W  23 NE I I I I SJm 
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JW395 I N 18 E  1 29 SE ! I ' ' : I slm 
J\/11396 I N 3 W  I 22 NE I I I slm 
JW397 N 1 E  I 2SSE I Slm 
JW398 I N 17 W ' 48 NE I I I I ·� 
JW399 N 31 E I 37SE I I Slm 
JW400 I I : 27 111 I N 41 e : 27SE slm 
JW401 N 30 E  23SE i I I slm 
JW402 I N 18 E 30 NW I I I slm 
JW403 i N 8 W  i 38 NE I I I slm 
JW404 I N 86 E  I 2855 I I I I : slm 
JW40S I N 80 E  13 NW i ' I slm ' 
JW4CI6 1 N 36 W  13SW i I ; : slm 
JW407 N 37 W : 32 NE i I ; I slm 
JW408 N 24 E  I 47NW ; I slm 
JW409 N 17 E  I 43SE ' slm 
�10 N 41 W  I 2S SW I I I i slm 
�11 N 45 E  33 SE ' I I ' slm 
�12 N 43 E  24SE I I I I I I : slm 
JW413 I N 58 E  28 SE I : I I slm I 
JW414 I N 83 W  10SW ! I I I Slm 
JW41S i N 24 E  28SE I I • Slm • 
JW418 I N 35 E  25SE i I I ; Slm : 
JW417 N 14 E 23 SE I I Slm 
JW418 : N 25 W : 27 NE I I ! Slm 
JW419 N40E I 3BSE I I I ' I Slm 
JW420 N 33 E  10SE I I I I I Slm 
JW421 N 15 E  I 23SE I I I I Slm 
JW422 N 37 W  I 21 NE I ! I I I slm 
JW423 N 54 E  .n SE I I i I I stm 
JW424 I I 25 I 222 I I slm 
JW425 N 7 E  I 20 SE ! I ' _I slm 
JW428 ! N 51 E I 35SE I I I I ' i ms ' 
JW427 I N 78 E  I 20 SE I I I I i : ms 
JW428 
I 
N 2 E  23SE i I I I ms I 
JW429 N eo e ' 25SE I ' I i slm 
JW430 N 49 E  I 40SE I I I : I I slm 
JW431 I I I 8 I 028 I I 2b4 I ms 
JW432 I N 73 E  35SE I I I I ms 
JW433 N 75 E  45SE I ! I ms 
JW434 I N 1 E  43SE : I I ms 
JW43S N 72 E  18SE I I I I s!m I 
JW436 I N 39 E  30SE I : I I I Slm 
JW437 I s I 038 I : 21>-4 I I Slm 
�38 ' I : 10 I 088 I I 21>-4 I : I slm 
JW439 I N 89 W ' 18SW ' : I I I I slm 
JW440 ' N O W  l.S SW  : : I I I I slm 
JW441 N 8 E  I 23 SE ' I I I I slm 
JW442 N 78 E  15SE I I I 1 I slm 
JW443 N 24 E  18 SE I i I ! I slm 
JW444 N SS E  : 23SE ! I I I : I I ' Slm 
JW445 N 87 E  35SE ! : ' i I I stm 
JW448 N 70 E  28 SE I I I ' I ' slm 
JW447 N 81 E 35 SE i : ' slm '  
JW448 N 87 W  13SW : slm 
JW449 N 58 E  i 22 SE I I slm 
JW450 N 31S E  : f5 SE l ms 
JW451 N B5 E  ' f5 SE I I ms 
JW4S2 N 39 E  I JOSE : : I ms 
JW453 N fB E  33 SE I i slm 
� N 2 W  ! 55NE I I slm 
JW455 ' N 6 f E  I 22SE I i ms 
JW458 N37E f5SE I ms 
JW457 N 57 E I 10SE I I ms 
JW458 N 54 E  12SE I I ' ms 
JW459 N 89 E  ' 18SE I ms 
JW460 N 59 E  ! 2f SE I ms 
JW481 N 84 E  18SE I I I ' Slm 
JW482 i N 45 W  I 10SW ! I i Slm 
JW483 I N 85 E  i 1S NW I I I slm 
JW484 I N 48 E  I co se ! I : slm 
JW485 I I I 35 I 327 I I ! slm 
JW486 I N 88 E  I 20 SE I I I I slm 
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JW467 I N 3 E  38SE I I i I i ! I slm 
JW468 N 18 E 2SSE I L I I Slm 
JVI/469 I N 15E Z5 SE I I ! I I slm 
JW470 : N 18 E  28SE I I I ' : slm 
JW471 I 3 I 200 N20 E  ! SSSE 3 I I slm 
JW472 N 47 E  I 21 SE I I ! slm 
JW473 N S8 E  I 2SSE I : I I I srm 
JW474 N 7 E  20SE I I I I I srm 
JW475 N 21 W  1SNE ! I slm 
JW476 I N 25 W • 27NE I i slm ' 
JW477 ' N 48 W I 2SNE ; I ' ! slm 
JW478 N 88 E  I 10NW I I I I slm 
JW479 N 3 W  I 23NE : I I I slm 
JW480 I N 71 E  1 3S SE ' I I : slm 
JW4B1 I N 41 W  I 25NE ' Slm 
JW482 i N 40 E  18 NW I I I I slm 
JW483 I N 64 E i 20 NW I I I I ' slm 
JW484 I N 24 W  20NE I I ' ! : sltn 
JW465 N 3SW 1 S SW I I ! I slm 
JW486 N 19 E 13SE I I 111m 
JW487 N 27 E  12 SE I I ' I stm 
JW486 I N 87 E  12 SE I I I I stm 
JW4B9 I N se w : 1SSW : I i I I srm 
JW490 1 N 81 W  I 25SW I I i I slm 
JW491 N 89 W  I 23SW ; I ; i I srm 
JW492 N 21 E I 20 SE I I i srm 
JW493 N 42 E  23 SE ' I srm 
JW494 N 26 E  38 SE ' I I slm 
JW495 : 25 I 121 N 38 E I 25SE I slm 
JW496 I i 17 125 ' N 39 W  I 58 NE I 5 : slm 
JW497 I N 22 E · 28 SE I I I I I slm 
JW498 N 11 W ; 27NE I I I I I slm 
JW499 I N 43 E  30 SE I I i : I I srm 
JW!iO() I N 58 E  23SE I I I I slm 
JW501 ' N 78 E  I 2SSE I : ! ! I slm 
JW502 I N 41 e 31 5E I i ' ' i I ' i I slm 
JW503 I N 48 E  175E i I I I ' lim 
JW504 I N SO E  18SE I I ' slm 
JW505 N 32 E  32 SE I I slm 
JW508 N 53 E  ! 33SE I I I I b1 
JW507 N 87 W  1 10 SW I I b1 
JW508 N 80 E  I 2SSE I I I b1 
JW509 N 34 E  23SE I 111 
J'N.i10 N 67E 3SSE I ' b1 
J'N.i11 N 23 E  155E I I i ' b1 
J'N.i12 I NBSE 20SE . I b1 
J'N.i13 I N 60 E  1SSE i 0 I b1 
J'N.i14 I N 34 E  24SE ! I b1 
J'N.i15 I N 29 E  30SE I ! I b1 : 
J'N.i18 I N 40 E  1 1  SE I I : I I IC ' 
JW517 I N 59 E  1 1  se ' I I I ! ' b1 
Jll\518 I N 47 E  1 29SE I I I I I b1 
Jll\519 ; N 63 E  30 SE I I I I tc 
J\1\520 N n E  30 SE I I I I ' i tc 
.M521 N 89W ' 28SW I ! ' l I : tc I 
J\1\522 N 77 E , 30 SE I ' I ! ! tc 
J\1\523 N e& E i 25 SE I i I I tc 
.M524 N 88 W I 20SW • ' : I I tc 
J\1\525 N 1S E  23 SE I : I I ' slm 
.M'S28 N 19 E  I 30 SE  I i ; ! tc 
.M527 N 29 E  I 29SE I I I I ' tc ' 
.M528 ; N 57 E  13SE I I I I i i tc 
.M529 I N 63 E  25SE I i I ' ; I I I tc 
J\1\530 I I 12 007 I I ! , I tc 
Jll\531 I N 4 S E  20SE I I ! I ' I tc 
J\1\532 I N 9 E  245E I I I I i I I tc 
J\1\533 I N 1 E  I 34SE I ! I I I I I slm 
J\1\534 ' N 33 E  I 22 SE I ' I I slm 
Jll\535 N 27W I ssw I I I I : I slm 
JWS36 N 65 E  I 23SE I I I lim 
Jll\537 N 32 E I 3SSE I I I : I lim 
Jll\538 I N 86 E  I 22 SE I I Slm 
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.M539 N 15 W  i 30 NE I I I slm I 
.MS40 N 80 W i 20 SW I i I I Slm 
JWS41 : N 32 E I 14SE I I s 039 I 21).4 slm 
JWS42 : ' 0 047 I Slm 
JWS43 I I 0 I 055 I I I I I slm 
JWS4.4 N 26 E  I 34SE I I I . ' stm 
JV.545 I s 351 
' i I I s1m 
JW548 N 81 E ' 30SE I ' I I I I slm 
JV.547 I N 83 W I 27 SW I I ' I stm 
JVvS48 I N 28 E  30SE I ' I i I I ' stm 
JVvS49 I N 14 E  I 17SE ! I I I I J I stm 
Jv.550 I N 84 W 1 20 SW I I I I stm 
Jv.s51 i N SS E  i 27SE I I I I I I i IC 
Jv.s52 I N 13 E  I 22SE I I ! I I I I IC 
Jv.s53 I N 23 E  23SE I ! I I i IC 
Jv.s54 I N 8 E  I 23SE I I I I I stm 
JVo5SS I N 12 W  18NE I I I I I Slm 
.M558 N 73 E  i 15 NW I I I s!m 
Jv.s57 J N 11 E I SDSE I I I I ms 
Jv.s58 ! N 54 E  29 SE  I : ' I I ms 
J'M59 N 41 E  i JD SE  I I I I ms 
.rwseo ' N SDE ! 36 SE ! ms 
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APPENDIX C 
REVISED INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING A DIGITAL GEOLOGIC MAP 
WITH OFF-THE-SHELF GRAPHICS PROGRAMS 
1 4 1  
N OTE: The process presented here is a simplified outline of the method used in this study 
to create a digital 7.5 minute geologic map with a U.S.G.S. Digital Raster Graphic (DRG) 
file as a basemap. The U.S.G.S. Digital Line Graphic (DLG) files (e.g.  hypsography) were 
not widely available or easily manipulated with off-the-shelf graphics programs when this 
process was initiated. The original documentation for this method was outlined by Curl 
( 1998). David Settles is acknowledged for outlining most of the "DRG to bitmap" process. 
Italicized characters refer to menu items in Adobe Photoshopm and Illustrator™. 
Convert U.S.G.S. DRG file to Bitmap file format: 
A Open DRG (TIFF file format) in Adobe Photoshop ™ (� version 5) 
B. Image Size 
1 .  Adjust image to 250 dots per inch (dpi) to approximate the true 7.5 minute 
quadrangle size 
a) lmage>lmage Size 
1 )  Resolution = 250 dpi 
2) Constrain Proportions = Yes 
3) Resample Image = No 
C. Rotate Image 
1 .  Determine the amount of rotation needed with measuring tool and info window 
a) Zoom in on a line that should be horizontal (upper or lower map edge) 
b) Create a horizontal line with the measuring tool by clicking two nearly 
horizontal points on the screen while holding down the shift key 
c) While still holding the mouse button down, rotate the line to parallel with 
the image line (The amount displayed in the info window is equal to the 
amount the image should be rotated) 
2. Rotate the image 
a) Image > Rotate Canvas > Arbitrary 
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b) Enter the amount determined in C1c and the direction of rotation (positive 
numbers rotate counter-clockwise and negative numbers rotate clockwise) 
c) Double check by repeating step C1 
D. Image Size (final adjustment) 
1 .  Determine dimensions of the image with the measuring tool 
2. Show Rulers: View > Show Rulers 
3 .  Zoom out so that the image edges are visible 
4.  Select all: Select > All 
5. Manually adjust: Edit > Free Transform 
6.  Change the X and/or Y values with the appropriate values from D1 
E.  Convert colors to black or white 
1 .  Change colors to "black" or "no color": Image > Mode > Color Table 
2.  Open the CMYK color window, black = 0-0-0-100, no color = 0-0-0-0 
3 .  Change all colors: 
a) Vegetation (green) > no color 
b) Streams (dark blue) > black 
c) Lakes (light blue) > no color 
d) Contours (brown) > black 
e) Text and Roads (red) > black 
f) Other colors (purple, yellow, etc.) > black 
F. Convert TIFF file to Bitmap file format 
1 .  Image > Mode > Grayscale (Discard Colors = Yes) 
2 .  Image > Mode > Bitmap (Input = Output, Pattern Dither = Yes) 
G. Save file 
1 .  There are several options that will work, the photoshop (.psd) format is 
recommended 
2 .  Several map files can be brought into photoshop, merged, and saved as a 
single bitmap file 
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Create the digital geologic map: 
A. Open an Adobe lllustratorTM (� version 7) file 
B. Document Setup 
1 .  Create an appropriately sized artboard: File > Document Setup . . .  (make sure the 
Use Page Setup box is not checked) and increase the width and height values 
2 .  Change the Page Setup: File > Document Setup . . .  Click on Page Setup and 
select or create the printable area desired NOTE: If a plotter is not selected as 
the default printer, the large and custom sizes will not be available 
B. Link or cut/paste the topographic bitmap into the Il lustrator file 
1 .  To link: File > Place . . .  (Make sure the Link box is checked and that your bitmap 
file remains in the same location so that I llustrator will be able to access the 
file) NOTE: This method will reduce the final Illustrator file size 
2 .  To  cut/paste: File > Open . . .  (select the bitmap file), Edit > Select All (in bitmap 
file), Edit > Copy (in bitmap file), Edit > Paste (in bitmap file) 
C. Place the topography within its own layer 
1 .  To change the layer name: double click on the layer within the layer window 
2 .  To create another layer: click on the arrow i n  the layer window 
D. Create and stack the layers for data, stations, artwork, color polygons, etc. 
1 .  The topography layer should be above all colored polygons but below the others 
2 .  To move layers: move them within the layer window while holding the mouse 
button down 
E. Place data on map 
1 . Within the appropriate layer place the assigned character and/or symbol in the 
correct location 
2. Foliation, bedding, lineation, etc. symbols can be oriented by first creating or 
obtaining a perfectly N-S (strike, trend, etc.) oriented symbol, copying to the 
appropriate layer and location, then rotating: double click on the rotation tool 
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in the tool window and select the amount of counter-clockwise rotation 
(clockwise rotation requires a negative value) 
F. Draw contacts and create color polygons 
1 .  Use the pen tool to draw lines for your contacts 
a) If the mouse button is held while using the pen tool, curved lines can be 
created 
b) Lines can be reoriented with the open arrow tool by selecting the nodes or 
attached node "earsH 
2 .  I t  i s  recommended that the original solid contacts be left in  a non-printed layer 
for the creation of polygons and later revision 
3 .  Dashed and dotted contacts can be made by checking the dash box i n  the 
stroke window and putting values in the boxes 
a) Create a final contact layer and copy the contacts into it 
b) Cut the contacts with the scissors tool and make the appropriate portions 
solid, dashed, or dotted 
4.  Create color polygons 
a) Draw a box (or polygon) around the boundary of the area 
b) Copy the box and contacts into a polygon layer below the topographic layer 
c) Copy all lines that bound each unit: Select the items and while holding the 
shift key drag them away from the other objects 
d) Cut the objects where they overlap and join them: select with the open 
arrow tool then Object > Path > Join 
e) Once a solid polygon is created, select an appropriate fill color (CMYK is 
recommended for HP plotters) from the color window and drag back to the 
correct location by holding the mouse key down and zooming in 
G. Printing 
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1 .  Make all the layers visible that are to be printed (for Adobe™ Illustrator 7.0 each 
layer must be turned on or off): Click on the eye next to the layer in the layer 
window to make different layers (in)visible 
2 .  If printing the entire map at 100% make sure the default printer is set to a plotter 
3. Print: File > Print . . .  
4 .  The postscript file size must be less than 64 megabytes o n  the HP DesignJet 
755CM 
a) File size is not a concern with a single 7.5 minute geologic map 
b) File size can be checked by first printing to a file or by getting the file 


























Recalibrated January 1 999 











R ange SEC 
O.OQ6.8.27 0.28* 
0.34-49.8 026 
0.24-1 8.73 0.25 
I 38.86-73.15 0.52 
0.0020-0.4900 ; 0.0657 
I 0.001-5.53 i 0.05 
I 0.1 5-14.n 0.15 I 
o.o340-0.71oo I 0.0176 
0.013-3.69 I 0.033 
o.oo10-0.o52o 1 0.0047 
0.0007-2.1963 1 0.0083 
1 .95-17.82 I 0.31 
0.0050-0.2339 ! 0.0033 
0.0000-0.0254 ! 0.0005 
I o.oooQ-0.4482 0.0018 
I o.ooo0-0.0037 0.0004 
! 0.0007-1 .1000 . 0.0023 
I o.ooo2-0.1328 . 0.0003 


























STM1 Nepheline Sven.te 
W2 Diabase 
Corrected or: 
MgO, Si02, CaO, Fez03 KzO 
AlzO,, SIOz, CaO, Fez03 
MgO, Si02, CaO, K20, Fez03 
Naz(>, MgO, CaO, KzO, Fez03 
AlzO,, K20, CaO 
Naz(>, MgO, CaO, Si02 
MgO, Fe203, KzO 
5102, CaO, Cr 
CaO, FezO, 
CaO, TI02, Fe203, Cr 
Fe203, V, TI02, CaO 





















# of Stds 




1 7  
1 8  
1 8  
1 9  
1 9  
1 8  
1 8  
1 6  
1 8  
1 7  
1 8  
18 
1 3  
18 
1 3  
Stds 




















*NOTE: Error due to count1ng statistiCS IS 0.42 
Recalibration performed by B. Bream and 0. Kopp 
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APPENDIX E 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR X-RAY FLUORESCENCE PELLET PREPARATION 
AND ANALYSIS USING THE EG&G ORTEC TEFA Ill 
149 
NOTE: The following is a summary of the methods used in this study to prepare and 
analyze pellets (briquettes) on the energy-dispersive EG&G ORTEC TEFA I l l  at the 
University of Tennessee-Knoxville. These instructions are not intended as a replacement 
for the direct instruction on the equipment involved in the process. Most of the steps in this 
process are taken directly from the instructions provided in the geochemical analysis course 
offered at UTK. 
The following considerations must be made when selecting samples for analysis: 
Representative nature of the sample 
Weathering and/or alteration of the sample 
Sample grain size 
1 .  Crush the material into pea-sized particles (approximately 3 to 4 mm in diameter). The 
amount of material that needs to be crushed depends on the grain size and 
homogeneity of the sample (coarse and/or inhomogeneous material requires a larger 
volume). 
The method employed in this study involved wrapping the material in 
newspaper, crushing with a hammer, and sorting out the appropriate sized 
material. Alternative methods include: cutting thin slabs on a rock saw that 
can be broken by hand, painting the outside of the sample before crushing 
followed by removal of painted particles, and placing the sample between 
thick pieces of leather before crushing. 
2. Separate out 10 grams or less of sample material. 
The quartering method (division of the material into four approximately 
equal parts followed by removal of opposite pairs) was used in this study to 
obtain 1 0  grams or less of sample and to limit bias in size, color, and density 
of the material. Specialized separators are also available for this step. 
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3. Grind material into a fine-grained powder. 
A tungsten carbide grinding mill was used in this study. Grinding mills made 
of ceramic, steel, and other material are also available. 
a) Dry the sample at 1 1 0 degrees C for at least one hour. Make sure the 
grinding mill is clean and dry. 
b) Load the sample material into the case assembly, putting approximately 
half of the material between the disk and outer wall and half between 
the puck and disk. 
c) Add about three drops of freon to the material and replace grinding mill 
0-ring and lid. 
d) Lower shatterbox arm and tighten locking mechanism (a rubber band 
can be placed around the lock and arm to prevent slipping). 
e) Lower shatterbox cover. 
f) Tum switch to "on" position and push timer button. The timer should be 
set for three minutes. After the first three minutes, check inside and 
tighten the arm if necessary, and repeat. 
g) When timer is finished remove grinding mill and place on clean surface. 
h) Contents of the grinding mill should be brushed away (using the paint 
brush for your rock type) and collected (computer or photocopy paper 
works fine as a collection surface). 
i) Dry the material again at 1 10 degrees C for at least 1 hour. 
j) Clean the grinding mill assembly with hot water and scouring pads. 
making sure not to use soap. If a residue remains. run quartz sand 
through the mill and repeat cleaning. The mill must be completely dry 
before another sample can be run. 
4. Make a pressed powder pellet. 
Two pellets were made for each sample in this study. 
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a) Place the base of the pellet die with the lower die plate (polished 
surface up) on a flat surface and carefully lower the top of the base plate 
over both. 
b) Insert the sample-forming cylinder. 
c) Place half of the sample material (-5 grams) into the cylinder, insert the 
packing piston, and compress the sample with hand pressure. 
d) Carefully raise the sample forming cylinder and packing piston . 
e) Make sure the sample material is intact and centered. Place 5 grams 
(-a plastic spoonful) of boric acid on top of the sample. 
f) Place the upper die plate into the housing. 
g) Place the pressure piston into the housing above the die plate. 
h) Place the entire housing assembly into the hydraulic press. 
i) Take the press pressure to 10,000 psi for 30 seconds then raise the 
pressure to 30,000 psi for one minute. 
j) Release the pressure, insert the extractor spacer, and invert the assembly 
within the press. 
19 Apply moderate pressure with the press while holding the assembly with 
your hand so the housing does not drop. 
I) Carefully remove the pellet from the assembly, label, and place in a 
dessicator. 
m) Clean all parts with warm water. Avoid scratching or denting the 
polished surfaces. All parts must be completely dry before the next 
pellet is pressed. 
5.  Run samples on XRF machine with appropriate protocol .  
The IGROCK protocol was recalibrated and used for al l  samples in this 
study. Most samples were run two or more times. 
a) Insert the Winchester lead disk into drive A and turn the Winchester hard 
drive on. After the Winchester drive has spun up, the main CPU can be 
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turned on. Select the ATAC option at the first menu. The date format is 
25-DEC-99 and the time format is 20:00. 
b) Remove the sample tray from the X-ray chamber and center the hub 
with the joystick if necessary. Fill out the sample form for all samples run 
before the next step. 
c) Determine which protocol you will use and load the tray. The tray must 
be loaded with a specific norm (NORM 5 for IGROCK) in position 1 .  For 
a full run at least 6 standards should be loaded with your samples. It is 
also recommended that the standards be evenly spaced throughout the 
tray and in positions 2 and 24. This will allow you check how well the 
machine is running during the analysis. 
d) Close the cover, put the X-rays on standby, and tum the pump on. The 
pump must operate for a minimum of 3 hours prior to analysis. 
e) Select option 3 "Analyze Unkowns" under the ATAC menu. 
f) Enter the appropriate response to each of the following prompts: 
-enter analysis type: 
(this refers to the protocol name, e.g. IGROCK) 
-enter number of unknowns: 
(do not include the norm sample, e.g. 23 for a full tray) 
-do you wish to use stored spectrum [N] 
(N, unless you have previously stored spectrum) 
-do you wish to store the spectrum [N] 
(N) 
-renormalize? [N] 
(Y, a new norm factor will be generated) 
-do you wish to name each sample? [N] 
(Y, norm is automatically assigned position 1 )  
*TURN X-RAYS ON AFTER YOU ANSWER THIS QUESTION* 
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(Check the x-ray conditions and filter designations on display 
before turning on. Kv should be set to 1 0.0 and tube current 
should be set to 1(.Ja on the x-ray display. Filters should be 
set to 1-op, 2-cu, and 3-in for most protocols. Finally, make 
sure the x-ray button on the data entry part of the keyboard is 
turned off.) 
-enter sample names 
(>, enter all names; you can correct errors once finished) 
-press 'Y' then 'enter' when ready 
(X-rays must be turned on before you answer this) 
-select desired x-ray path 
tum x-rays on 
and analysis will begin 
(these conditions should already be set) 
g) Make sure the printer is online and that enough paper is fed into the 
collection bin to prevent binding or tearing. 
h) Check the normalization factors after the norm pellet has been 
analyzed. 
i) When the analysis is finished, tum X-rays off (or on standby if it is to be 
used again), tum the pump, computer and Winchester hard drive off, and 
remove all pellets. 
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